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The most recognized structure of 
the Johns Hopkins University, Gil
man Hall towers over the campus. 
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Graduate students Kelly Emerson 
and Frances Gage enjoy the beau
tiful weather outside of the Milton 
S. Eisenhower Library. The library 
was completely renovated over the 
past year. 

Freshman Chris Bickens sets up a 
play at the volleyball net located 
outside of AMR2. The net was set 
up two years ago for students to 
used uring the fall and springtime. 
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BReakznq The Lzmzrs 
Johns Hopkins is a very different place than it was 
when the seniors first arrived here four years ago. 

The class of 1998 was, when it first entered, the 

largest class Hopkins had ever seen. The policy of 
fitting three students into a room designed to 

accomoqate only two first began our freshman year. 
Now it's a common practice. The number of appli
cants to Johns Hopkins has been steadily increasing 
and the entering classes remain large. As the years 
have gone by we have broken the limits in other ways. 

Renovations are taking place all over the campus. 
President Brody replaced President Richardson, the 

· business district of Charles Village has improved and 
~"-~--~-~-~ expanded. In the past year, the Homewood apart-

-- - ..,. " 

ments have had a major upheaval, the Milton S. 
Eisenhower Library has had a structural facelift, and 
the athletic center is build ing additions to the la-
crosse field. Throughout it all, the class of 1998 has 
been here to see it happen. No doubt t hat the fresh
men class this year will have the chance to see future 
changes planned such as the new arts center and the 

• new recreation center. The Charles Village area will 
become even more "college-or ient ed" and shops will 

hopefully open in the lower levels of the Homewood 

Apartments. Whatever t hefuture, it is certain that 

Johns Hopkins will continue to grow, improve, and 
always be breaking the limits. 

These two freshmen enjoy some ice cream out
side of AMRl. The wall in front of AMRl is a 
great spot to watch all the activities of fellow 
students. 
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Arial Shot This view of Moving In Day 
was taken from a room in Jennings in 
AMRII. On Moving In Day, the campus 
was all spruced up. 

Feathered Friends 
High tide at the Inner 
Harbor tends to over
flow past the wall, but 
it doesn't seem like the 
ducks mind very 
much. 

Troublemaker The 
Cat in the Hat made a 
stop in the Mount 
Vernon area for the 
Baltimore Book Festi
val held in October. 
(left) The day of ar
rival for the freshmen 
was bright and warm. 
Freshmen are seen 
here mingling in front 
of AMR II apparently 
trying to get used to 
Hopkins. (right) 

Light up the ight For the first 
time, Holiday lights were dis
played on the MSE library. A spe
cial ceremony was held for the first 
lighting complete with candles and 
Christmas carols. 
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so zns 
Here are just a few of the sights that were seen at Hopkins during 
the 1997-1998 school year. Many of the most interesting sights 
were on the Homewood campus itself, however, there were some 
fun sights to be seen around the Charles Village and Mount 
Vernon area. The Inner Harbor was, as usual, brimming with 
exciting goings on, and slowly these events crept closer to 
Homewood. Overall, Baltimore was a pretty exciting place to be 
in 1997-1998. 

Summertime Senioritis Seniors 
Danielle Desjardins, Jim Schley, 
and Larry Liang re lax in the 
President's garden a t the senior 
barbeque held over the summer. 
The President's garden is a favor
ite place to go and relax during the 
warm weather. 

StudyorSleep SapraPrasadstud
ies on the quad. During the spring
time, most students reject the cu
bicles of the library in favor of the 
soft grass outside. 
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Student Life 
AllhoU8h serious when in the classroom, the students 
al Johns Hopkins lead very diff erenl lives when nol 
bounded by schoolwork. Whether seen playif18 
volleyball on campus, workif18 as a monitor in the HUT, 
lakif18 the Goucher shuttle lo Towson Mall, or just 
har\~}118 around in the dorms 8ossipif18 about who is 
dalif18 lhis week, the students al Hopkins sel No LimilB 

Study Time Rachna 
Krishan and Matt 
Scott study on the 
lawn in front of 
AMRI. Students 
took advantage of 
the nice weather at 
the beginning of the 
year by taking their 
books outside. 
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Taking a break Gretchen Porter takes a break 
and munches on a piece of watermelon after 
volunteering during orientation 1998. Volun
teers make freshmen feel welcome immedi
ately by carrying all their belongings into their 
rooms. 



Walk this Way This student introduces stu
dents and their parents to the Hopkins campus. 
Volunteerism is a common sight at Hopkins, as 
many students try to give back to the commu
nity. 

Banana Cream or Lemon Meringue? This poor 
guy stuck his face in a pie at the "Singled Out" 
show during Orientation. Prospective dates 
were selected using such criteria as "what type 
of ice cream do you like?" 7 
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On a Roll With increased mobility, 
President William Brody and his wife 
Wendy greet parents and students. 
The surprise of seeing the Bradys on 
rollerblades made them a little more 
human for the incoming freshmen. 

Sense of 
Direction 
This volun
teer directs 
parents to 
the dormi
tories and 
then to the 
parkin g 
lot. Find
ing a park
ing sp o t 
was diffi
cult even 
for tho se 
familiar 
with th e 
campus. 
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Cutting Loose This fr eshman 
opens up yet another box of be
longings. On Moving In Day, the 
number of things to put away 
seemed endless. 

Moving In Day 



On The Move 
Hopkins or Bust 

"Sir, there seems to be a sudden distur
bance in our community, an invasion of 
sorts." 

"An invasion, Lieutenant?" 
"Yes, sir. We've reports of strings of cars, 

piles of boxes, and a Dr. Pepper chugging 
army decked out in uniforms with 0 '97 
printed across them since 08:00." 

"Are they setting up camp?" 
"It seems to be worse than that, sir. They're 

distributing carpets and mircrofridges. 
They don't seem hostile, but they're pour
ing in and act like they own the place." 

"Hmm . .. anything else unusual?" 
"Two helmetted greeters with a primitive 

form of transportation strapped on their 
feet. We have several undercover record
ings, sir." 

"Play them." 
"Eh, kinda nice, smells kinda weird." 

"That was Mike Burrez upon entering 
room 117." 
"It's nerve wracking, just coming to a new 
place." 

"Cathy Kim. We believe the next com
ment came from an international agent 
under the alias Song Choi Hwang. Our 
sources report someone brought him here 
from the airport." 
"The people here were very helpful. I wouldn't 
have known where to go. I had no clue where 

AMR is." 
"Sir, we have new reports. A 'Welcome 

Home' banner is hanging between the forts 
Wolman and McCoy." 

"Play the additional reports." 
"We avoided the move in rush," said sophomore 
Ahren Rittershaus. 
"We were here early since I was an Orientation 
assistant," said sophomore Robert Parker. 
"And I'm a Student Advisor," Rittershaus 
added. 

"Hmm .. , Lieutenant, are there any re
ports of those we call 'upperclassmen'?" 
"Most juniors and seniors move into 
appartments or row houses, but you have to 
start looking early. My roommates Charmaine 
Leung and Valerie Salter and I wanted to move 
in at the beginning of summer, but were still on 
the waiting list, so Val left her stuff at her 
brother's and Charmaine left her stuff at her 
uncle's. When we moved in September, we just 
picked a Saturday and had a whole bunch of 
people come over. We said we'd cook them 
dinner. Sorting and unpacking was a big mess, 
but moving in went much faster with a bunch 
of people," said senior Claudia Joe. 

"Sir, what shall we do? The masses of 
new- the sheer number- don't you think-" 

"I think, Lieutenant, that you have just 
witnessed part of the natural fall phenom
enon known as Moving In." 

Left Right Left Combo 
Freshmen crowd the 
mailroom in the 
AMRII to check out 
their mailboxes and try 
out their combina
tions. 
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The first step to a new year 
Chaos, mass confusion, boxes, heat, and 
more boxes are just some of the words that 
describe everyone's favorite time of the 
year-Moving In Day. All 940 members of 
the class of 2001 crashed at Homewood on 
August 30, 1997 not knowing what to ex
pect. They started arriving as early as 8 am, 
at first a few, but by midday, it was like 
trying to go home on I-95 during the holi
days. The cars formed, what seemed to be, 
an endless line, starting on Charles Street, 
and turning up the ramp by the Beach. In 
front of the library, the first checkpoint. At 
this point, freshmen were dragged from 
their parents for a while to obtain their all 
purpose J-cards, their keys and mailbox 
combinations, and their bucket of "Good 
Stuff" and to finalize any other paperwork. 
Parents were directed to the dormitories so 
their cars could be unloaded, then were led 
to the Glass Pavillion by student ambassa
dors where they could have any questions 
answered, and in general, be reassured 
that their child was in good hands. Mean
while, the 0 '97 staff, consisting mostly of 

Where's it going? 
Volunteers try to or
ganize the moving of 
boxes, bags and suit
cases to the correct 
dorm room. 34 th 
street in front of Wol
man and McCoy was 
a parking lot of cars 
on Moving In Day. 

sophomores and juniors, helped to move 
personal belongings, crates, TVs, comput
ers, fans, and yes, even books from cars to 
dorm rooms. Eventually, students were 
directed to their rooms where they had a 
chance to meet their roommates, settle in, 
and unpack. Resident Advisors began 
making tours of their dorms, introducing 
themselves to the new residents and assur
ing parents that their children would be 
safe under their watchful eye. Luckily, it 
was only one class moving in at a time. 
Most sophomores arrived the next day and 
began moving into Wolman, McCoy, and 
the Homewood, reuniting with friends and 
making plans to make this new suite look 
better than last year's triple in Building A. 
The dazed and confused feeling of moving 
day cannot really be described in words. 
Whether it's "I really want to go back 
home," or "Maybe Hopkins wasn't the right 
place," or even "Hey, who needs college 
anyway," the bottom line is that you're 
here at Hopkins, you've moved in. The 
question now is, "Can you get used to it." 
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Umph Sophomore Tom Mullaney really needs a rest and a drink 
of wa ter. Although volunteering is fun, most sophomores go home 
at the end of the day with sore backs and arms. 



Distribution Sophomore Meredith 
Pasmantier hands an envelope with 
a room key and mailbox combina
tion to an uncertain freshman. In
coming freshmen had lots to carry 
including their Good Stuff box, 
their keys, their new J-card, and 
lots of instructions and pamphlets. 

Tag It These volunteers take spe
cial care to label luggage so that it 
is sure to get to the right room. 
Orientation volunteers moved all 
luggage into the dorms for the 
freshmen. 
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Welcome Home 
Orientation week means fun 
Mission Impossible 

Members of the 0'97 Staff, good after
noon. Let us briefly go through the agenda 
for the week's events. Orientation is set to 
begin on August 30, 1997 at 8:00 a.m. 

Day 1: Arrival. The freshmen are going 
to start piling in early. We have to be ready. 
As soon as cars pull up, we want to escort 
students to their first stop, where ID cards, 
keys, and survival packs will be distrib
uted. The rest of the day will be devoted to 
unloading cars and helping students settle 
into their rooms. We're trying something 
new this year for the first night at Hopkins. 
The Vegas Extravaganza will have games, 
food and lots of fun which will hopefully 
get the freshmen to feel a little more com
fortable here. 

Day 2: The freshmen will meet their 
student advisors for the first time and will 
attend the annual convocation by Presi
dent Brody. Big day for the staff. Encour
age the freshmen to get out there. Remem
ber, we're concluding the night with 
Playfair-our biggest event. This will take 
place at 8:00 p.m. on the Hopkins lacrosse 
field. Ideally, what we want, is that every 
freshman will have met one another by the 
end of the night. This is highly unlikely but 

Seafood lovers were 
in Seventh Heaven a t the 
Freshmen Crabfest. It was an 
all you can ea t buffet served 
up by the Marriot Food Ser
vice. 

Cordia 
Wan selec ts the cri teria by 
which she will choose her date. 
The Greek sponsored version 
of Singled Out is in its second 
year as an Orientation event. 

let's aim for this people. 
Day 3: Now this is the day when fresh

men take the placement tests to determine 
what level math and language classes they 
should take. Just because we don' t have to 
take these tests doesn't mean it's an off day 
for us! The deans are holding their assem
blies to introduce students to the academic 
programs at Hopkins, then it's Club Night 
at Parrot Island! As we all know, this is 
typically one of the best Orientation events 
so get as many people to attend as you can. 

Day 4: This is the day when the new 
students first meet the department advi
sors to learn about potential majors. At 
night we are holding the second annual 
Orientation version of Singled Out. The 
Greek organizations are running the show 
but we are still on duty! Let's make sure 
that freshmen are enthusiastic about get
ting onstage and selecting a potential date! 

Day 5: Okay this is the day when the 
freshmen get their first taste of volunteer
ing in Baltimore. We have to make sure 
that everyone who participates has a really 
great time which will make them want to 
give back even more to the community. 
That's about it everyone. Let's go and 
make this the best Orientation ever! 
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\ Jlui teennry m Wendell Wu, a member of 
Circle K, helps make cards for the less fortu
nate. This was one of the volunteer activities 
for freshmen during Orientation Week. 

~;1._ Upperclassmen help out in the 
freshmen version of Singled Out by holding 
cards with the different categories printed on 
them. 
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Watch the 
Watch Tom 
Deluca, the 
hypnotist, 
made a stop 
at Johns 
Hopkins 
again this 
year. He is 
famous for 
putting stu
dents on 
stage and 
making 
them do 
wild and 
crazy things 
they would 
not do con
sciously. 
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Heart and Soul Valerie Evering, a member of 
the a capella group the Octopodes, belts out a 
tune at the a capella fest during Orientation 
week. All the a capella groups performed in 
order to introduce the freshmen to student 
groups on campus. 

Down in the Dirt This guy prepares to throw a 
muddy volleyball over the net towards some 
unfortunate RA. The oozeball contest has be
come an annual co-event to the SAC Fair held 
during Orientation week. 
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Freshmen get to know Hopkins 
When the 940 freshmen in the class of 2001 
came to Hopkins this year, their first week 
was that of Orientation. It was an unforget
table week which would acquaint the stu
dents to Hopkins, Baltimore, and the other 
members of their class. After they had 
moved into their rooms and met their room
mates, freshmen were introduced to their 
student advisors. Student Advisors are 
upperclassmen who volunteer to show the 
freshmen the ropes at Hopkins, and would 
be able to answer any questions they might 
have. They were also responsible for hold
ing small activities for the freshmen so they 
could get to know each other. The fun 
extended throughout the whole week as 
special activities were planned to make 
freshmen feel more welcome and comfort
able. This year marked the first year that 
the freshmen were required to participate 
in a volunteer activity. They were split into 
groups and headed off to do different 
activites. Some groups made sandwiches 
for the homeless and some made well-

Photo by Jeff King-Newsletter Staff 

wisher cards for other people. The annual 
quad movies shown this year featured the 
thriller Scream, after which most students 
headed for the Beach, the grassy spot in 
front of the Library which is famous for 
becoming the core of Hopkins's social night 
life. Playfair was another famous tradition 
which enthralled the freshmen. The fresh
men congregated on the lacrosse field and 
engaged in an assortment of Ice-breaker 
like activities. These are designed specifi
cally to allow the freshmen to get to know 
one another. It is very common to meet 
dozens of people, that years from now you 
will still remember as "that person who's 
birthday is the same day as mine". The 
Greek Organizations held a freshmen ver
sion of "Singled Out" for the second year in 
a row which was a smashing success. 
Shriver Hall was packed with people who 
wanted to be that lucky person picked to be 
the date of the picky contestant. Overall, 
the efforts of the 0'97 Staff contributed to 
successful orientation for the Class of 2001. 

Blecch Freshman 
Jennifer Dasch 
stares her lunch in 
the eye . The 
Crabfest, featuring 
the famed Mary
land crab, is a fa
vori te Orientation 
event. 
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Chef or President? Senior class president 
Duncan Belser gets a hand from representative 
Monet McCorvey at the senior class barbeque 
held over the summer in President Brody' 
garden. 

Casual Stroll Jon Urist and Jacoba Zelinsky 
help out on Moving In Day. 

Fun in the Sun Radhika Shenai and Mirna 
Mohanraj smile for the camera at the first 
official senior event; the senior barbeque. 
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Time TO Move On 
Seniors relish their last year 
1998 was a turning point in the lives of the 
incoming freshmen, however they were 
not the only ones experiencing a life chang
ing year. Enter; the seniors. For many, it 
was a stressful time. Graduate school and 
medical school applications had be be sub
mitted, and those who weren't going on to 
more school were busy looking for jobs. 
Seniors who were in Baltimore over the 
summer had much to look forward to. A 
barbeque was held in the Presidents' gar
den, complete with loud music, a volley
ball net, and hamburgers cooked by the 
senior class president, Duncan Belser. The 
school year kicked off with the traditional 
DisOrientation held in September. The 
first three hundred and fifty seniors who 
registered for DisOrientation received a 
free T-shirt to remind them of all they had 
learnedatJohnsHopkins. A series of work
shops were held in order to prepare the 
seniors for their life after graduation. 
Whether they were going to school or en
tering the work force, there was much to be 
done. Resumes had to be written, applica-

tions had to be prepared, interviews 
needed to be scheduled and letters of rec
ommendation needed to be obtained. 
Despite the serious nature of the events, 
there were enjoyable activities as well. A 
Club night was held at Bohager's, a fitting 
reminder of club night during Orientation 
freshman year and a barbeque was held on 
the Arts and Sciences quad. Disorienta
tion was not the only event held for se
niors. Throughout the year, there were 
special senior nights held at E-level where 
old roommates could reunite. There were 
also traditions in which seniors had to 
participate such as selecting their choice 
for the senior class gift to be presented at 
graduation and hoping that they would 
get a good commencement speaker. It was 
a bittersweet year, knowing there was 
much to look forward to, but also knowing 
they'd have to say goodbye to their best 
friends of the past four years. Though we 
all may gripe at times about Hopkins, it 
hasn't been without its perks. The senior 
year experience is one of them. 

Time Warp Seniors 
Matt Gibson, Nick 
Schager and Joe 
Grossberg are all 
primped up for Alpha 
Tao Omega' s 70 ' s 
party in Fall, 1997. 
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Coffee Break These two girls apparently enjoy 
the library's new policy on beverages. For the 
first time, students are allowed to bring drinks 
into the library provided they are contained in 
covered mugs. 

Reserved Space Sophomore Ned Parent uses 
the familiar reserve y tern in an unfamiliar 
space. The reserves, which hold course read
ings for students were housed on Q-level for 
the pa t year but have returned to M-level. 
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TheNewMSE 
Renovations are finally complete 
Those of us who were here last year recall 
the changes that took place in the Milton S. 
Eisenhower Library. There were fewer 
places to sit, there were steel bars in the 
hallways and pieces were missing from the 
ceiling. If you wanted to use the stairs you 
had to use the ones at the North end of the 
building. Most noticeably, it was no longer 
a peaceful place to study during the day 
with all the banging and thumping. But, as 
construction comes to an end, we can all 
look at the finished work and say that it 
was worth the wait. The newly renovated 
Eisenhower Library has lots more to offer a 
prospective student than it did before. The 
reserve room has been replaced by many 
long tables with lamps so that students can 
study together. A new computer area has 
been set up on M-Level as well and this is 
a convenience for those who need to check 
e-mail or use the Medline 2000 database. 
A-level has also undergone a massive 
reconfiguring job. The audio visual room 
has been enlarged, and the Government 
Publications and Law Library which has 
been housed in Shaffer Hall for the past 

few years returned to the Eisenhower li
brary and has its own quarters. C-level is 
perhaps where the greatest changes have 
occurred. The periodicals shifted down 
towards the center area of the floor, and 
many more chairs have been added to ac
commodate the growing numbers of stu
dents . There is now an entire section de
voted solely to science and engineering 
information and all journals have been 
moved to this area. There are now many 
new spaces for students to sit. Clusters of 
wooden cubicles have been placed on al
most every floor so that students can have 
their own private study spot. These cu
bicles replace some of the long metal semi
private work spaces that have been on B 
and C-level for many years. Students seem 
extremely pleased with the new renova
tions. The library has become a busier 
more social place. People who used to 
complain that they didn' t like to study in 
the library due to the dark lighting or the 
cramped study spaces, now can be seen 
there stretched out on one of the comfort
able sofas on A-level. 

Workplace Space One 
of the most welcome 
changes to MSE is the 
addition of more work 
space. A large num
ber of individual 
desks and tables were 
added on all levels of 
the library to accom
modate the increasing 
number of students. 

Comp MSE Senior Matt Ortman looks on as sophomore 
Kerry Hsu uses the new computers established on M
level. The computers allow students to use the Internet 
and check e-mail in between studying. 
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The library reopens its doors 
Along with the new structural changes in 
the MSE library there are more subtle 
changes that students appreciate just as 
much as the bigger ones. New policies 
have been adopted. The most obvious and 
welcome example of these is the fact that 
students are now allowed to bring drinks, 
provided that they are in covered mugs, 
into the library. This seems like a small 
change, but when you take into account 
that before students had to return to M
level to get a drink and then remain there 
while they drank it, it becomes apparent 
how much this new policy is appreciated. 
Another small change that makes a big 
difference is the new rooms dedicated solely 
to photocopying. There are such rooms on 
M-level, B-level and C-level. These rooms 
were added to the already existing photo
copy machines in the hallways of the li
brary. They eliminate the need for stu
dents to stand around for a long time wait-

Group Dynamics 
These s tudents go 
over some homework 
on M-level. The new 
tables and couches 
throughout the li
brary make it easier 
for groups of students 
to study together. 

ing for someone to finish their copies. In 
the photocopy room on A-level there is 
even a fax machine open to all students 
who need to get something to someone 
very quickly. The final great assest to these 
rooms are the change machines which are 
used not only for photocopies, but also to 
get laundry money. What may seem trivial 
to others, but is very noticeable to students 
at Hopkins, is the improvement in the el
evators. The interior of the elevators have 
been brightened so they're no longer so 
dark, but more importantly, they are much 
more efficient and sturdy so that you don't 
feel like you' re on a freefall ride every time 
you get on it. These changes, big and small, 
are what has made the library so appealing 
to students. Even though everyone is awed 
by the new structural changes, perhaps ~ 
more people are awed by the fact that they g 
can actually drink in the elevators and not ~ 
have it splash in their face when it stops. ~ L-------' 
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The Way it Was Just so we don't forget too soon, he~e i.s a photo of 
C-level over the summer when renovations were still m progress. 



Time Out These two 
take a brea k fro m 
studying to discuss 
more serious matters. 
The new comfortable 
chairs made it easier 
for students to relax. 

Head over Heels 
Doug Housman ex
presses his joy that the 
library is finished by 
standing on his head 
in C-level. More stu
dents than ever began 
to use the library once 
the renovations were 

~ finished. 
;:l 
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On TherR Own 
Upperclassmen move out 
After the excitement of going to college 
and leaving parents behind, students may 
feel that it can't get any better than living in 
the dorms. This is not so. Juniors and 
seniors have to face the daunting prospect 
of finding a place to live after they are 
tossed out of Wolman and McCoy. "It's on 
to bigger and better things" most think. In 
part, this is true. You get to enjoy added 
responsibilities such as paying monthly 
rent (or making sure that your parents 
remember to send a check), installing and 
paying for your own phone and electricity, 
and even, if the apartment building allows, 
getting a pet. Plus, you don' t have to worry 
about leaving for Thanksgiving or Christ
mas breaks if you don' t want to, or being 
succumbed to random dorm room checks 
for flammable materials. Hunting for an 
apartment is a great adventure. It is a 
major turning point which makes us all feel 
we are finally adults. But it isn' t all fun and 
games. There are -serious considerations 
when looking for .that perfect place you 
want to call home for the next two years. 
Remember it i.? most,fikely that the apart-

(J\. -

ment you live in your junior year will be 
where you stay for your senior year. Here 
are a few words of advice for underclass
men who must soon undertake this task: 1) 
Start early. Intersession is a time to be 
narrowing your choices, not just beginning 
to look. 2) Make sure that the people you 
are living with, regardless of how friendly 
you are, are responsible enough to pay 
their share of the rent every month. 3) Take 
into account how far your apartment is 
from campus. Not many people like to 
hike 7 blocks in the middle of a cold winter. 
4) Don' t expect that just because you're not 
on the meal plan anymore means you're 
going to be eating better meals. This is not 
meant to be discouraging, just don't get 
your hopes up that you'll be eating lasagna 
or steak and mashed potatoes with gravy 
every night. Think more along the lines of 
pasta, Tuna Helper, or sandwiches. This 
isn't an exhaustive list, but it's a start. 
Having an apartment is a great experience. 
It's great to look back on your first time 
REALLY on your own, and if you're living 
with your friends, it's all the better. 

c; 
~ 
0 

Go Team! One of the best things about an apartmen t is the c:l5 
fac t that you can have parties! Here, friends of Tim Leary's~ 
cheer on the Denver Broncos at a Superbowl party. ~ 
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Computer Wiz This guy works at his com
puter late into the evening, or until he passes 
out from exhaustion. ote the spacious sur
roundings of his apartment around him. 

Down Time Uyen Le relaxes with one of her 
favorite books at her apartment. The comfy 
bed is a plus which was not available in the 
dorms. (left) 

Breakable Plastic? These two girls clean up 
after themselves at a friend's apartment. Along 
with an apartment comes responsibilities like 
washing dishes. (right) 
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A SeconO Home 
Students adjust to a new life 
From the first day at Hopkins, students close friendships with people living in 
must get accustomed to living in a space their dorm. After all, it's impossible to not 
which they aren't used to, but is truly their feel some bond with a person whom you've 
own. They try and make their dorm room seen come out of the bathroom in a robe 
ascomfortableastheycan, whether it means every morning. And what better way to 
making it resemble their old room or going procrastinate than to walk down the hall
off in a completely new direction. Geo- way and visit someone. It is a community 
graphically the AMRs have the best loca- of students living together. Wolman and 
tion. They are conveniently near Terrace McCoy,thetwintowerson34thstreethouse 
and the Snack Bar for those late night study mostly sophomores. The Homewood, 
snacks, they're not too far from the Upper which is a new addition to dorm life, is 
Quad, and they are closer to Bloomberg furtherdownCharlesStreetbutmostpeople 
than any other residence hall. The atmo- say the walk is worth it. Though sopho
sphere in the AMRs is very open and trust- mores still have RAs watching over them, 
worthy. It is not uncommon to walk down they get their first taste of independence. 
a hall and see all doors open, students They get their own kitchen to experiment 
walking back and forth between rooms, or new cuisines, and they have their own bath
taking orders for Chinese food. The RAs room of which they must assume the re
have dorm events which range from the sponsibility of cleaning. The dorms, though 
mellow to the energetic. Some can get theymaybeuncomfortableatfirst,doprove 
quite creative, from hosting a night of sand- to have some value. Some of the best memo
wiches and watchingtheSimpsons, to play- ries are made in the dorms, of going to 
ing a game of paintball on the Beach. From parties together or just eating pizza dis
the first week of school, freshmen develop cussing who is dating this week. 
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Talent Show This freshman 
tries to entertain a visi tor by 
playing a few chords on his 
guitar. Proscrinating by visit
ing is common in the dorms. 

Dorm Life 

What's On Herbert Rubens is lucky to have a television 
in his room so he can catch all the best shows. The AMRs 
do not have group televisions, but Wolman and McCoy 
do. 



PosterGirl Liz Austen 
covered her burlap 
wall with pictures of 
her favorite musi
cians. Making a dorm 
room into a home is a 
real challenge. 

Catching up Char
lotte Millard is prob
ably talking to a friend 
back home or asking 
h er paren ts for 
m on ey. Freshmen 
must learn to cope 
w ith their first real 
responsibilty ofliving 
away from home; pay
ing a phone bill. 
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Three's Company These three ap
parently know that there's noth
ing better to do on a nice day than 
go out with your two best friends. 

Lunch Break This couple shares a 
lunch outside the Pratt Street 
Pavillion. The Pavillion is home to 
the favorite Cheescake Factory, the 

ature Company and the singing 
fudgemakers of Baltimore. 
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Simple Pleasures Freshman Jessica Lundberg 
tries to decide what she wants for dinner at the 
Capitol City Brewing Company. The Inner 
Harbor is home to a variety of great restaurants. 



Czry By The HaRhoR 
Inner Harbor offers a day out 
If you' re looking for a good meal, a place to 
hang out, an exciting ball game, or just 
want to spend money on a mad shopping 
spree, then a five minute, $6.00 cab ride will 
take you Baltimore's finest and most beau
tiful attraction, the Inner Harbor. Located 
in the heart of the city, the Inner Harbor 
offers many interesting things for Hopkins 
students and the Baltimore locals of course. 
The main attraction is Harborplace, a three 
building complex which consists of two 
mini strip malls, home of Philips and the 
newly added Cheesecake Factory, and The 
Galleria, an extravagant mall with four 
levels of shops. One of the newest features 
to the Harbor was the opening of the world 
famous Hard Rock Cafe. For awhile it 
seemed as though there was a Hard Rock in 
every city except Baltimore. The Harbor 
also offers the renowned Aquarium and 
the Maryland Science Center. When the 
weather is nice, students usually take in a 
scenic tour of the Harbor by riding the 
water taxi, which also makes a stop at Fell' s 

Point. You may also see, as part of the 
typical dating routine, a couple sharing a 
ride in one of the colorful paddleboats. 
And if you would like to go see a playoff 
baseball game between the Orioles and the 
Yankees, the recently built, much admired 
Camden Yards is not too far away. Expan
sion of the Harbor included the opening of 
a Planet Hollywood and an ESPN Sports 
bar. Despite being a tourist trap, Hopkins 
students travel to the Harbor on weekends 
to get away from campus, but mainly to get 
away from the library. For those who can 
get in, there are sports bars in the Harbor 
area with TV satellites that provide full 
coverage of various sporting events. For 
those interested in the performing arts, 
there is Mechanic Theater which features 
ensemble casts of Broadway shows for a 
pretty fair price. There is always some
thing to do at the Harbor. Whether it's 
having a crab cake at Philips, listening to 
Hendrix jam at the Hard Rock, or shooting 
pool at Edgar's, the Harbor offers all. 

Drink? 
These 
two girls 
sit by and 
watch the 
F e 1 1 s 
P o in t 
shuttle go 
back and 
forth. No 
doubt 
they're 
having a 
bonding 
moment. 

Support System This child hangs 
onto the walker-like tools provided 
for novice skaters. The ice skating 
rink is a favorite in the winter. 
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Compo ing a Song This music student works 
on her project while eating a meal from Sam's 
Bagels. During nice weather, many people sit 
outside to eat breakfast. 

Decision Making Rocio Lopez and Hea ther 
Dowling decide if they want the bagel of the 
month. Sam's has over 15 varieties of bagels. 

Hard Worker This guy doesn' t even stop study
ing to eat his meal from Tamber's. The Nifty 
Fifties Diner has a fifties theme right down to 
their authentic jukebox. 
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Come TO The VzLLage 
The place we call home 
When you don' t feel like going to Towson, 
The Harbor, or even the Rotunda, then 
why not hang out in the village, Charles 
Village that is. The main strip, located on 
St. Paul St. features many outlets. Eddie's 
Market was renovated last year and is the 
perfect neighborhood market to go to when 
you've just run out of milk or you're feeling 
impulsive and need to buy some items to 
make a home cooked meal. Royal Farms is 
a typical convenience store, with a boom
ing business since Abel's Place closed in 
Wolman Hall. It's a common place to see 
students the night before an exam, usually 
buying a 2-liter bottle of Coke and perhaps 
some Cool Ranch Doritos. Sam's Bagels, in 
addition to employing many Hopkins stu
dents has fantastic fresh bagels in over 15 
varieties. On Saturday mornings, it is typi
cal to have to wait in line for 10 minutes 
before getting served. The Nifty Fifties 
diner offers Hopkins students a place to go 
when they just don't feel like eating Ter-

race or Wolman food and only have a few 
dollars. Nifty Fifties makes great shakes 
and has great breakfast items for brunch on 
weekends. J.P. Henry's has finally arrived 
at Homewood and serves up typical Ameri
can food with free delivery. There is also a 
small bar here which is the perfect place to 
meet up with "over-21" friends after work. 
There are florists, video stores, Chinese 
restaurants and markets, all the necessary 
conveniences to survive as a college stu
dent. And for all accident prone Hopkins 
students, Union Hospital is just a block 
away from campus. However, Charles 
Village is more than just a little neighbor
hood strip of shops. For many, the village 
is a home. Apartment complexes such as 
the Blackstone, Homewood, the Ivy and 
Wyman Towers provide housing for the 
Hopkins community. The village is similar 
to a small suburb of Baltimore-not too noisy, 
homey, and where everyone knows every
one. 

Morning Ritual Alex Hippolite 
and Michael Peterkin figure that 
Sunday morning is a good day to 
get Sam's bagels and read the 
paper. 

Good Eats 
This guy 
sampled the 
food at J.P 
Henry 's 
which was 
fast becom
ing one of the 
most popu
lar spots in 
Charles Vil
lage. Unfor
tunately, it 
closed its 
doors even 
faster. 
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Good Afternoon 
Sophomore Katrina 
Andrusik answers 
one of the many calls 
that come her way in 
the Office of 
Multicultural Stu
dent Affairs. The Stu
dent Activities Office 
is a popular job pros
pect for students. 

Quiet Time Emelia 
Argyropoulos checks 
out a book for a fel
low student while on 
duty in the 
Eisenhower library. 
Many students find 
jobs located right on 
campus eliminating 
the need to catch a 
shuttle everyday. 
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Fl wer Everywhere This guy 
helps out in Gordon's Florist Shop 
on St. Paul Street. Charles Village 
is home to many jobs for Hopkins 
students. 



Working hard to make a living 
If you thought that the students at Johns 

Hopkins restrict themselves to work within 
the lecture halls, then you are mistaken. 
This is clearly not the case at Hopkins. In 
addition to the schoolwork, sports and 
extracurricular activities that most students 
are involved in, many also find the time to 
hold a job. The year kicked off with the 
much anticipated Student Job Fair. Here, 
anyone can find a job doing just about 
anything. There are many positions avail
able on the Homewood campus. Working 
the graveyard shift in the HAC lab, secre
tarial work in the Office of Admissions, 
monitoring the activities of fellow students 
at the HUT or watching campus grounds 
as a JHU security monitor are just some of 
the opportunities that students open them
selves to. Students also take advantage of 
the fact that Hopkins is in the middle of a 
small business district. You will often find 
a fellow student removing fresh bagels 
from the oven a Sam's, serving up a drink 

and sandwich at Tamber's Nifty Fifties 
Diner, or arranging a beautiful bouquet of 
flowers at Gordon's. Elsewhere, many 
students become engaged in the daily grind 
by commuting to the Medical School. There 
is a plethora of offerings at the Medical 
School for thosewho are interested. A stu
dent can perform clerical work in a doctor's 
office, perform lab work in a laboratory 
setting, and in many cases, with enough 
drive and enthusiasm, be assigned their 
very own research project as part of a 
larger project. In any case, work study or 
non-work study, a job can prove to be a 
learning experience. A job enables students 
to learn to manage their time and they 
might even meet some great people. 
Whether it is assuming responsibility or 
learning how to do new things the experi
ence is overwhelming and beneficiary. Be
sides, it always feels good to pick up a well 
deserved check from the Student Employ
ment Office after a long week's work. 

Milk and Sugar? This 
girl makes a cup of 
coffee for a customer 
at the Gilman Coffee 
Shop outside of the 
HUT. This is a popu
lar place in the morn
ing for people who 
need their first sip of 
caffeine. 

Bills Bills Bills Sophomore Jelena Petrovic, as a 
worker in the Accounting Office makes sure 
that all money ends up where it should. 
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The NzqhT LIFe 
E-level provides a night out 
After a long night of studying, a rough day social events held here. Every week there 
at work, or an exam that had to be the are at least a few theme nights. Usually 
hardest one ever, what is there to do in these are related to some long lost time 
order to relax? Where can Hopkins stu- period like the 1970's or 1980's, but there 
dents go to unwind? The answer is our are also nights reserved for seniors where 
friendly neighborhod bar, located right on you can see people you haven't seen since 
campus. E-level is the place to be for a that frat party during Orientation, and 
night of social activity, mingling with Karaoke nights where students can watch 
people you do know, meeting people you their best friends get up on stage and strut 
don't, and getting free popcorn while you' re theirs tuff. E-level has been host to student 
there. E-level seems to be the one place on group events such as a night of Latin danc
campus where the distinguishing bound- ing and the Greek organizations auction of 
aries between professors, graduate students fraternity brothers for charity. This past 
and undergraduates seems to disappear. summer E-level underwent many renova
Often you will see a professor having a tions to make it more accessible to students 
beer with his T.A. and maybe even a grad and the end result is a new coffee bar and 
student sharing some nachos with an small restaurant area where the game room 
undergrad. Although it is only a few years used to be. The pool tables have moved out 
old, E-level has emerged as one of the hot into the main area where everyone can 
spots to go to at night. This could be due to watch and laugh as fellow students try and 
the fact that it has great (and reasonably play pool. The new menu items are a hot 
priced) food named after some of our most attraction as most students long for the 
beloved Hopkins administrators. It is also occasional restaurant feel. Although it may 
one of the few places nearby where one can not be the type of establishment associated 
buy alcoholic beverages (I.D. required of withFellsPoint,itcertainlypassesthemark 
course). Or it could be due to the many with Hopkins students. 

Right Pocket This guy 
attempts to sink a ball 
while playing pool with 
his friends. Many stu
dents go to E-level just to 
unwind and have mind
less fun. 
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Serving it up Sophomore John Burd serves up 
the beers on tap to fellow students. Of course, 
you must be 21 years old to get served at E
level. 

Need Advice? These two students share their 
problems with each other and with the bar
tender at E-level. Sometimes a night out is just 
what you need to forget your problems. 

Dance Fever 
This guy is 
learning the 
Rumba at a 
Latin dance 
lesson spon
sored by 
Ole. Many 
stude nt 
groups hold 
small social 
and cultural 
functions at 
E-level. 
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I. 

Ralph Reed, former executive director of the 
Christian Coalition, prepares for his speech 
(below) . At right, Reed laughs at a comment 
put forth by an audience member. 

Photos of Ralph Reed by Louis Rosenstock
Gazette staff 
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The Reverend Jesse Jackson spoke 
to a packed Shriver Hall. The 
speech by Jackson concluded the 
1997 Symposium. (photo by Doug 
Houseman) 

Opposite Page: ACLU president 
adine Stros en and former Mas

sachusetts governor and Presiden
tial candidate Michael Dukakis, 
give their opinions on the role of 
religion in America. (photos by 
Doug Housman) 

MSE Symposium 



MSE Symposium 
Theme focuses on religion 
The MSE Symposium, the annual series of 
speakers who come to Johns Hopkins to 
address a chosen theme had another suc
cessful year in 1997. The theme of this 
year's symposium was "America's Re
sponse to the rise of Religion". The series 
focused on how religion has influenced the 
American public in secular areas such as 
education and politics. The symposium 
began with speaker Alan Dershowitz, pro
fessor at Harvard University and author. 
He has written "The Vanishing American 
Jew" and "Reversal of Fortune" and has 
collaborated on some of the highest profile 
trials of this century including those of O.J. 
Simpson, Mike Tyson, Patricia Hearst, Jim 
Bakker and Leona Helmsley. Ralph Reed, 
former executive director of the Christian 
Coalition spoke to a crowded Shriver Hall 
on September 9th. He addressed his views 
on religion and the way in which religious 
beliefs can affect the the voting public. He 
commented on his experience with the 

Christian Coalition which he led to be a 
driving force in American politics. His was 
perhaps the most well-attended presenta
tion due to the controversial nature of what 
he had to say. Other speakers included 
Nadine Strossen, the first female president 
of the American Civil Liberties Union 
(ACLU) and Michael Dukakis, former 
Massachussetts governor and former presi
dential hopeful. The final speaker of the 
semester was Jesse Jackson, who, making 
his second appearance as a Symposium 
speaker in four years, spoke to a packed 
Shriver Hall. An open public town meet
ing also took place as it has in past years. 
This year's discussion was a debate about 
the role in which religion does and should 
play in American politics and policy. The 
debate featured area politicians and reli
gious leaders. The Symposium was chaired 
this year by senior Andrew Levi and sopho
more Craig Zapetis and was a great event 
again this year. 
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AT The Beach 
The social place of Hopkins 
Although many people say Hopkins lacks 
an active social life, that there is nothing to 
do here, there is one place where all stu
dents agree is the social core of the Univer
sity, the Beach. This is the grassy lawn in 
front of the Homewood House where stu
dents convene in packs when the weather 
is warm. During the beginning and end of 
the year when it's nice outside, people 
have picnics, barbeques and other small 
social events on the Beach. People even 
come here to study! (Although only the 
truly motivated will get any real studying 
done) . During the winter not much hap
pens, although it would be a great winter if 
Baltimore got covered with snow so we 
could all go sledding. But come spring, 
groups flock to the Beach in hoards to 
engage in some nighttime social activities. 
There has been some concern about the 
activities which take place on the beach 
during these gatherings, so the administra
tion has put some rules into effect in order 

Fetch This student is playing a 
game of ultimate frisbee with his 
friends . This is a common sport 
played on the Beach. 
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to keep students safe. But this hasn't 
stopped students from going to the Beach 
just to hang out. It's a great place to see 
your old friends, meet up and then go 
somewhere to eat. The Beach is a staple of 
student life at Hopkins. It's the first thing 
students see when they arrive at campus. 
When there is music playing or the smell of 
hamburgers is in the air, students come 
from all the dorms and nearby apartments 
to see if they can get free food and good 
entertainment. During Spring Fair, the 
theme of the Fair is prominently displayed 
on the Beach in big wooden letters so ev
eryone knows Fair has begun. The Beach is 
the one place on campus where no behav
ior is restricted, people do everything from 
play frisbee with their dogs to lay around 
in a bathing suit to try and get a tan. Al
though students may spend much time in 
their dorm rooms or the library, the Beach 
is the one place where all students unite for 
a common objective, to have a good time. 



Toss up On warm days, many 
people can be seen playing frisbee 
or some other sport on the Beach. 
Here, even though it was not that 
warm out, people still couldn' t re
sist the temptation. 

Chillin A group of students relax 
after a barbeque on the Beach. The 
Beach holds many activities, some
times even Terrace and Wolman 
hold dinner out there. 

Touchdown (opposite page) This 
is the annual (or so it seems) foot
ball match up between the CSA 
and the KSA. We're not sure who 
won. Any guesses? 
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What a Dish Sopho
mores wait in line to 
fill their plates at Wol
man Station. The new 
menu at Wolman and 
the other dining halls 
proved to be very ap
pealing to the return
ing sophomores and 
incoming freshmen. 

We All Scream for Ice 
Cream Freshmen 
Maryann Rahman, 
Irene Ali, and Emily 
Baine help themselves 
to some soft serve ice 
cream. Terrace offered 
ten varieties of ice 
cream and two types 
of frozen yogurt daily. 
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It Does a Body Good Freshman 
Brian Leo helps himself to a glass 
of skim milk. Terrace offered 
every milk from soy milk to 1 % 
chocolate milk. 



--

Where we go for food & fun 
How exactly does one adjust to college 
food after having home cooking for most of 
his life? Apparently very easily at Hopkins. 
Most of the people who eat at Terrace Court 
are freshmen because of its proximity to 
the AMRs. Wolman Hall is also a busy 
dining hall, used mostly by sophomores 
who are probably grateful they don't have 
to walk very far when it gets cold outside. 
But they aren' t the only ones who use the 
dining halls on campus. Upperclassmen 
can be seen in Levering during lunchtime 
on the weekdays. There is an ample variety 
of food to choose from including Pizza Hut 
and Finishing Touches where you can get a 
fabulous slice of cheesecake or a dish of ice 
cream. Theme Cuisine offers a different 
type of meal everyday, usually capturing 
some varied tastes. Levering Hall is a 
popular place to grab a salad from the 
salad bar which offers fresh vegetables and 
a great choice of additions to the regular 
greenery. Many students also come here in 
the morning to grab a cup of coffee and a 

bagel or doughnut. And what about the 
Gilman Coffee shop? Most days you will 
see at least one T.A. with a cup of Donna' s 
coffee and a danish from this small but 
popular business. Not only is it famous for 
its wonderful food but it has also estab
lished itself as one of the social morning 
and early afternoon spots. And last but not 
least, who doesn't know and appreciate 
the Snack Bar, which is the only dining hall 
on campus open during the later hours of 
the night. This is a popular place when you 
don' t have time to sit down and eat at 
Terrace in between classes or you have to 
rush to some event on campus and you 
haven't eaten all day. But most people 
really appreciate the Snack Bar during those 
nights when you have a test the next day, 
you' re up late at night studying, you need 
a Coke or some sugar and youhave no cash 
but you do have Flex Dollars! Overall, 
even though we may long for home cook
ing most of the year, the many dining halls 
manage to keep us satisfied and nourished. 

MakeaWish 
This girl 's 
friends were 
very kind to 
throw her a 
p arty. The 
snack b a r 
serves n o t 
only as a din
ing hall, but 
also as a so
cial meeting 
place. 

Rise and Shine Freshmen make 
time for cereal, juice, and pancakes. 
Althou gh din ner time meant 
crowds at Terrace, breakfasters 
were scarce. 
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Sing Smg S ng This 
parody of the acapella 
groups at Hopkins, 
led by Ryan Brown, 
exhibi ts some fairly 
overexuberant behav
ior. 

Jh a tnp Jerry 
Garcia makes a sur
prise gu es t appear
ance in this parody of 
the MSE Symposium 
(left). This student 
sleeps while waiting 
in line in this parody 
of the Registrar' Of
fice (right). 
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ThRoaT CulmRe '98 
A parody of life at Hopkins 
In a way, there is nothing easier than doing 
Throat Culture. There's certainly enough 
to make fun of on this campus ... acapella, 
the food, the Barnstormers, etc. However, 
it is not as simple as it appears. It requires 
a tremendous amount of work to be able to 
put on a production of this type starting 
with nothing and four weeks later having a 
completed show. Adding to the stress 
were some extra special challenges this 
year like the challenge of having inexperi
enced directors (myself and Adam Harper), 
a first time producer (Kate Hays), and an 
entirely new cast. However the newness of 
it all allowed us to bring a fresh face to TC, 
and we couldn't have had a more talented 
cast if Adam Sandler had auditioned. Ev
eryone involved from our freshmen Fiona 
Yung and Dave Gorelick (who had to play 
every role imaginable from strippers to 
slashers) to our Post-Doctorate student Dr. 
Michael Emond (a man who had once been 
part of a group that did something called 
improv comedy) was amazing. The re
markable thing about this was watching 

the cast come up with and fill out their 
respective characters. Some of the more 
memorable characters include 'The Scream 
Guy' done by Alex Brophy, 'Rikki Lake' 
done by Amber Watts, 'Don Throattini' by 
Steve Reich, Matt Schernecke/Zack Pack 
by Ian Schuler, 'Craig Zimpotence' by Craig 
Kenneskey, 'The Savage Dog' expertly 
played by Cassidy Briggs, 'The guy who 
likes to make fun of lacrosse players' by 
Mike Newell, 'Connie' as done by Piper 
Weiss, 'Bob with one "O"' by Ryan Brown, 
and of course 'Zadra' by Ashley Johnson. 
Believe it or not we did have to cut some 
skits so nobody ever got to meet 'Newall's 
affectionate guy' who terrorizes people at 
shuttle stops or Emond's annoying, enthu
siastic French waiter who serves up the 
best at 'Chez Terrace'. This couldn't have 
been done without a full effort by everyone 
and I am entirely in their debt. 600 people 
attended total on all three nights, some of 
them even laughed, and if you didn't feel 
offended enough by this show, well, there's 
always the Black and Blue Jay. 

Damien Newton 

I Know! I Know! The students of Hopkins 
rejoice when they know the answers to the 
physics questions on a popular game show. 

\ l This guy falls down in a stupor 
after attending a Pike party. The Greek organi
zations are often parodied in Throat Culture. 
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Helltl Mr. Posttturn. Sophomore 
Katy Rouse checks her mail in the 
Homewood. This was the first year 
that sophomores were allowed to 
stray so far from campus. 

Dishpan Hands This sophomore 
washes her dishes in the sink in her 
very own apartment. The 
Homewood apartments differ 
from Wolman and McCoy because 
they include full amenities. (left) 

tmllhig along This sophomore 
leaves the Homewood for class in 
the morning. Look at how the 
glass walls behind him sparkle! 
(right) 
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A New Place 
The Homewood's been fixed up 
One of the greatest undertakings by 
Hopkins this past year was the renovation 
of the University owned Homewood apart
ment building. The renovations went on 
all last year during which time nobody 
lived there which put a real strain on stu
dents who wanted to live in Univeristy 
housing. It was a concern for a while that 
the building would not be ready by Sep
tember, leaving hundreds of Hopkins stu
dents stranded. But, true to form, the build
ing was ready just in time for the moving in 
process and the reaction to the new apart
ments was very receptive. The en tire build
ing had been modernized and those who 
saw it before the renovations were com
plete, understand what a drastic change it 
is. The rickety old structure has been re
placed with a shiny new building complete 
with walls made almost entirely of win
dows and a new glass elevator. Sopho
mores now have the option of living in this 
building which was an option not open to 
them before. There are exercise rooms, and 
air conditioned, carpeted suites. Hope-

fully, sometime in the future, a group of 
popular store chains will open on the lower 
level of the Homewood. As the newest 
addition to the Hopkins scene, it would be 
great if some more "college-oriented" at
tractions made their way to the Homewood 
area. The Homewood offers a lot to stu
dents. It is an ideal place for juniors and 
seniors to transition to after Wolman and 
McCoy, and it alleviates some stress on the 
living space due to larger entering classes. 
The rooms are designed in the same style as 
Wolman and McCoy, suite style so four 
friends can live together if they like. This 
arrangement is very convenient for people 
who want to live with all their friends but 
cannot find an apartment off campus with 
four bedrooms. Although is looks rela
tively large from the outside there are only 
three floors of rooms, with an RA assigned 
to each one, so there is a real family atmo
sphere. The Homewood apartments are 
yet another sign that Hopkins is attempt
ing to make life, not only better, but easier 
for students. 

Before and After Here 
are two pictures of 
what the Homewood 
looked like before the 
renovations were 
complete and how 
they look now after all 
the work has been fin
ished. 
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Bus Ride Freshmen 
Jeff Hsin and Cindy 

ikas hitch a ride on 
the Hopkins shuttle 
bus. Most Hopkins 
students have used 
the shuttles to get to 
Towson, Penn Station 
or the Medical School. 

Where to? This shuttle 
driver makes sure to 
get students where 
they' re going. The 
drivers at Hopkins are 
some of the friendliest 
people you'll meet. 
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Gemnq ARounO 
Ways to get from here to there 
Problem: You're on the Homewood cam
pus. You want to be at the Peabody cam
pus. Or Towson Town Center. Or Inner 
Harbor. Anywhere. How are you going to 
get there? 
Solution One: Walk. Well, ... actually, 
that's a fairly long walk. Maybe we should 
try something else. 
Solution Two: Track down a senior with a 
car and hitch a ride. Yeah, that sounds like 
a good idea. 

Senior Tim Leary locks up his bike out
side the library. With the limited parking 
on campus, sometimes bikes are just more 
practical. 

"Yeah, you know how it was raining on 
Friday?" he starts. It's always raining in 
Baltimore. "Well, I hit the curb kinda weird 
and I think I messed up the axle. I have to 
figure out a way to get home for Thanks
giving now." 

Okay, fine, so seniors don't always have 
an easy time getting where they need to be 
and cars aren't problem free solutions. Back 

On Edge Dave Kim rollerblades around campus to get to his destina
tion. Most people use any method they can to get around. 

to square one. 
Solution Three: What about those yellow 
and blue buses that stop at the back of 
Shriver? Or the escort vans which have 
routes going to the Rotunda and Superfesh? 
Solution Four: Wait a minute, what about a 
cab? 

"Usually, I walk or take a shuttle. I rarely 
take a cab," says sophomore Joy Igonikon. 

"Really? I take cabs," says freshman Jes
sica Lee. 

"I can't afford to take cabs that often," 
Igonikon says. 

"Yeah, it's pretty expensive. I don' t take 
cabs by myself," Lee agrees. 

"All the services there are - I use them. I 
think some of the drivers know my face." 
Igonikon gives a smile when referring to 
the Shriver shuttles that leave on the hour 
or half hour and make access to Towson, 
Goucher, JHMI, Peabody, and Penn Sta
tion possible. A short walk from each stop 
makes almost any location reachable. 
Problem? What problem? 

The Scenic 
Route Even 
though 
taxis are a 
common 
way to get 
through 
Baltimore, 
people still 
prefer more 
primitive 
methods. 

Wheels! Although most students at 
Hopkins do not own cars, a few, like 
sophomore Sally Ann Schmidt do. She 
brought her car from Texas to make get-
ting through Baltimore easier. 45 
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Buddies These two 
security guards were 
on shift toge ther in 
Wolman. The gu ards 
are on duty 24 hours a 
day every day of the 
year, even when many 
students aren' t here 
su ch as during th e 
summer or spring 
break. 

Home Base The back 
of Shriver Ha ll is where 
the security office is 
s ta tioned. Stop here if 
you need a security 
guard or the lost and 
found office. 
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Security makes us all feel safe 
Security at Johns Hopkins is a serious is
sue. In the middle of a city, it is especially 
important to take extra care that students 
stay safe. Johns Hopkins is extremely for
tunate to have a dedicated security staff 
that makes sure students remain safe on 
and off campus. The staff does many things 
behind the scenes that helps heep the uni
versity running smoothly. They help pro
tect and serve the Hopkins community. 
Plenty of measures are taken to ensure the 
safety of every individual on campus. Es
cort vans provide pick up service within a 
one mile radius of Homewood. Also, secu
rity jeeps travel throughout cam pus at night 
to stay on patrol and make sure students 
travel safely. During exams, security vans 
took students to and from the library for 
those late night study sessions. Security 
also organizes the various shuttles avail
able for students. The Homewood JHMI 
shuttle takes students to the Hopkins Hos
pital and makes stops at Penn station and 
Peabody, and the Goucher shuttle takes 
students to Towson University, Goucher 

College, and Towson Commons. A24hour 
hotline is available for any sort of emer
gency and the student group HERO works 
in conjunction with this hotline. Not only 
do the security guards protect us, they are 
our friends and are an integral part of the 
Hopkins scene. How many people have 
not walked into the library and had the 
security guard Eddie make some joke about 
how tired we look or how we should not 
study for once? Mama Vice and Mo, who 
usually work in Wolman and McCoy are 
sure to crack some jokes with students as 
they walk in late from studying, or strike 
up a conversation with students who are 
waiting in the lobby to be let into the dorms 
by a friend. These aren't the only examples. 
All the security guards at Hopkins are ex
traordinarily friendly. They do their jobs 
well and they do it with a smile. It's no 
wonder that when people look back and 
remember Hopkins they usually remem
ber that smiling face behind a desk who's 
watching over us to make sure we're al
ways all right. 

Smiley This friendly face in the 
libary makes sure we don't get out 
with any stolen property. 

Traveling The shuttle service picks 
us up and takes us where we want 
to go. 
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Ole! Sonia Sawhney d onned a col
orful Mexican hat for the La tin cel
ebration a t E-level 

Trick or Treat! Junior Adam Mor
ris, a member of Circle Ka t Hop
kins, hung around w ith thi s 
friendly Ewok on Halloween. 
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I World I 
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) A 15-day school strike in Ontario, 
Canada, affects 2.1 million 
students. Late in October, 
128,000 teachers walk out to 
protest a controversial bill that 
would alter educational funding 
and centralize government 
control of education. 

2000 

A Governments and businesses 
worldwide race lo remedy the 
"Year 2000" problem. Unless 
key computer systems are 
reprogrammed to recognize dates 
in the new century the world faces 
the threat of catastrophic failure 
in critical areas like banking, ai r 
safety, public utilities and defense. 

A The remains of Ernesto "Che" 
Guevara, martyred Marxist 
revolutionary, are laid to rest in 
Cuba m October, 30 years after 
his execution in Bolivia, where his 
bones recently had been found. 

-( Asian economic turmoil triggers 
global unrest. In October, Hong 
Kong's stock market crashes. Asian 
countries receive billions in bailou t 
dollars from the International 
Monetary Pund. 

A After 32 years of autocratic rule, 
President Mobutu Sese Seko of Zaire 
is deposed in May 1997 and later dies 
in exile. His succes or, Laurent 
Kabila, changes Zaire's name lo 
Democratic Republic of the Congo. 

A Hong Kong reverts to China at 12:01 a.m., July I, 
after 156 years of British colonial rule. China says 
Hong Kong will continue its Western 1vay of life 
and free-market economy. 

( Montserrat, once called 
"the Emerald Isle of the 
Caribbean," is devastated 
by ongoing eruptions 
from a volcano that had 
been dormant for 400 
years. '!Wo-thirds of the 
populace evacuates. 

Change sweeps Great Britain as 

Labor Party leader Tony Blair's 

landslide election in May 1997 

ousts the Conservatives and makes 

Blair, at 44, Britain's youngest 

prime minister in 185 years. 

Humcane Pauline slams into 

Mexico's Pacific coast in October, 

causing flash floods, landsl"Kles 

and at least 200 fatalities. 

The resort city of Acapulco is 

heavily damaged. 

A Powerful earthquakes in central 
Italy kill 11 people and damage 
art treasures, including centuries-old 
frescoes by Italian, Renaissance 
painters, in the Basilica of SL Francis 
of Assisi. 

A Halloween fever seizes Prance. 
Al the base of the Eiffel Tower 
in Paris 8,000 pumpkins are 
displayed, and French chi ldren 
participate in an American-style 
Halloween celebration. 



President Jiang Zemin of China meets for summit talks with 
President Bill Clinton in October, the first visit in 12 years of 
a Chinese leader to the U.S. During his stay, demonstrators 
protest China's treatment of 11bet. 

>; The death of "the people's 
princess" generates an emotional 
outpouring of love and grief, 
evidenced by floral tributes 
heaped at Diana's Kensington 
Palace home. 

Diana, Princess of Wales, one of 
the world 's most famous and 
admired women, dies at 36 in a 
violent car crash in Paris on 
August 31. 

At the funeral, Elton John performs 
"Candle in the Wind 1997," rewritten in 
tribute to Diana. The recording quickly 
sells more than 35 million copies, 
becoming the best-sell ing single of all 
time. Sales proceeds benefit the Diana, 
Princess of Wales Memorial Fund. 

One of the most poignant images of Diana's funeral: her young sons 
foll01ving her coffin in to Westminster bey. 

Crisis flares again in Iraq in 
late 1997 as Saddam Hussein 
protests U.N. sanctions 
and blocks inspection of 
suspected Iraqi weapon sites. 

IWllsCommunist 
11198, the tint 
done Ill. During 

In June, shortly before Diana's death, an auction 
of 79 of her evening gowns raises $3.26 million 
for AIDS and cancer charities. Top price paid for 
a single gown: $222,500. 



Once-mighty Apple Computer is 
close to fai lure when arch-rival 
Bill Gates of Microsoft "rescues" 
it with a $150 million bail-out in 
August. The even t opens a new 
era of cooperation between 
formerly fierce competitors. 

British nanny Louise Woodward, 19, 
is convicted in Massachusetts of 
murdering a child in her care. 
The judge later reduces the charge 
to involuntary manslaughter and 
releases her. 

On July 23 suspected murderer 
Andrew Cunanan, 27, commits suicide 
in Miami Beach. Cunanan was the 
prime suspect in a cross-country killing 
spree that left five dead, including 
fashion designer Gianni Versace. 

Timothy McVeigh is convicted of 
murder and conspiracy in June for 
the April 1995 bombing of the Alfred 
P. Murrah Federal Building in 
Oklahoma City. McVeigh is later 
sentenced to death. 

Americans join 
"Stop the Violence" 
campaigns nationwide 
in an attempt to generate 
awareness of and solutions 
to the problem of violence 
in America. 

In April 1997, floods ravage the entire Red River 
Valley between Minnesota and the Dakotas. 
Ninety percent of downtown Grand Forks, North 
Dakota, is under water. 

Joe Camel is snuffed out as the 
Federal Trade Commission bans 
tobacco advertising aimed at minors 
and institutes sweeping tobacco 
advertising restrictions. 

First Lt. Kelly Flinn accepts a general 
discharge from the Air Force, avoiding 
court-martial for lying about an affair 
and disobeying orders. Flinn had been 
the first and only female B-52 pilot in 
the service. 



A rare urban tornado prowls 
through Miami on May 12, 
uprootin~ trees, shattering 
windows and snapping 
power lines. Fortunately, 
the storn inflicts only 
minor inj ries. 

Attorney General Janet Reno refuses to name an independent 
prosecutor to investigate Clinton administration fundraising, causing 
friction with FBI Director Louis Freeh. 

Terry Nichols is found guilty of 
conspi racy and manslaughter in 
the 1995 Oklahoma City bombing. 
Nichols i spared a federal death 
sentence in January 1998, but still 
faces Oki homa state charges. 

©Richard Ellis, Sygma 

UFO enthusiasts 
gather in Roswell, 
New Mexico, to 
celebrate the SOth 
anniversary or the 
alleged UFO crash 
there in July 1947. 

Fast-food giant Burger King is forced to top serving burgers 
when supplier Hudson Foods recalls 25 million pounds or 
hamburger suspected or contamination 1vith E coli bacteria. 
It is the biggest beer recall in U.S. history. 

The all-male Promise Keepers 

movement inspires praise and 

controversy for its message of 
spiritual revival and personal 

responsibility for men. In October, 

the group holds a giant rally in 

Washington, D.C. 

Once-secret tape recordings of 
fonner presidents Kennedy and 

Nixon are released publicly. The 

tapes provide an unvarnished, and 

sometimes unflattering, glimpse 

into the two presidents' actions and 

conversations in the White House. 

Bobbi Mccaughey, Carlisle, Iowa, 
gives birth November 19 to seven 
babies, the U.S.'s first living 
septuplets. McCaughey and 
her husband Kenny now have 
eight children. 

At the Internet/Online Summit 
in December, Vice President 
Al Gore announces government 
initiatives to protect young Internet 
users from online pornography. 

On October 25, at least 300,000 
African-American women gather in 
Philadelphia for the Million Woman 
March. Winnie Madikizela-Mandela 
is one or the speakers . .-------~-.-----,......_ 



Russia's aging Mir space station 
collides with an unmanned supply 
vehicle in June and is seriously 
damaged. This is only one in a 
series of crises casting doubt on 
the viability or the station. 

Research produces medical break
throughs, includmg a genetically 
engineered "bullet" molecule being 
tested lo fight cancer and new 
drug to control or prevent 
Parkinson's disease, osteoporosis 
and congeslive heart failure. 

Viewers worldwide see the first-ever 
high-resolution color pictures of 
Mars when the Patilfinder spacecraft 
lands July 4. The lander and its rover, 
Sojourner, collect and transmit 
extraordinary data for three months. 

The popular diet regimen fen-phen is 
pulled off the market in September. 
The combination of fenfluramine and 
phentermine is shown lo cause heart 
valve disorders, as is the diet drug 
Redux, also recalled. 

In September, CAT scans 
of petrified dinosaur eggs 
found in China reveal a 
dinosaur embryo. 

For $8.36 million, Chicago's Field Museum of Natural 
History buys "Sue," the most complete Tyrannosaurus 
rex fossil yet discovered. The sale occurs October 4 
al Sotheby's in New York. 

Scottish scientists in February 1997 
announce the world's first cloning of 
an adul t mammal. The sheep, named 
Dolly, fuels controversy over possible 
misuse of the technology. 

Aided by the Hubble Space 
Telescope, astronomers discover the 
Pistol Star- the brightest star yel 
observed in the Milky Way. The Pistol 
Star is 25,000 light years from Earth. 



) Comet Hale-Bopp 
captures imaginations 
worldwide as it streaks past 
Earth for the first lime in 
4,200 years-or, since 2203 
B.C. Hale-Bopp next returns 
in 4397. 

A In December, 159 nations 
gather in Kyoto, Japan, and 
negotiate a cl imate treaty 
to combat global warming by 
reducing greenhouse gases. 

On October 13, the British jet car Throst SSC becomes the first vehicle 
y to break the sound barrier on land, traveling 766.6 miles per hour in the 

Nevada desert. 

Reutersh\rchivePhotos 

) 

The Food and Drug 
Administration 
approves a dental laser 
for treating cavities. 
Unlike traditional 
dental drills, the laser 
in most cases causes 
vi rtually no discomfort. 

long-a1vaited 
computer adven ture 

game sequel to Myst, 
proves to be just as 

popular and even 
more sophisticated 

visually than its 
predecessor. 

A El Nino stirs up global weather 
patterns. Caused by warmer-than
normal water temperatures in the 
equatorial Pacific, the '97 El Niiio 
is blamed for storms and weather 
problems worldwide. 

A Protesters unsuccessfully attempt 
to prevent the October launch or 
NASA's Cassini spacecraft to 
Saturn, fearing an accident could 
shower the Earth 1vith the rocket's 
radioactive plutonium. 

A Prench oceanographer and 
a1vard-winning filmmaker Jacques 
Cousteau dies in June at 87. His work 
gained renown through the popular 
television series 
"The Undersea World 
of Jacques Cousteau." 



Teen People, a sawy monthly magazine 
for and about teenagers, premieres in 
February 1998. 

In October, a cyberfashion show at the M.l.T. Media Lab Wearable 
Symposium features fashions with built-in computer devices and 
electronic hardware. M. l.T. students designed the high-tech fashions. 

This year's look in ~ 
cosmetics is glimmering, ·~ 

sparkling and colorful. 8 
Riding this wave, 
cosmetics giant Ch ristian 
Dior introduces Mascara 
Flash, temporary hair 
color in a variety of 
outrageous lints. 

Platform shoes, a fash ion statement 
during the disco '70s, make a style 
comeback in a big way in 1997, 
inspiring even platform sneakers. 

Princess Diana tribute merchandise 
abounds, including a double CD 
set and a new Beanie Baby named 
Princess, a royal purple bear 
adorned with a rose. Profits 
benefit the Diana, Princess of Wales 
Memorial Fund. 

Fashion advertising and clothing trends inspire the 
popularity of the color orange, which replaces neon 
green as the fad color of the year. 

Fashion looks to the Far East. The 
stick-on bindi, a tiny decorative 
accent worn in the middle of the 
forehead, is popularized by Gwen 
Stefani, lead singer of the band 
No Doubt. 

"1Wo Fat Ladies" becomes the Food 
Network's hottest new cooking show 
in the U.S., attracting fans with its 
unconventional British stars, two 
overweigh t, middle-aged women. 



The Chevrolet Corvette 
is named Motor Trend 
magazine's 1998 Car or 
the Year. 

Mattel introduces Share a Smile 
Bee~)' in May 1997. Seated in a 
bright pink wheelchair, the doll is 
marketed as a friend to the 
traditional Barbie. 

General Motors 
Sorter Hairstyle - -

Smaller Chest 

Larger Waist 

A new $50 bill reaturing a larger, off-center portrait or President Ulysses S. Grant is 
unveiled in October. Design details make the bill more dirficult to forge. 

Arter nearly 40 years, 
Mattel's Barbie doll 
takes on a more realistic 
race and body shape 
than the Barbie or the 
'60s. The new doll will 
begin to appear in 

ever-grmving numbers, 
including interactive 
favorites Monopoly, 
Scrabble, Sorry, Risk 
and Boggle. 

Mehndi, intricate 
designs painted on the 
body with henna dye, 
is a popular expression 
or the rashion trend 
toward Eastern themes 
and patterns. 

stores in early 1998. 

Digital "pets" are a 1997 toy craze. These 
virtual critters keep their owners busy by 
beeping when they need care or reeding. 
I[ ignored, they "die." 

Biepen n a stalus symbol and a 
..... nist-bave for many teens 
....... school, jobs and 
afteMchool ac:tivltles. More than 
40 ..-.,.. beepers are caniecl 

In the U.S., an estimated 25 

percent "them by people between 
the ages II 12 and 24. In some 
schools, beepers are forbidden 

as disruptive. 

Canada issues a Superhero postage 
stamp series that includes a 45-cent 
stamp realuring the colorrul, 
comic-book image or Superman. 
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) The Lost World, Steven 
Spielberg's Jurassic Park sequel, 
breaks summer box-office 
records everywhere. It earns 
$229 million in the U.S. 

A Fox network launches "King of 
the Hill," an animated show that 
focuses on the lives or a propane 
dealer from Texas and his family. 
The show goes on to become a 
smash hit. 

~ ABC's gritty police drama "NYPD Blue" remains one of the most 
popular one-hour dramas on television in 1997, capturing four 
Emmy Awards. 

A Scream 2, the chilling hit sequel to 
Scream, is a 1vi ldly successful mix 
of carnage and comedy starring 
Neve Campbell, Jerry O'Connell, 
Tori Spelling, Jada Pinkett and a host 
or other stars. 

A Comedian Chris Farley dies at 33 or a drug overdose 
on December 18. He starred in NBC's "Saturday 
Night Live" and movies including Tommy Boy and 
Beverly Hills Ninja. 

~ Jerry Seinfeld, creator 
and star or the NBC hit 
"Seinfeld," announces 
in December that the 1997-
1998 season is the show's 
last. The final episode airs 
in May, ending the popular 
show's nine-year run. 

In its second season, the WB's 
campy sitcom "Buffy the Vampire 

Slayer" blossoms into a huge 

favorite with many viewers. 

Jenny McCarthy stars in a new 
fall NBC comedy "Jenny" that, 

in January 1998, goes into hiatus 

only a few months into its first 
season. McCarthy had been an 
MTV personality before moving to 

the nelwortl. 

A 

Summer, starring J nnifer Love Hewitt 
and Sarah Michell Gellar, is one or 
the year's biggest ttractions. 

A Critically acclaimed Amistad, 
directed by Steven Spielberg. tells 
the story of an 1839 slave ship mutiny. 
The film culminates years of effort by 
producer Debbie Allen to bring the 
story to life. 



Religion is a common theme 
on eight fall-season network 
1V shows inspired by the 
success of CBS's "Touched 
by an Angel" starring Roma 
Downey, Della Reese and 
John Dye. New programs 
include ABC's "Nothing 
Sacred" and "Teen Angel." 

Michael Flatley's pulsating 
show "Lord of the Dance" 
fuels the extraordinary 
popularity of Irish dance. 
The show tours 15 cities in 
the U.S. through October. 

Titanic is a huge critical and box-office success. The movie event of the 
year, this $200 million picture is the most costly in history. After 45 days 
in the theaters, Titanic had earned $308 million. 

Fol/Paramount hom Shooting Siar 

In the fall, Fox debuts 
"Ally McBeal," a 
comedy/drama starring 
Calista Flockhart as a 
young Boston attorney. 
The show captures a 
Golden Globe Award 
in January 1998 for best 
series/musical or comedy. 

Summer blockbuster 
Men in Black grosses 
more than $500 million 
worldwide to become 
I 997's biggest hit. 
The sci-fi comedy stars 
Will Smith and Tommy 
Lee Jones. 

Star Wars captures a new generation of fans when 
George Lucas re-releases the fi lm trilogy 20 years 
after the first film was shown. In Washington, D.C., 
the National Air and Space Museum mounts a huge 
exhibition of now-historic Star Wars artifacts. 

• Matt Damon stars as an attorney 
in The Rainmaker, a movie based 
on the John Grisham novel. 
Damon 's successes also include 
the film Good Will Hunting. 

The 1997 season premiere 
episode of "ER" is broadcast 
live and draws 42.7 million 
viewers for NBC, including 
those who watch it on a 
giant screen in Times Square. 



) Piona Appl e, 20, one or rock's 
female superstars, is named 
M1V's Best New Artist in a Video. 
Her single "Criminal" soars lo 
the top of the charts. 

A Country music uperstar 
Garth Brooks releases Sevens, 
his first album in two year . 
The album sells 800,000 copies 
lhe first week. 

<( Chumbawamba's hit single 
"Tublhumping" brings long-awaited 
success lo this British band. 
The song becomes popular al 
pro sports even ls, kicking off 
games for several teams. 

<( With their hit single 
"MMMBop," three young 
brothers from Tulsa 
become one of the 
biggest breakthrough 
acts of 1997 as lhe 

A Walk Tl1is Way: The Autobiography 
of Aerosmith chronicles lhe long 
career of the band notorious for its 
excesses in the '70s and '80s. The 
group's new album Nine lives is 
nominated for a 1998 Grammy. 

band Hanson. 

A Rap artist the Notorious B.l.G. is killed in a 
March 1997 drive-by shooting in Los Angeles. 
He is posthumously awarded M1V's 1997 Best Rap 
Video Award for "Hypnotize" and is named Spin 
magazine's Artist or the Year. 

A Lilith Fair, an all-female summer rock 
concert, draws large crowds on its 
37-stop tour. Canadian singer-songwriter 
Sarah Mclachlan masterminds the festival 
and releases a hit album, Surfacing. 

A Smash Mouth popularizes a genre 
of alternative rock known as neo-ska 
wi th its hit single "Walkin ' on the Sun" 
and debut album Fush Yu Mang. 



British pop phenomenon, 
the Spice Girls, makes 
millions with mega-hits 
such as "Wannabe" and sells 
14 million albums and 
I 0 million singles. 

The album No Way Out by Puff 
Daddy & lhe Family goes 
mulliplatinum. Puffy's single 
"I'll Be Missing You," an elegy 
to his friend the Notorious B.l.G., 
also tops the charts. 

Adam Yauch of the Beastie Boys engineers the second Tibetan 
Freedom Concert, held in June in New York, offering 27 music acts 
and a free-Tibet political message. 

rc)Ste\eJennings,Corbis 

Sixteen-year-old R&B 
phenom Jonny Lang 
opens for the Rolling 
Stones ' fall tour and 
spends 16 weeks at 
No. I on Billboard's 
blues chart with his 
album Lie to Me. 

l')O;r.idCorio, Retna 

Kenneth "Babyface" Edmonds, superstar 
producer songwriter singer, receives more 1998 

Grammy nomination than any other artist, including 
one for his album The Day. Edmonds and wife 
Tracey also produce the film Soul Food in 1997. 

Third Eye Blind, after several 
years in San Francisco's 
underground music scene, 
goes big time in 1997. Their 
song "Semi-Charmed Life" is 
listed as the top-selling 
modern rock single for 1997 
in Billboard magazine. 

AP1Wide World 

At 15, country music sensation 
LeAnn Rimes sells more than 12.5 
million recordings in the U.S. in 
1997 and is named Billboard Mu ic 
Awards Artist of the Year. Her single 
"How Do I Live" is one of the year's 
best sellers. 



Quarterback John Elway leads 
the Denver Broncos to a 31-24 
victory over the Green Bay 
Packers in Super Bowl XXXll in 
San Diego, January 25, 1998. It is 
Elway's fi rst Super Bowl win in 
four appearances. 

Pittsburgh Penguins' Mario 
Lemieux retires in Apri l 1997 after 
a spectacular comeback from 
Hodgkin 's disease and inju ry. 
Lemieux is elected to the Hockey 
Hall of Fame in September. 

In July, 16-year-old Swiss tennis star 
Martina Hingis becomes the youngest 
Wimbledon champion since 1887. 
Hingis wins three of the four 1997 
Grand Slam events. 

In April 1997, the premier issue of 
Sports 11/uslraled Women hits 
the newsstands. The magazine 
reflects the explosive growth of 
female participation in sports. 

The Florida Marlins are baseball's 1997 World Series 
champs and the first team ever to win the Series 
wi thout winning its league pennant. The Marlins 
defeat the Cleveland Indians in seven games. 

Tiger Woods, 21, becomes 
the youngest golfer ever to 
win the Masters Tournament. 
His 18-under-par score se ts 
a Masters record. Woods 
wins 3 other tournaments 
and sets a PGA Tour earnings 
record of $2.1 million for 
the season. 

Swedish golfing phenomenon 

Annika Sorenstam, 26, tops the 

LPGA earnings list in 1997 with a 
record $1,236,789. 

Professional sports salaries keep 
skyrocketing. One of the most 
publicized of 1997 is Kevin 

Garnett's $126 million contract to 
play basketbaD for the Minnesota 

Timberwolves. 

Mike Tyson bites off part of Evander 
Holyfield's ear and is disqualified in 
the WBA Heavyweight rematch in June 
1997. fyson is fined nearly $3 million 
and his boxing license is revoked. 

Charles Woodson, Michigan's versatile 
junior cornerback, becomes the first 
primarily defensive player to win the 
Heisman Trophy, awarded in December. 



Jeff Gord n, at 26, wins the 
1997 NAS AR Winston Cup, his 
second nston Cup point title 
in three y ars. Gordon's 1997 
points tol 14,710. 

Nagano, Japan, hosts the 1998 
Winter Olympic Games during 
Pebruary. Three new medal 
sports make their Olympic debut: 
curling, snowboarding and 
women 's ·ce hockey. 

In its debut season, the 
WNBA exceeds all league 
expectations for success. 
The Houston Comets' 
championship win 
over the New 
York Liberty caps 
the 1997 season. 

Detroit Red Wings captain 
Steve Yzerman powers his 
team to the 1997 Stanley 
Cup championship, its fi rst 
in 42 years, by sweeping 
the Philadelphia Plyers in 
four games. 

Scott Cunningham, NBNAl!spoll 

The Chicago Bulls 
beat the Utah Jazz 
in June 1997 for 
their fifth NBA 
championship in 
seven years. Michael 
Jordan is chosen 
finals MVP a record 
fifth time. 

When the college football 
season ends, two teams 
share the national 
championship. Michigan (12-0) 
is named No. I by the sports 
writers' poll, and Nebraska 
(13-0) by the coaches' poll. 

Dean Smith, winningest coach in 
college basketball history, retires in 
October after 36 seasons at North 
Carolina. Sports Illustrated names 
him 1997 Sportsman of the Year. 



Chelsea Clinton begins her 
freshman year at Stanford 
University in Palo Alto, California. 
Despite securi ty measures, she 
reportedly will lead as normal a 
college life as possible. 

American Jody Williams and the 
International Campaign to Ban Land 
Mines are awarded the 1997 Nobel 
Peace Prize in October. The U.S. and 
China refuse to sign an international 
treaty that would ban land mines. 

Miss Illinois, Katherine Shindle, is 
crowned Miss America 1998. For the 
first time in its 77-year history the 
pageant allows contestants to wear 
two-piece swimsuits in competition. 

Ted Tu rner, vice chairman of the 
Time Wa rner media empire, pledges 
$1 bi ll ion lo United ations programs. 
IL is the largest single gift in 
philanthropic history. 

For the first time, a computer 
beats a world chess champion 
when IBM's Deep Blue beats 
Russian Garry Kasparov in a 
six-game match in May 1997. 

Beloved actor Jimmy Stewart dies in July at 89. 
Stewart's enduring nice-guy popularity is 
exempli fied by It 's a Wonderful life, his 1946 
movie that is now an American cultural icon. 

J.T. MacMillan, Sari Diego Union-Tnbune 

Roman Catholic nun Mother Teresa of Calcutta 
dies September 5 at the age of 87. Revered 
for a lifetime of helping the poorest of the 
poor, her many honors include the 1979 Nobel 
Peace Prize. 

--
Sarah Ferguson, Duchess of York, 
appears in ads as a spokesperson 
for Weight Watchers International. 
She is the former 1vi fe of England's 
Prince Andrew. 

J 



Boredom Brian Teng, Mathan 
Shanmugham and Thu Pham hang 
out in fron tof AMR2. At least 
they're outside on such a nice day. 

What do we do? Thesefourvolun
teers look at one another not sure 
what to do next. 
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Academics 
Obviously all student§) at Ii op kins are here for the 
same purpose, and no, iw not to c;et into Medical 
school. Iiopkins teaches lessons about academic 
subject§) and about life. If you can survive at Ii op kins, 
you can survive anywhere. No matter how much 
people complain about their classes, or how much 
readif18 they have to do, everyone knows that it will 
all pay off in the end. Its not all work thou8h. Whether 
its class that doesn't take place in a classroom, or a 
year spent in another country, the academic life at 
Iiopkins, breakcB boundariecB. 
Math Whiz That's ick Toludis 
who appears to be working on a 
very d ifficult math problem 
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Work in Progress Senior Russell Upton concentrates on his 
project in art class. Hopkins has a great art curriculum 
consisting of many fantastic painting and drawing classes, 
most of which take place in the basement of Merryman. 

Side View This pic
ture of the side of the 
Eisenhower Library 
adds a real feeling of 
academia . 

Class is in session 
The students in this 
class prepare for the 
instructor to begin the 
day's lecture. 
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From the Top Writing 
Sems TA Katie 

Advanced Chinese 
class will be using. All 
the Chinese professors' 
enthusiasm and quick 
pace forced students to 
stay attentive. 

Picture Per
fect Pictur
ing God in 
the Middle 
Ages Prof. 
Herbert 
Kessler an
swers ques
tions on ico
nography 
while TA 
Peter Low 
shuffles 
through pa
pers behind 
him. 
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more than 

they're alive! 
The faculty members at Johns 

Hopkins are renowned for their re
search projects, their scientific 
awards, and their Presidential com

professors, such as Dr. David 
Neufeld, planned special optional 
activities for their class. Those in 
Prof. Neufeld's Stars and the Uni

mendation s . 
Hopkins is, 
afterall, a re
search univer
sity. But these 
professors are 
more than 
scholars; they 
have the honor 
and responsi
bility of creat
ing the scholars 
of the future. Coffee Break Prof. K. Karlin waits with 

verse: Cosmic 
Evolution 
class had ob
s er va t or y 
nights when 
h e took the 
students to 
the observa
tory at the top 
of Bloomberg 
and pointed 
out astro
nomical phe
nomena. Pro
fessor Jakab at 
the school of 
Public Health 

Although 
there has been 
much talk that 
the TAs do 

the rest of the crowd at Donna's. Ap
parently, the walk from Dunning to 
Gilman didn't deter this Chem profes
sor from his cup of caffeine. 

most of the helping at Hopkins, 
there is no doubt that the profes
sors do just as much. Instead of 
simply standing in front of a class
room and lecturing all the time, 
they set up special pre-test study 
sessions and hold night discussions 
on class topics. Professors like Dr. 
Robert Frank did care about the 
best way to teach. Unable to find an 
appropriate introductory textbook 
for Cognition, Dr. Frank compiled 
a semester's worth of articles. Other 

took his Environmental Health 
class on field trips to the Back River 
Wastewater treatment plant and 
BRESCO to see how trash gets 
transformed into energy. Sociol
ogy professor Dr. Katrina Bell 
McDonald even took several fresh
man to breakfast at The Paper 
Moon to let them know they had 
someone to turn to. These are just 
a handful of examples of the pro
fessors who went out of their way 
for their students. 

A New Perspective Prof. Craig Hankin ex
plains a "seeing" exercise to his Wednesday 
afternoon Drawing I class. Prof. Hankin also 
taught Painting I and Drawing II. 
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tlie Scenes 
undercover & underappreciated 

We all know about the Nobel 
prize winning professors, the in
spirational, motivational speakers, 
and the success driven, intelligent 
student body. However, there is a 
group of people who work behind 
the scenes mailing those "Impor
tant Spring Dates to Remember" 
calendars, report cards, and sum
mer school course listings - and 
also figuring out more than 3,500 
schedules. The administration lit
erally makes Hopkins the place it 
is today. This diverse group in
cludes the Office of Academic Ad
vising, the deans, and the 
Registrar's office. 

Academic ad vising is a guide 
for students applying to medical 
or graduate schools, students who 
wish to change their majors, or 
those who just want to add or 
drop a class and can't (or don't 
want to) find their advisors. Walk 
in and ask Ms. Sydney Green to 
schedule an appointment for you 
with a dean and she'll do just that 
even if it's one of those crowded 
days at the begining of each se
mester when everyone seems to 
"really, really need" to see a dean 
for something "really, really im
portant." 

Long Day Ms. Karen Maddox wea
rily turns to another student wishing 
to change his schedule. The registrar's 
office stayed filled for most of the 
day during the beginning of the se
mester, but Maddox warned them all 
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After convincing a dean to 
sign those green cross regis
tration or yellow add-drop 
forms, you can head on over 
to Garland, which, of course, 
has to be all the way across 
campus from Academic Ad
vising in Mergenthaler. Turn 
in your forms at the registrar, 
and you' re all set. You've 
done your part; the problem 
is their problem now. 

Administration is basically 
here to help students help 
themselves. Make sure 
you're polite, though, be
cause this is the same group 
that makes sure that every
one registered for class has 
also paid their tuition. 



Service With a Smile Associate 
Registrar Betsy Raley opens up 
sophomore Liz Chang's sched
ule on the computer. Add / d rop 
would always be a hassle, but 
the administration made sure the 
process was as painless as hu
manly possible. 

Busy Bodies Ms. Mary Lou Bates 
answers the phone while Ms. 
Midge Davis helps sophomore 
Dave Mao in the background. 

Put Your Pen to the Paper Senior One on One Associate Director 
Academic Advisor Dr. Richard Dr. J. D. Goodyear discusses a 
Sanders works his way through a student's plans. Deans often have 
pile of forms. Being a dean had the inside scoop on opportunities 55 
perks, but the flood of paperwork relevant to future goals. Administration 
certainly wasn' t one of them. 
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p e rformed 
Mozart in a 
Christmas Con
cer t along wi th 
The Many Moods 
of Christmas. 

,..., Take the Stage-
- Bored? Peabody hosted at least a dozen 

performances each month featuring every
thing from a concerto performed on harpsi
chords borrowed from the Smithsonian to the 
world premiere of a work by faculty member 
Chen Li . - Broke? The Peabody Camarata, 
The Peabody Wind Ensemble, and Peabody 
Here and Now all offered free concert series. 
- Interested? Maybe it's time for a trip to the 
Concert Hall. 

Academics 



Music 
Education 

noteworthy opportunities 
Freshman Josie Valencia is up to 

her 16.5 credit limit. But Valencia 
still makes the trip to Peabody two 
times a week 

shuttle busses running from the 
back of Shriver. 

The day at Peabody isn't over 
when the 

to sing with 
the chorus for 
pleasure, not 
for credit. "I 
love coming 
here," she 
said . "It's 
such a stress 
reliever. And 
it's a nice 
change from 
[Homewood] 
campus." 

The atmo
sphere at 
Peabody is in-

Downward Spiral The Conservatory 
Building's main staircase became a famil
iar sight for all those taking lessons. 

sun goes 
d 0 W n / 
though. 
And the 
weekend 
doesn't 
neccessarily 
mean a 
break. The 
evenings 
and week
ends al
ways bring 
the excite
ment of re-

deed different. Once inside the tur
quoise blue gates at the end of the 
Peabody Mews, somebody's aria 
and another's scales replace 
honking cars and sighing buses . 
And although not everyone will 
agree that taking class at Peabody 
is stress-free, many do take advan
tage of being allowed to take up to 
two classes per semester cost-free. 
The most popular classes seem to 
be voice, piano, clarinet, music 
theory, and music history. Hop
kins students make good use of the 

hearsals 
and concerts. With a student ID 
card, opera fans could get a ticket 
for $8. $5 could buy a ticket for 
the orchestral and choral concerts 
as well as the Sylvia Adalman 
Artist recitals. Of course, there 
were also a slew of free events. 

Peabody offers something for 
everyone from those pursuing a 
double major that includes music 
to those who can't carry a tune. 
Making the trip just a few miles 
south to Peabody is most often 
richly rewarding. 

Follow the Leader Hopkins students make their 
way to Peabody Chorus rehearsal in East Hall. 
Every Monday and Wednesday, they caught the 
4:30 shuttle to make it just in time for rehearsal. 
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A Whole New World 
Then junior Cathy 
Dancz (left) and a friend 
take in Gibralter, Gates 
of the Known World. 

1 
Dancz spent a year in 
San Sebastian, Spain 
through a program at 
U. of evada. 

Un Bel Dia Soak
ing up rays in Flo
rence, then junior 
Paul arain enjoys 
the Italian sights. 
Like many other IR 
majors, a rain 
cho e to study at 
the Bologna Center. 
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Off the Beaten Track While enrolled in a study 
program at Oxford, then junior Tim Leary took 
advantage of being in Europe to visit alum John 
Litwin ki ('97) and Litwin.ski's cousin. 



---

Over the Ocean 
... and away from the city 
Once upon a time, in a not

so-far-away land, there were 
some students who wished 
they really were in a far away 
land. These students found 
staying in Baltimore for all 
four years of college entirely 
unacceptable . Luckily, 
Hopkins University system 
included branches in 
Nanjing, China and Bologna, 
Italy and there were plenty 
of other study abroad oppor
tunities. 

Over fifty students each 
year take advantage of these 
programs to study either for 
the whole year or for a se
mester. The center in Bolo-

gna is especially popular among 
those majoring in International Re
lations, Economics, or His tory. 
The Study at Sea program allows 
students to study while living on a 
boat. Making stops in certain ports 
all over the world is, of course, 
part of the allure. What about 
when the regular school year's cur
riculum doesn't allow time to go 
abroad? No problem, get away 
during the summer. 

Although this work sometimes 
allows students to earn extra credit 
for graduation, this is a secondary 
advantage compared to the ad
venture of seeing a new country 
and learning new customs. As 
senior Tim Leary said of his year 
at Oxford in England "For some, 
going to a city like Baltimore is an 
eye opening experience, but go
ing abroad really breaks down the 
barriers of being in this country." 

Going abroad means more than 
a little extra "umph" to add to 
their resume. The memories of 
friends, different cultures, beauti
ful countries, and inspiring pro
fessors just might be as good as 
getting three wishes and living 
happily ever after. 

Hot Spot Senior Joe Grossberg chills 
in the Sahara Desert, Morocco dur
ing the spring of '97. Grossberg spent 
a year trekking the globe hitting 
places like Australia and Israel. 
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di tional reading
room look and a 
more casual atmo
sphere. 

study breaks 
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When our brain screamed that it just 
couldn't absorb any more, we knew it 
was study break time. Inner Harbor 
offered plenty of diversions including 
the rink where senior Steve Kelly 
took the ice in a few study free 
hours. Freshman Theresa Chan , 
however, didn't have to go that far to 
find her place for battling studyblock. 



everywhere you want 
(or don't want) to be 

Everyone at Hopkins has to study 
sometime (perhaps the understate
ment of the year). People study 

--~-;---, 

\. 
\.:• 

couches there better," Tan said. 
Perhaps a soft place to catch some 
winks is also the allure of study

ing in your 
room. 

wherever they 
can, in the 
laundry room, 
at Levering, 
while waiting 
in line. How
ever, not every
one at Hopkins 
studies best in 
the same place. 
Luckily, we 
have a variety 
of places to 
choose from. 

"People who 
know me know 

A Little Night Reading Finding her bed 
a comfortable place, freshman Katie 
Esselink opts to study for her Chem 
exam in her room. 

When the 
weather is 
nice, some 
decide to 
study out
doors. "I like 
to study sit
ting in the 
President's 
Garden, but 
not school 
stuff," senior 
Brian Salter 

that I am a Hut person," said junior 
Magdalene Tan, referring to the 
Hutzler Reading Room on the main 
floorofGilman. "Ihavespentmany 
a night there. The worst was three 
straight allnighters, two in the Hut 
and one in the HAC lab." 

Others favor the Milton S. 
Eisenhower Library. Resources are 
more plentiful, but, of course, that 
isn't the only reason people study 
at the MSE. "I have an aversion to 
MSE, but people seem to like the 

said. "The 
best studying has been on D-level 
and in Bloomberg basement." 

"I've actually gotten studying 
done in the basement of 
Bloomberg," senior Claudia Joe 
agreed. "You never get any real 
studying done in the President's 
Garden, but it's a good place for 
naps," she added as a side note. 

Well, wherever we study, we 
all seem to agree one thing about 
study places: naps are much too 
dangerous. 

Neatness Counts Freshman Eric Hsueh goes 
over molecular structure for orgo. Although 
dorms were not always quiet, some blocked out 
the noise and made good use of desk space. 
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Ancient Treasures Peabody 
fre hmanLauraClo eandjun
ior Mike Poon take a look at 
the Archeology Collection hid
den away in Gilman. The col
lection even includes a 
mummy. 

Safely Harbored Inner Har
bor launches a historical re
enactment. With the Science 
Center and Aquarium, the 
Harbor was both a commer
cial and educational center. 
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The Writers' Circle An StepBy Step FreshmenJanieZhou 
IFP class convenes on the and Marcus Plieninger dance the 
gra . For a change of Intersession evenings away. 
pace, some in tructors Intersession classes offered every
took theircla e outside. thing from Ballroom Dancing to 

Creative Writing about Food. 



class outside 

Intersession Etc. 
the classroom 

There are either one of 3 
things that Hopkins students 
are probably doing during 
Intersession: a) enjoying a 
six week winter break at 
home b) skiing in Aspen or c) 
taking an intersession course 
to pick up those extra credits. 
While most students are do
ing either one of the former, 
some students ventured back 
to Charles St. on January 4 
for the beginning of 
Intersession. 

A large variety of courses 
during the four week semes
ter left little time for bore
dom. For many, Intersession 
is a chance to do indepen-

dent study or research. For oth
ers, it was sitting through a four 
hour lecture everyday in order to 
try and cram a three credit course 
in four weeks. In addition to these 
options, students had the oppor
tunity to take interesting and fun 
courses(what could be more fun 
than Orgo??!!) such as Ballroom 
dancing and wine tasting. Of 
course, the latter was restricted to 
those oflegal age. Some students 
forewent courses and earned 
money at their jobs instead. 

Homewood is pretty much dor
mant during Intersession. With 
themajorityof students still away, 
the campus is quiet. You can 
actually enjoy a game of pool at E
level without the hassle of trying 
to play with hoards of people 
around you. Itis possible to study 
in the library rather than going to 
socialize. 

During the last week of 
Intersession, the Hopkins com
munity embarks back to 
Homewood. By the end of that 
week, almost all students have 
returned,and youknowwhatthat 
means .. . time to stand in line at 
the bookstore to buy your books 
for the second semester. 

Music Education Freshman 
Angie Ro keeps her violin skills 
finely tuned with the Hopkins 
Symphony Orchestra. 

Portraits of Artists as Young Women Draw
ing I students work on their sketches. Rarely 
taken advantage of, art classes provided a 
very different way to stretch the mind. 
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Looking for Some
thing? Mr. Roger Ba
con shows a customer 

and waiting in line as 
short as possible, the 
bookstore's register 
uses the J-Card to fill 
out all information on 
the check. All that's 
left is a place to sign. 



By the Book 
"Baltimore, the city that reads" 

The start of each semester al
ways brings a certain feeling of 
dread to all students. Once again, 

heard stories of people who have 
won this game.) Unfortunately, 
used books aren't always in great 

condition which 
can make the 
practice of buying 
them self-defeat
ing. 

it's time to study 
so hard that our 
brains actually 
hurt, miss all our 
favorite X-files 
episodes, and 
break our wal
lets as we head 
to the bookstore 
to buy the com
ing semester's 
books. 

"How much 
Over the Counter Freshman 

Despi te the 
complaints, some 
students have 
said that the 
prices at local 
drugs t ores, 
which definitely 
require a farther 
walk than to 
Gilman' s base
ment, are just as 
expensive as the 

will I have to 
pay" is a ques
tion that fre

Wendy Pavlovich rings up a sale 
for her customers. Luckily for 
Wendy, her book bill would be 20% 
lower with her employee discount. 

q uen tl y runs 
through the minds of 
students in September and Janu
ary. The most popular games 
during this period are comparing 
who spent the least or most 
amount of money on books, who 
got to the bookstore ahead of ev
erybody else to grab the used 
books before they flew off the 
shelves, and who actually sold 
their books back to the bookstore 
for more than half of what they 
paid for them. (So far, no one has 

University bookstore. 
And of course, there is no other 
place in the area where you can buy 
a Hopkins sweatshirt, T-shirt, or 
pennant. The positive side of this 
whole business is that the hefty costs 
have inspired a support system 
among the student body. Some 
academic departments, as well as 
Student Council, hold used book 
sales in order to alleviate the finan
cial stress buying books puts on our 
credit cards. 

What Are We Waiting For? Aiming to be well pre
pared, textbook hunting students crowd the book
store. The begining of each semester meant long lines, 
big bills, and a very busy staff. 
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science labs 
language labs 
computer labs 

At a university like Hopkins, 
much of what students need to 
know can only be learned from 
hands on experiences in settings 
like LABORATO
RIES. Hopkins lab 
classes are famous for 
their four hour meet
ing times, jillion page 
write ups, and cool ex
periments which al
low students to tinker 
with toys like sulfuric 
acid and oscillators. Rumors about 
throats usually include stories about 
students sneaking wrong chemicals 
into someone else's solution or de
liberately hogging supplies. These 
stories are mostly false, but stu
dents do take their labs seriously. 
Most seniors have memories of lab 
still fresh in his mind. After all, one 
still remembers how to find the 
length of stearic acid among other 
fond memories. 

"The night before our chemical 
engineering labs were due, my part
ners and I stayed up all night. We 
ate cheetos for dinner and cheetos 
for breakfast and called ourselves 
the 'cheetos lab group,'" said se
nior Brian Salter. 

Labs aren't limited to physics and 

jhunix.hcf.jhu.edu Sophomore Jeremy 
Barnes takes advantage of the easily ac
cessible HAC Lab to check his email on 
pine. 
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53 
chem, though. Language stu
dents will find themselves in 
the Language Lab at the top 
floor of Krieger Hall. If they 

haven't col
lapsed by the 
time they climb 
the five flights 
to the lab, stu
dents watch 
videos and 
then take short 
quizzes to en

sure their comprehension. 
Some people look back on 

them fondly, others recoil in 
horror if you ask them about 
their lab experiences. What
ever the reaction (no pun in
tended), labs are an integral 
part of the students life. 

Please Read Instructions Fre hman Koko Htay rereads 
the directions carefully. When pressed fo r time, know· 
ing exactly what to do moved things along smoothly. 
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Two Heads Are Better Than 
One Sophomore Angela 
Chung and freshman Stephen 
Liu find that there are advan
tages to working in pairs. 

Thorough Rinsing Freshman 
ikki Sherman cleans out a bu

ret in preparation for a titration 
lab. Cleanliness was especially 
important when titrating. 

language labs 
For those taking language classes, the lab on the top 

floor of Kreiger became a familiar place. Tapes and 
videos enhanced listening comprehension and instruc
tors took advantage of them to give quizes. Freshman 
Jessica Lundberg fills out a German worksheet and 
freshman Mandi Strombeck takes a French quiz. 67 
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Sports 
1 

The students al Johns Ii op kins are nol only inlelli8enl, 
they're also athletes. for such a small university we 
certainly have won our share of Division titles and 
Conference Championships. This is due lo the 
devotion of the learn members and the exceptional 
8uidance of coaches and captains. Whether ils 
lacrosse, soccer, volleyball, or basketball, Iiopkins 
athletes are 13realdf18 I2ecords 

Proud Coaches These coaches 
proudly look on as the girl' field 
hockey team plays another great 
game. 
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Determined Player This player 
stretches fo rward and manages to 
get her field hockey stick on the 
ball even though an opponent is 
pushing her from behind. 

Charge Mark Guzzo clutches the 
foo tball and tries to score a touch
down. The Hopkins Football team 
had a spectacular winning 1997-
1998 season. 

o.... ._ ________________________________________ ..;;;. ____________ _. 

Running Hard This cross country runner is 
determined to make a strong showing. The fans 
spread out along the course help by cheering him 69 
on. ______ S_p_o_r-ts--D-iv--id_e_r 



The 1997-1998 foo tball season started 
off well as the team won five of its first 
six games. This was only the begin
ning of a spectacular season as the 
Blue Jays went 7-3 overall and 5-2 in 
the Centennial Conference. They con
cluded the season with a challenge 
against Western Maryland for the Cen
tennial Conference title. Unfortu
nately the team wasn' t successsful in 
this game losing 3-21 . However, this 
loss d oes not eclipse the fac t that the 
football team had its most successful 
season ever. It tied the Hopkins record 
for most wins in a season . Sophomore 
Harrison Bernstein became the first 
sophomore in league history to earn 
Centennial Conference Defensive 
Player of the Year and 10 of his team-

Senior Don Zajick bolts pas t an oppo
nent and rushes down the field. Zajick 
led the team in ru hing ya rds and rush
ing a ttempts. 
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mates received either first or second 
team All Star recognition. Seniors Don 
Zajick and John Saxe and sophomore 
Adam Gentile were named Academic 
All-Americans. Zajick is now the all 
time leader at Hop kins in rushing yards 
and rushing attempts. Senior and 1st 
team Centennia l All Star Todd 
Bencivenni is also in the record books 
for career records in field goals, extra 
points, extra point attempts, and points 
scored kicking. Unfortunately the team 
is losing many seniors to graduation 
but will look to continue its success 
nex t year with underclassmen such as 
sophomores Bernstein, Don Skinner 
who led the team in receptions, and 
WayneRoccia,JamieMonica, and Will 
Cairns who all played quarterback. 

The 1997-1 998 Johns Hopkins University Football Team. 



Senior Mark Guzzo tries to block an 
opponent from tackling a teammate. 
Although Guzzo was out for most of 
the year with an injury, he still man
aged to tie the school record for punt 
return yards. 

Scoreboard 

Season (7-3) JHU - opp. 

Wash. & Lee 34-28 
Swarthmore 73-0 
USMMA-Kings Pt. 14-27 
Gettysburg 20-12 
U rs in us 33-6 
Muhlenberg 24-21 
Bridgewater 21-10 
Dickinson 7-13 
Frankin & Marshall 35-21 
Western Maryland 3-21 

Senior cornerbackJason Hanges dives 
to make the catch. Hanges had 11 
tackles and 1 intercepetion during the 
season. 

Junior Keith Ferguson assists in tack
ling an opponent to the ground. 
Ferguson was a powerful defender for 
the Blue Jays during the 97 season. 
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Senior Mollie Galloway tries to steal 
the ball from her opponent. eda 
Dawood looks on to receive a pass. 

Season 11-7 JHU-opp 

York 2-1 
Muhlenberg 2-1 
Salisbury State 0-4 
Bryn Mawr 3-0 
Dickinson 1-2 
Villa Julie 1-0 
Mary Washington 2-5 
Goucher 2-0 
Catholic 1-0 
Haverford 6-0 
West. Maryland 3-1 

otre Dame (MD) 1-0 
Wesley 3-1 
E. Mennonite 0-7 
Wash. College 1-2 
Swarthmore 0-4 
Gettysburg 1-2 
Franklin & Marshall 3-2 
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Ashley Dawkins, Katie Reytar, and 
Danielle Maschuci mentally prepare 
for a game. 

Sophomore Laura Ekas tries to dodge 
around an opposing player to get the 
ball. Eka scored three goals during 
the 1997 sea on. 



l 

The field hockey team had a winning 
season this year in both the regular 
season and the Centennial Conference, 
finishing off with a 11-7 and 5-4 record 
respectively. 
Sophomore Barbara Ordes had a great 

season finishing as the top scorer with 
6 goals. Freshman Lauren Carney also 
rose to the challenge of being on a 
varsity team by coming in second in 
total number of points. 
This was Megan Callahan's first year 

as head coach and it was a good start 
for her. "Coach Callahan is a great 
coach." commented Jen Dowling. "This 
was the best team I've ever been on for 

field hockey!" 
Each of the senior forwards scored 

in the top five in points earned. The 
returning players remained strong as 
JUmor eda Dawood continued her 
success from last season, and the team 
welcomed the presence of powerful 
freshmen such as Carney and Lacey 
Muhlfeld. 

Junior goalkeeper Kelly Hoffman 
had 139 saves which placed her fourth 
in career saves at Hopkins with 275. 
Defenders Debbie West and Marie 
Swartwood, along with forwards Jen 
Dowling, Maria Fontoura and Mollie 
Galloway will be missed next season. 

Laura Ekas makes a pass to senior Jen 
Dowling. Dowling scored 4 goals dur
ing the 1997 season. 

Junior goalkeeper Kelly Hoffman 
throws her body on the ground to make 
a save. Meanw hile junior Alexis 
Pennotti and Laura Ekas try to reach 
the ball to get it out of the scoring zone. 
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The volleyball team had a winning sea
son this year and placed fourth in the 
UAA championships. They earned a 
record of 28-15 and 7-3 in the Centen
nial Conference. Senior co-captains 
Anita Patibandla and Sue Yang led the 
team in kills with Patibandla having 
377 and Yang having 288. Freshman 
Mary Alexis Paul is extremely promis
ing as she had a great season racking 
up 242 kills. Sophomore Chrissy Horan 
had 309 kills for the season and led the 
team in digs with 383. Horan is the 
only player in JHU history to have 2 
seasons of 300 or more digs and sopho
more Michelle Dumler is the first player 
to record 900 or more assists in a sea
son, a feat which she accomplished last 

The 1997 Women's Volleyball Team 
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year and this year. The Water Polo 
team also had a successful season, com
ing in second at the Division III Eastern 
Championships. The team finished 
with a 7-14 record. Senior Bob 
Ghassemieh led the team in scoring 
followed by Sophomores Chris Cha, 
Tim Lovett and senior Mark McCoy. 
Senior Mike Chester and junior W. 
Archambault were the goalkeepers and 
posted a .332 and .440 save percentage 
respectively. At the Division III East
ern Championships, they lost to MIT 
but won their matches against Wash
ington & Lee and RIT. At the CWP A 
Southern Varsity Championships, they 
lost to Slippery Rock and Richmond 
and won their match against Villanova. 

Michelle Dumler sets the ball while 
teammate Lara Blakey prepares to go 
for the kill. 



Mary Louise Platt sets the ball while 
Sue Yang and Anita Patibandla pre
pare to back her up. Against Roches
ter, Platt had 12 digs, giving her a 
school record of 954 in her career. 

Using his left arm and a strong rotary 
kick, Cooper Buckingham treads wa
ter and looks to make his next move. 

Junior Cooper Buckingham looks to 
pass the ball to Senior goal keeper Mike 
Chester. Mike Chester had 101 saves 
and nine steals this season. 

All photos courtesy of JHU athletic center. 
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The 1997 Women's Soccer team. 

Freshman Sarah Parola beats her 
opponent to the ball and then passes 
off to a teammate. Sarah led the 
team with 20 goals for the season. 

LADY JAYS CAPTURE SECOND CONFERENCE 

ot only did the JHU women's soccer 
team (15-2-1) win its second consecu
tive Centennial Conference, it also 
qualified for the NCAA championships 
for the first time in school history. 

A win against Gettysburg allowed 
Hopkins to take first place in the Cen
tennial Conference. 
"This is the second year in a row that 

we've beaten them on account of our 
heart," stated goalie Kate Cushman. 

The 1997 All-Centennial Conference 
Women'sSoccerTeam was made up of 
several Lady Jays. Hopkins freshman 
Sarah Parola and Western Maryland 
College's Beth Bla i were named Co
Pla yers of the Year. 
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"Sarah's such an unselfish player. She's 
not just the goal scorer. She also has a 
lot of assists," explained Coach Weil. 
Parola managed to tie the Centennial 
Conference record for the most goals 
scored in a season. 

In addition to Parola, co-captain 
defenders Becki Sha pack and Kathleen 
Hanlon were also placed on the first 
unit. Sophomore Hartaj Gill was cho
sen for the second-team All-Confer
ence selection at midfield while for
ward Courtney Walker and goalkeeper 
Kate Cushman were honorable men
tion choices. Walker's 15 goals put her 
in second place at JHU for number of 
goals scored during a single season. 

Sophomore Laura Cone quickly throws 
the ball back in bounds, helping to 
start a run u the left side of the field. 



Freshman Rashmi Roy steals the ball, 
*1,r~ dribbles down the field, and passes it 
1elf up to a teammate. 
the 

Season 13-1-3 JHU-opp 

Christopher ewport 1-0 
St. Mary 1-0 
Bryn Mawr 6-0 
Ursinus 7-0 
Muhlenberg 1-0 
Goucher 3-1 
Franklin & Marshall 0-1 
Haverford 3-0 
West. Maryland 4-2 
Widener 4-2 
Rowan 0-0 
Catholic 5-0 
Swarthmore 5-1 
Gettysburg 2-0 
Dickinson 5-1 
Emory 2-3 
Elizabethtown 0-5 
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Brian ourie successfully maneuvers 
himself in order to protect the ball from 
his opponent. 

Season (15-3-1) JHU-opp 

York 5-0 
Cabrini 3-1 
Plymouth State 2-1 
Elmira 2-0 
Swarthmore 5-0 
Ursinus 3-0 
Rowan 0-1 
Muhlenberg 0-1 
Eastern 1-0 
Salisbury State 2-0 
St. Mary's 1-0 
Haverford 4-0 
Allentown 6-3 
West. Maryland 5-0 
Washington Coll. 2-1 
Dickinson 2-1 
Gettysburg 2-2 
Franklin & Marshall 5-0 
Gettysburg 4-5 

Elmira College Invitational 
Tournament Champions 
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Sophomore Chris Thomas slides into 
his kick on the wet turf while taking a 
shot on goal. 

John Del Monaco beats his opponent to 
the ball and then dribbles down the 
field to score a goal. 



Freshman Brian ourie attempts to 
head off an oponent who is charging 
the Hopkins goal. 

Sophomore John Del Monaco rushes 
to get the ball in thegoal before his 
opponent ca tches him. Del Monaco 
scored 6 goals during the 1997 season. 

With a powerful offensive and defen
sive lineup, the Hopkins' Men's Soccer 
Team returned to NCAA' s for the third 
time in four years. Finishing regular 
season play with an overall record of 
15-2-1, the Blue Jays ranked 4th region
ally and 25th nationally. Their win
ning percentage of .883 was the sec
ond-best ever for a JHU team to achieve. 
Playing Gettysburg, senior co-captain 

Eric West scored both of Hopkins' goals 
in the second half to bring the game to 
an over time tie, 2-2. West's total of 12 
goals and two assists totaled 26 points 
and placed him first in the Centennial 
Conference. 
The Blue Jays won their final confer

ence game of the season, defeating 

The 1997 Men's soccer team 

Franklin & Marshal 5-0. West scored 
two goals and co-captain Josh Ardise 
scored his first career goal in this game. 
Defensively, Hopkins allowed only 11 
goals, recording a 0.58 GAA as a team. 
Junior goalkeeper Keith Millman, the 
top-ranked goalie overall in the con
ference, totaled a 0.55 GAA. 

Contending against Gettysburg in 
the semifinals of the CAA Men's Soc
cer Mid-Atlantic Regional Tournament, 
the Hopkins team lost 5-4, to conclude 
the exciting season. 

"We were highly successful but we 
fell short of our ultimate goal of the 

CAA finals," remarked freshman 
Sam Steinman. "We still had a really 
good year." 
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Leaning back and laughing, Jay Berry 
keep his fee t in the air and takes a break 
from doing a set of crunches. 

Ben Lentz balls his fists as he approaches 
the finish line, just two meters ahead of 
his opponent from Towson. 
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ay Berry pushes onward towards the 
inish line, proving that perseverence 

· s the key to excellence. 

The cross country team had a win
ning season this year, taking first at 
three individual meets and second at 
several others. In addition, the Hopkins 
men won the Goucher Invitational as 
well as the Salisbury State Invitational. 

Senior Jarrod Gaspar had an incred
ible season, improving on his best times 
and really leading the team. He was 
the one who played the role of sup
porter throughout the year, guiding 
the new team members and showing 
the freshmen the ropes. 

When asked how the season went, 
Jarrod commented, "It went pretty well 
-- we were really happy with how we 

Senior captain Eric Edmonds runs 
through the finish line ahead of a 
Loyola opponent. Excrucia ting dis
tances were only completed by the truly 
devoted. 

ran. We had a strong set of guys this 
year and even added a bunch of fresh
men." 
Co-captains Eric Edmonds and Chris 

Benfer also contributed their years of 
experience to the team. Cross country 
has enjoyed a surge in popularity since 
the seniors first joined the team. Their 
efforts will set an example for future 
cross country team members. 

Despite the competition of the larger 
sports such as football and field hockey, 
several die hard fans made it to every 
meet. They helped to cheer the team 
on to a 12th place finish in the NCAA 
Regionals. 

Ben Lentz demonstra tes the proper 
techniq u e fo r doing crunches. 
Crunches helped the runners to de
velop very strong abs. 
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Clara Crowe-Chaze demonstrates the 
proper fencing stance. Clara was one 
of the members of the Epee squad. 

Cheryl Chen battles her opponent with 
her epee. 
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Clara Crowe-Chaze helps her team
ate to suit up. The equiptment was 

·nspected before each bout. 

The women's fencing team included 
several talented members. At the 64th 
Annual Christmas NIWFA's, Clara 
Crowe-Chaze fenced exceptional! y well 
and was the only epeeis t who advanced 
to the semifinals. Co-captain Tiffini 
Smith was outstanding in foil. She 
went undefeated in the first round, 3-2 
in the second, and 2-3 in the third. Jody 
Seasonwein performed better than any 
other on the squad and her 4-1 record 
advanced her to the second round. 
Entering the UAA championships, the 

women's team had high hopes and went 
on to beat Case Western Reserve and 
Brandeis. Unfortunately, Hopkins 
lineup cost the team a loss to the NYU 
team. 

Considering how few experienced 
fencers the women's team carried this 
season, they did very well. 

In the February NIWFA, the Lady 
Jays placed fourth overall: the epee 
team took a third place bronze medal 
finish, and the foil team placed fifth. 
Both Rosie Mott and Pamela Traisak 
made it to the semifinals. 

Losing only one senior, the fencing 
team will have much more experience 
next year. 
"The season went great overall," com

mented junior Tiffini Smith. "I'm im
pressed -- we had a winning season 
despite the fact that we' re a young team 
with little experience." 

Cheryl Chen tries to touch her oppo
nent. Each fencer fenced three bouts 
which were won by touching the oppo
sition five times. 
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Some members of the fencing team sit 
and intensely watch another bou t be
tween two competing schools. 

"Fencing is a combination of boxing 
and chess," says Hopkins Coach Dick 
Oles. 

Fencing in volves competitions with 
three d ifferent classes of weapons, the 
foil, epee, and sabre. When two schools 
com pete against each other, a total of 27 
bouts occur, 9 bouts on each weapon, 
with three fencers fencing three bouts 
each for all three weapon classes. A 
bout is when two fencers compete 
against each other until one has laid 
five touches onto his opponent. 

The Johns Hopkins Men's fencing 
team participates in two fencing asso
ciations, the Mid-Atlantic Fencing As
sociation (MACFA) and the University 
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This fencer looks for an opening where 
he can lunge and hit his opponent with 
his sword. 

Athle tic Associa tion . This yea r, 
Hopkins placed third in the UAA's. 
The team placed second in the foil and 
third in the epee and sabre. 
Individually, Kevin Little placed first 

in the fo il. In the epee event, Brad Baker 
placed fifth and Darryl Miao placed 
sixth. In the sabre, John Chang claimed 
fif th and Mike Morgenstern took sixth. 

The Men's team went on to win the 
MACFA's and compete in the CAA 
Regionals w here senior sabre John 
Chang made it to the finals. 
So why would anyone want to fence? 

Team captain Brad Baker sums it up, 
"Last week we played with swords. 
Wha t did you do?" 

NYP 
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Brad Baker takes off his mask and smil 
after winning his bout in the ep 
weapon category. 



Brad Baker tries to hit his opponent at 
the Johns Hopkins Invitational. The 
conference had seven teams from the 
MACFA conference participate. 

This fencer lowers his weapon briefly 
as he tries to anticipate his opponent's 
next move. 

An opponent lunges and hits a Hop
kins fencer squarely on the chest. The 
sensors in the uniform determine if it 
was an on or off-target hit. 
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The 1997 Men's Basketball team. (photo courtesy of JHU 
athletic center) 

Senior forward Greg Roehrig posts up 
and prepares for a pass as Hopkins 
prepares to penetrate Western Mary
land College's zone defense. 

The Men's Basketball team had a great 
year led by senior co-captains Kamau 
Coar, Evan Ellis and Greg Roehrig. 
Roehrig led the team with 330 points 
and Coar led the team in assists. The 
team posted a record of 21-7 and earned 
the chance to defeat Muhlenberg for 
the Centennial Conference titile and a 
bid to the CAA championships. Un
fortunately theJays lost to Muhlenberg 
by a score of 55-53despite17 points by 
Coar. Th edefeat also cost Hopkins the 
chance to tie its all time season record 
for wins which is 21. The team ad
vanced to the NCAA championships 
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but lost in the second round to Catholic 
University by a score of 67-62. The 
three seniors who are graduating leave 
their names on the record books. 
Roehrig is ranked second in career 
points with 1,546 and is also in the top 
five in 7 other categories. Ellis was the 
Most Valuable Player of the Blue Jay 
Classic and Coar ranked 5th in steals at 
JHU and earned All Centennial Hon
orable Mentions. Next year, the Jays 
will look to really use versatile players 
junior Matt Geschke and sophomore 
Ryan Satalin to continue the success of 
the men's basketball team. Senior guard Kamau Coar waits for 

teammate to break free and receive hi 
ass. 



Season (21-7) 

Emory & Henry 
azareth 

Goucher 
Case Western 
Swarthmore 
Brandeis 
NYU 
Washington College 
Rochester 
Chicago 
Washington 
Gettysburg 
Emory 
Carnegie Mellon 
Ursinus 
Muhlenberg 
Franklin & Marshall 
West. Maryland 
Dickinson 
Haverford 
Gettysburg 
Franklin & Marshall 
West. Maryland 
Dickinson 
Wash. College 
Muhlenberg 
FDU-Madison 
Catholic 

JHU-opp 

80-64 
59-52 
68-72 
73-63 
67-51 
74-52 
71-62 
65-78 
61-52 
58-63 
56-73 
92-51 
53-41 
65-47 
66-62 
77-63 
63-55 
69-63 
66-34 
70-58 
46-52 
61-58 
82-40 
70-53 
60-59 
53-55 
87-47 
62-67 

The Hopkins team boxes out and pre
pares to rebound the ball. 

After beating his opponent to the ball, 
Greg Roehrig takes a dribble, plants 
his right foot, and makes a layup. 
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Senior Julie Anderson brings the ball 
up the court. In order to beat a zone 
defen e, quick passes and penetration 
into the zone were necessary. 

Season (23-4) JHU-opp 

Swarthmore 77-38 
Case Western 86-49 
Bryn mawr 93-32 
Brandeis 74-55 
NYU 64-33 
Wash. College 63-43 
Rochester 77-71 
Scranton 57-40 
Southern Indiana 58-78 
Chicago 74-56 
Washington 41-59 
Gettysburg 50-40 
Emory 75-62 
Carnegie Mellon 77-51 
Ursinus 75-67 
Franklin & Marshall 79-43 
Muhlenberg 72-53 
West. Maryland 61-44 
Haverford 84-54 
Dickinson 86-63 
Gettysburg 71-49 
Franklin & Marshall 76-44 
West. Maryland 53-67 
Dickinson 86-63 
Ur inus 75-39 
Muhlenberg 61-71 
Muhlenberg 68-44 

Leslie Ritter deftly dribbles the ball 
between her legs while waiting for her 
teammates to make their cuts to the 
ball. 



Senior co-captain Julie Anderson takes 
a foul shot. Julie's accuracy resulted 
from her excellent follow-through. 

Senior co-captain Angie Arnold looks 
to pass the ball to teammate Joy Vaccaro. 
Angie was named All-American and 
Centennial Conference Player of the The 1997 Women's Basketball Team 
Year. (photo courtesy of JHU athletic center) 

The Women's Basketball team had a 
season reminiscent of 1996-1997 . They 
held a record of 22-3 heading into the 
Centennial Conference Championships 
hoping to defea t the defending cham
pion Muhlenberg. Even though the 
BlueJays defeatedMuhlenberginJanu
ary, they lost in the final match by a 
score of 71-61. The Lady Jays had an 
outstanding team this year. The se
niors on the team, Julie Anderson and 
Angie Arnold led the team this year as 
they have for the past four years. This 
year they were both named to the Cen
tennial Conference First team and 
Arnold was named the Confeence 

Player of the Year. Sophomore 
Marjahna Segers was named to the 
Honorable mention list and she, along 
with sophomore Leslie Ritter are ex
pected to be driving forces for the team 
next year. Underclassmen made great 
contributions as well, and players such 
as sophomores Kelly Hamilton and 
Katie Fitzgerald, and freshmen Kristi 
Nelson and Chrissy Mack will make 
great strides next season. The season 
was capped off by the team advancing 
to the sectional finals of the NCAA 
championships but was knocked out 
of contention by University of South
ern Maine. 89 

Women's Basketball 
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With a va t improvement from previ
ous years, the 1997 women's and men's 
swimming teams increased in size and 
talent as a result of the large number of 
incoming freshmen swimmers. 

"We owe a lot of our success to the 
outstanding leadership of our cap
tains," remarked freshmen Marty 
Milton and Bonnie Schwartz. 
CaptainsMattJohnson, Brian Murphy, 
Rocio Lopez, and Heather Dowling 
worked hard to incorporate the ele
ments of a good work ethic, team to
getherness, and lots of spirit into the 
early morning practices as well as the 
swim meets. 
Having a (7-2) record by mid season, 

the men put the power on and beat 
Swarthmore (138-67), Emory (98-42), 
and Washington & Lee (94-26) back to 
back. 

The women followed in suit and 

beat Swarthmore (65-42), Emory (97-
43) and Washington & Lee (101-26). 
Winning the meet against Emory was 
especially important for the women 
because Emory was the three time de
fending UAA Champion. 
The CAA men qualifiers were Matt 
Johnson, EmmanualJob, Brian Murphy, 
Kamal Masud, Blake Nardin, Devin 
Balkcom, and Luke Schroeder. Emily 

unchar, Dama arrar, Rocio Lopez, 
Alex Nora, and Margaret Richards 
qualified as well. 
Divers Lindsay Collins and Kris Lewis 
qualified for both the 3-meter dive and 
the 1-meter dive. Lindsay's scores were 
257.025 and 245.170, and Kris's scores 
were 299.47 and 268.05 respectively. 

Both the women's and men's teams 
went on to win their conferences and 
capture the UAA (University Athletic 
Association) Conference Titles. 

The 1998 Johns Hopkins Diving team (photo courte y of Lindsay Collins) 
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This diver has an intense look of con
centration as she prepares herself for 
her dive. 



The freshmen of the 1997 Women's Swim Team 

"I'm spinning" thinks this guy as he 
performs a front pike dive. 

In preparation for the Conference fi
nals, this swimmer put in lots of prac
tice the weeks before the meet. 

For The 

Record ... 
JHU-opp 

Men 
Maryland 38-140 
Franklin & Marshall 125-69 
Carnegie Mellon 124-100 
Mary Washing ton 128-72 
Catholic University 109-73 
F & M Invitational 1st 
Navy 83-157 
Swarthmore 138-67 
Emory 98-42 
Washington & Lee 94-26 

Women 
Maryland 26-169 
Franklin & Marshall 137-58 
Carnegie Mellon 134-97 
Mary Washington 112-87 
Catholic University 111-89 
F & M Invitational 2nd 
Navy 112-123 
Swarthmore 165-42 
Emory 97-43 
Washington & Lee 101-20 
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o they're not bonding. These wres
tlers are trying their best to throw each 
other to the floor. 
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Down he goes. This wrestler wa 
pinned by his tearnrna te during prac
ti . 
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During practice each member of the 
wrestling team tries to pin down his 
opponent in his weight class. 

Pushing with all hiss trength, this player 
isn't very successful in pushing his 
teammate to the floor. 

The wrestling team had a rough season 
this year going 3-15 for the season and 
1-4 in the Centennial Conference. Se
nior Jessie Armiger led the team this 
season and had an 11-5 record earning 
all UAA honors at the UAA champion
ships. This was Hopkins first appear
ance at these championships and 
Armiger was the only player to receive 
this honor. Senior Bob Riley had an 8-
5 overall record and a 3-0 record in the 
Centennial Conference going into the 
Centennial Conference Champion
ships. Freshman Alok Moharin led the 
team in pins this year, proving he will 
be a force on the team next year. Jake 

This Hopkins player tries to maintain 
his center of balance as he tries to pin 
down his opponent. 

Jenkins also proved he can make a great 
showing. Jenkins had a 3-7 record head
ing into the Centennial Conference 
Championships but was the highest 
finisher for Hopkins advancing to the 
final round of the heavyweight class. 
The team as a whole finished in sixth 
place at the Centennial Conference 
Championships. Freshman Cory 
Falgowski, Jenkins, and Moharin will 
surely help the team to a better season 
next year. They all improved as they 
gained more experience at the colle
giate level. The team will lose the expe
rience of Armiger and Riley but is sure 
to have a successful season next year. 
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Activities 

Despite the popular belief lhal Hopkins' students are 
either a) in their dorm room sludyin8, b) al the library 
sludyin8 c) al the IiAC lab sludyin8, or d) al the beach 

, sludyin8, one mi8hl also find them al a Circle K meelin8, 
perf eclifi8 lhal skit for Throat Cul lure, or meelin8 lhal last 
minute deadline lo pul oul another issue of The Black and 
Blue Jay. In the co-curricular scene al Hopkins, students 
are constantly challen8in8 lhemselves lo 80 the extra mile. 
They are well-rounded, ulilizin8 their talents, nol only for 
wrilifi8 a term paper, but lo pursue their interests outside 
of the classroom. Al Hopkins, there is No Lifllit to What We 
Can Doi 

Light Ceremony Phoebe Sco tt
Wyard and Anjali Aggarwal anx
iously awa it to see the lighting of 
the Chris tmas lights over the 
Milton S. Eisenhower library. The 
members of Circle K assisted a t the 
lighting ceremony by d is tributing 
candles. 
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Become One With the Food Circle K president Dhiren 
Dave is literally engulfed in the cans and the boxes of 
food that he is bagging at a soup kitchen. 

' 

Bobbing for Apples 
Jen La Chance and Jen 
Smith battle to get an 
apple from the bin at 
a Halloween party 
sponsored by the 
Catholic Community. 

Female Bonding The 
sisters of Phi Mu so
rority participated in 
the Greek Games 
chariot race at the be
ginning of the year. 
Greek life is a great 
way to have fun and 
form close friend
ships. 
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Extra, Ex
tra, Read All 

1

1

1 About Itl 
I 

Through the words and images they 
present, the tireless workers behind 
Johns Hopkins's student publications 
sometimes inform, sometimes enter
tain, sometimes anger, and sometimes 
impress. The constant is that each 
work is the product of the hard work 
of the often unnamed students who 
have dedicated their time and efforts 
to creating quality publications and 
putting their voices in full view of the 
community. The News-Letter and the 
Charles Street Standard fill in the roles 
of newspapers, reporting on world 
and local news as well as Hopkins 
news. Anagram and Zeniada shine the 
spotlight on the thriving literary and 
artistic community within the univer
sity. Frame of Reference delves into 
film study, examining current and past 
films as well as film work here at 
Hopkins. Vax works to examine the 
views and opinions of the community 
through polling. The Black and Blue Jay 
attempts to relieve its readers of the 
burdens of everyday life through a 
little bit of humor. Finally, as it all 
winds down, Hullabaloo is there to 
capture it and preserve the memories. 

Will Kirk 
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Pearl Jam?? or The Black and Blue Jay Staff 
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The Hullabaloo Staff 

The Newsletter Staff 

The Zeniada Staff 
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The students that come to Hopkins bring with them a variety 
of experiences and interests. In their four years here under
graduates enrich and shape the Hopkins community. The large 
student activities program provides a forum for sharing our 
diversity, allowing students to receive an education not only 
from their professors but also from their peers. This unique 
learning environment is evident in the immense role that the 
student cultural groups have in raising the mulitcultural aware
ness of the campus community. The many cultural groups 
serve students who come from a background of traditional 
cultural customs and students who are interested in learning 
more about a particular culture. Through discussions, speak
ing engagements, celebratory events, conferences and many 
more activities, these groups aim to promote the cultural aware
ness of the Hopkins and Baltimore communities. Such events 
included the Chinese New Year Banquet sponsored by the 
Chinese Students Association and the various events co-spon
sored by many groups including the Black Student Union for 
Black History month. This year the cultural groups worked 
particularly hard to coordinate events with one another and 
with other non-cultural groups, such as the Fusion concert 
which took place in the spring. This has dramatically increased 
the impact that the cultural groups have on campus, and has 
provided the community a greater knowledge of that which 
may seem unfamiliar. Because of their various activities, the 
student culture groups have become an invaluable part of the 
Hopkins experience. 

The many faces of SASH 
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Performers at the Culturefest Fan Dance: 
(front row) Jackie Kim, Janet Lee, Clara Rhee, 
Jean Lee, and (back row) Gloria Cha, Mira 
Park, Han a Kim, Maki Ishii. 

James Kim displays traditional Chinese dress at 
the Chinese ew Year Banquet. 



The Korean Students Association Powder Puff Team: Esther Lee, Mira 
Park, Jean Lee, Jura Chung, HanNa Kim, Ruby Kim, Jen Shim, Suzie Pae, 
Jen Lee. 

The Korean Students Association and the Black Students Union orga
nized a Thanksgiving Potluck Supper. Kenny Whang, Jimmy Kim, 
Harry Kwak, Edwin Yan, and Theresa Hwang line up to get some 
turkey and all the dressings. 99 
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In early October, the Hellenic Students Association and the Middle East 
Students Association organized a mixer in the Grea t Hall of Levering. 
H ere, a group of Middle Eastern students perform a cultural dance to 
background music. 
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These lovely ladies pose fo r a shot a t the JSI 
Valentine's Day Moonlight Masquerade. 



All decked out for their formal, these mem
bers of the Japanese Students International 
group display their masks given out at the 
Moonlight Masquerade on Valentine's Day. 

The Chinese Dragon makes his appearance 
at the Chinese New Year Banquet in Febru
ary. 

E m i 
Tha ttasery 
dances a tra
ditional In
dian dance 
with his dance 
partner as 
part of the Fu
sion concert 
held in the 
Spring. The 
concert fea
tured perfor
mances from 
most of the 
cultural 
groups, plus 
some dance 
and a ca pell a 
groups. 

The Multi-Ethnic Students of Hopkins: Front row: Daniele Sumner, 
Felicia Williams Back row: Rafi Isaac, Amy Kasper, Harvey 
Morris, Manab Pakrashi, Levon Lloyd 
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At a soup kitchen, Emil Thattasery and Dhiren 
Dave stir the secret formula in the big pot. The 
members of Circle K were active volunteers in 
soup kitchens such as Our Daily Bread. 

The members of Circle K, the largest volunteer 
organization on campus convenes for its weekly 
meeting. 

Susan Slaza , Anjali Aggarwal, Marlon Satchell, and Pooja Khatri 
take a break from wrapping Christmas gifts for the less fortunate. The 
holiday season is an especially busy time of year for volunteer 
groups. 



Lending a 
Helping Hand 

Longfellow wrote. "Lives of grea t men remind us, 
We can make our lives sublime, and departing, leave 
behind us, footprints on the sands of time." If one were 
to ask several individuals what community service 
meant to them, the responses would vary, ranging from 
"helping those in need" to "extending warmth and 
happiness to others". To be a volunteer is to be an 
inspiration to others, and in the process, "Leave your 
mark" . Throughout the course of the year, volunteers 
in Circle K have numerous opportunities to leave their 
mark in some way. Whether it is working with children 
at Ronald McDonald House, Woodbourne Children's 
Center or the Good Shepherd Center for Girls, or with 
elderly people at Keswick nursing home, Union Memo
rial Hospital or Kernan Hospital, members recount 
their unique experiences working with and for people. 
Experiences such as those attained by volunteering 
contribute to the development of conscientious, caring 
leaders who know how to interact with all types of 
people. Four years ago, had I been asked the question. 
"Why did you choose to attend Hopkins?" I would 
have said, "It has a good reputation and strong curricu
lum." Now, if I were asked the same question, my 
response would be completely different. Hopkins has 
strong academic programs and wonderful research 
opportunities, however the things I will remember are 
the intangibles; the warmth of a child's smile at Ronald 
McDonald House when they take you to read a story 
they've written for you, the frantic grabbing of food by 
a mob of hungry, homeless people in downtown Wash
ington, D.C. as you distribute soup and sandwiches 
from the inside of an enormous van. I will remember 
the strong friendships I have made and the wonderful 
people I have met at Hopkins and within the neighbor
ing communities. Having grown up in Salt Lake City, 
I had no clue what Baltimore was like. I was shocked at 
how different two places could be. After spending four 
years here, I can say that the Baltimore communities are 
a grea t asset to students, especially in the sense that 
they provide opportunities for character development 
and community service. So, as seniors, we cautiously 
embark on the unknown as we leave behind what has 
been most familiar to us these past four years. We leave 
prepared to face the many trials that we will encounter, 
and part of our training will be the experiences we have 
acquired through our activities as volunteers. We leave 
prepared to inspire and motivate others to fulfill their 
potentials as contributors to society and as human 
beings; and most significantly, we leave prepared to 
lead lives of service while leaving behind us, "foot-
prints on the sands of time." 103 

-Dhiren Dave, President, Circle K Volunteering 



The JHU tutorial project is 
one of the oldest organiza
tions on campus. Children 

who needs tutors are bussed 
to Homewood Mondays
Thursdays . Here a tutor 

helps her tutee learn geogra
phy by using a puzzle map 
from the tutorial supplies. 

Tutor Katy Rouse helps this 
young student wi th her home
work in the Gla s Pavillion . 
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Su an Slazas and Pooja Khatri wrap Christ
nrns presents for the holiday season. The gifts 
were given to the needy by Circle K. 

This Hopkins student helps his tutee learn proportions. 
Tutors usually use games in order to make learning more 
fun. 

This Hopkins 
volunteer assis ts 
his tu tee with his 
reading skills by 
reading a book 
together. Tutors 
help their kids 
with everything 
from reading 
skills to science 
projects. 
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At the Catholic Community Annual Thanksgiving Dinner, stu
dents line up to fill their plates with food . These gatherings 

allowed students to make new friends and enjoy their time a t 
Hopkins. 

Students smile a t the annual Eid Banquet, held annually to 
celebrate the end of Ramadan. 

After a long retreat weekend, Catholic Community 
members John Schnakenberg and David Murphy take a 

nap during the ride back home. 

The Christian Fellowship organized a ska te-out, where 
members took to the rink. Polly Whitmarsh and Ka te 

106 Hays try to s tay vertical to the ground on the slippery ice. 
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The members of the Hopkins Intervarsity Christian 
Fellowship. 

SouL SeaRchznq 
Religious group activity is flourishing on the Hopkins 
campus. An ever-growing number of religious groups 
cater to the spiritual and social needs of their constitu
ents. As the groups have multiplied, so has the variety 
of programming. Religious students on campus have 
brought their traditions to campus in a way which 
serves both the needs of the individual group and the 
education of the community as a whole. Whether it be 
the regular sight of Sunday Mass in the Glass Pavillion, 
kite-flying and paint throwing on the Beach to cel
ebrate the Hindu festival Holi, the annual Eid banquet 
to conclude the Muslim holy month of Ramadan, Jew
ish High Holiday services, or weekly bible studies and 
church trips, faith groups have played an active role in 
student life on campus. Many students actively inte
grate their faith into all aspects of a collegiate daily 
routine, and in doing so, have increased awareness and 
tolerance among the student body. 

More and more, the varying religious groups have 
engaged each other in interfaith conversation and ac
tivities. The Interfaith Council, a representative body 
of the many campus faith organizations, broke new 
ground this year in presenting an interfaith study of the 
Book of Genesis and has continued its role in promot
ing interdenominational dialogue. The Interfaith Coun
cil has also engaged in a variety of social actions projects 
which span the basic tenets of all faiths. 

With the recent acquisition of a building to serve as 
an Interfaith center, the University continues to be 
supportive of the needs and efforts of the Homewood 
religious community. 

Morry Safer 

Catholic Community Officers: Front Row: Marlon Satchell, 
Laurie Archbald, Melissa Pavetto. Back Row: John 
Schakenberg, Aaron Pannone, David Murphy. 
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Everybody's gotta take some time off and chill. Student 
council president Matt Schernecke talks to his close 

fuzzy friend about being stressed out while devouring a 
carton of Edy's Peach Sorbet. 

Student Council Executive Board: Brian Weinthal, Parag 
Parekh, Matthew E. Schernecke, Damien ewton. 

Class of 1998 Officers: Robert E. Mittendorff II, Chika 
Hayashi, Duncan C.H. Belser III, Ron Mendelow. 

' Class of 1999 Officers: Shar Tavakoli, Ed Ho ono, Puneet 
Chopra, ick Khatri, Teddy Chao. 
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0/, 
t.__/ he 1997-1998 year was an incred- and brought back the much desired course 

ibly busy one for the Student Council and for guide in its new online format known as 
other political interest groups on campus. "Merlin". In the community, Council in
The Student Council had a banner year in creased volunteer involvement on campus, 
which a wide variety of issues were success- created two new volunteer programs, one at 
fully addressed. The Council revived and the Greenmount Recreation Center and one at 
revitalized its Diversity Committee, strength- the Hampden Family Center, and developed 
ened its Community Affairs Committee and a new telephone help line for area teens. The 
created a new committee to deal specifically Diversity Committee was active in coordinat
with the issue of social programming and ing the main cultural groups on campus to
bringing a more unified social calendar to gether for the first time, and planned the first 
campus: the Undergraduate Programming ever campus-wide student performance, 
Board. It initiated an ad hoc committee to which brought all segments of the campus 
research academic integrity issues on cam- together. The "Project 2004" Committee con
pus. This committee conducted a highly sue- sistently brought student input to local com
cessful survey of more than 600 students on munity groups, and allowed students to take 
integrity. The Council and the Student Ac- an active role in the Greater Homewood Re
tivities Commission had a remarkably good naissance efforts and in other new projects 
relationship in '97-'98 that allowed them to which students initiated. Under the leader
budget student groups effectively, and placed ship of four year member and Student Coun
a distinctive emphasis on professionalism. A cilPresidentMatthew E. Schernecke, the 1997-
brief summary highlighting some of the 1998 Council was one of the most productive 
Council's acomplishments should suffice to in recent memory. The Council will miss its 
display the increase in student dedication in senior members in 1998-1999, and a proper 
the 1997-1998 term. Council successfully lob- good-bye needs to be expressed to these se
bied the administration to bring a Taco Bell niors: Matt, Brian, Val, Parag, Duncan, Bob, 
Express in conjunction with a new conve- Jim, Chika, Ron and Monet. the 1997-1998 
nience to the currently existing Snack Bar on Council wishes the 1998-1999 Council the best 
campus. Academically, the Council success- of luck in all its endeavors, and hopes that 
fully implemented the first ever Bachelor of they will have a very successful year. Hope
Science degree program in the Physics De- fully there will not be many more four hour 
partment at the School of Arts and Sciences, meetings in the Council's future! 

-Matt Schernecke 
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Blah Boring 

Damien yawns 

Blah 

Boring 

Blah 

Shar is overruled Blah 

Brian comes in late 
from his SAC meeting 

Matt sneezed 

Boring 

Boring 

Boring 

Duncan suggests an 
outing to a rodeo 

The minutes from a Student Council Meeting 
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Student Council Seniors: Front Row: Paul F. a rain, Robert 
E Mittendorf£ II, Duncan C.H. Belser III. Back Row: 
Matthew E. Schernecke, Chika Hayashi, Parag Parekh, 

, Ron Mendelow. 

Student Council Juniors: Front Row: Nick Khatri, Puneet 
Chopra, Teddy Chao, Damien ewton. Back Row: Ed 
Honsono, Brian Weinthal, Shar Tavakoli. 

nn~ 

l 

' l 

eOO Class of 2000 Officers: Karen Shahar, Omar Nour, George 
~ Soterakis, Zachary Pack, Susan Kim, Dan Shapero. 

Class of 2001 Officers: Saketh Rahm, Eva Chen, Barish 
Manyam, Anne Jefferson, Ramesh Singa. 

1997-1998 Student Council: Front Row: Ramesh Singa, ick 
Khatri, Matthew E. Schernecke, Ed Hosono, Duncan C.H. 
Belser III, Karen Shahar. Second Row: Robert E. Mittendorf£ 
II, Brian Weinthal, Shar Tavakoli, Parag Parekh, Dan 
Shapero, Ron Mendelow, Eva Chen, Chika Hayashi, 
Zachary Pack. Third Row: Anne Jefferson, Omar Naur, 
Puneet Chopra, Ha rish Man yam, Susan Kim, Teddy Chao, 
George Soterakis, Saketh Rahm, Paul F. arain, Damien 

ewton. 
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The Buttered Niblet always put on a spectacular perfor
mance that i filled with surprises. Hosting thi year's 

Performing Arts Council concert, this guy, looking like a 
character from Grease introduces the performances. 

The H opkins 
Sy mph o n y 
Orchestra puts 
on many per
f o rm a n ces 
throu g h o ut 
the year. They 
practice m any 
lo n g, h a rd 
hours in order 
to perfect their 
musical pieces 
and guarantee 
a great show 
for their audi
ences. 

Doing a rendition of Pearl Jam's "Black", Al 
Tyler and J.R. Parsons try to do their bes t 

impersonation of Eddie Vedder. 

Alway perfo rming to a sell-out crowd, the All 
ighter are one of the best Hopkin aca pella 

groups. They compete in national competitions 
every year, and once again this year, d id extremely 

well. 
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Well, every now and then, Hopkins students 
actually don't study! Absolutely, every now 
and then, they decide they should get away 
from Orgo tests and Occ-Civ papers and have 
some fun. Of course, they stay on campus. 
Luckily, the musical and performing arts 
groups put on shows throughout the semes
ter to attract the community. They are always 
well attended and enjoyed by students and 
faculty alike. 

If you're in the mood for a good acting bit, 
the Barnstomers always seem to be up to 
something. Every year, they work hard to 
produce Throat Culture, a festival of skits 
that parody life at Hopkins. This event is one 
of the most popular on campus and is always 
well-attended and much enjoyed by students. 
Also, they put on elaborate plays, like "The 
Fantasticks" . The Barnstormers are a tal
ented group of students who enjoy theatre 
and making that theatre possible. If you're 
into dance, the Ladybirds always dazzle their 
crowds with their energetic, exciting num
bers. This is one of two dance troupes on 
campus, the other, the JHU modern Dance 
company puts on an annual show every 
spnng. 

If music is more your style, then you'll be 
pleased to know that Hopkins has a very 
diverse group of musical performers. There 
are six a capella groups on campus ranging 
from coed to single-sex groups, and religious 
groups to those who have a sick sort of hu
mor. The Hopkins acapella groups bring a 
unique blend of singing to Hopkins. Com
bined with spectacular singing and unbeliev
able, and sometimes awkward background 
sound effects, the acapella groups usually 
take a well-known song and rearrange it to 
perform it to their style. For example, during 
the first semester, the All-Nighters did a spec
tacular rendition of Michael Jackson's "Billie 
Jean". Another popular number performed 
by the All-Nighters included "Footloose" and 
"In the Still of the Night" and the Mental 
Notes made their mark with a memorable 
performance of Pearl Jam's "Black". The JHU 
Gospel Choir sings songs that reflect the 
group's spirituality, and there is a newly 
formed group which performs Jewish music. 
For that night of comedy, the improv troup, 
the Buttered Niblets perform a few times each 
semester in an attempt to help students forget 
their troubles and have some laughs. 

After the final scene 
of the Fantasticks, 
the Barnstormers are 
greeted by resound
ing applause and 
they thank their 
audience for their 
support. 
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Parodying the hit movie "Titanic", the Buttered ibblets 
put a spin on the popular story. This girl yells "I'm 

flying!" in a way not exactly in sync with the movie. 
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The Mental Notes 

The Barnstormers can play virtually any role in 
any play. Here, a scene from the Fantasticks is 

performed by these two members. 
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Ali dressed in black, the Sirens 
always sing their hearts out. 

If you'd rather hear the music as op
posed to the words, then Hopkins can sat
isfy your taste. The Hopkins Symphony 
Orchestra brings out the best of the best in 
the Hopkins musical community. Com
prised of many players, the HSO works 
hard to put on amazing performances, to 
the point of perfection. Besides the HSO, 
the Hopkins Jazz Band is a small group of 
saxophone, trumpet, bass, and drum play
ers that bring all that good jazz music to 
life. Moreover, the Sixth Dimension Sax 
Quartet is a self-organized group of six 
freshmen. They play several gigs and this 
year, had a concert in the Great Hall of 
Levering. 

So if you're looking for musical and per
forming arts, it doesn't take much to find it. 
Hopkins has a plethora of groups that are 
willing to put on a great show for their 
fellow classmates. 

The dance troupe, the Ladybirds put together a 
number that's sure to blow your eyes away. 
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The All-Nighters The JHU Gospel Choir 

The Ladybirds The Octopodes 

The Sirens The Vocal Chords 
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At the PAC concert, Nicole Baguer, a member of 
the Octopodes, sings with energetic tone and 
electrifying rhythm. The PAC concert in the 
spring showcased all of Hopkins' talented 
musical and performing groups. 

The Buttered Niblets 
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Jesse Crain 
and Joslin 

Heyn smile as 
they take in 
the scenery 

on this riding 
trip. Horse

back riding is 
an exciting 

outdoor 
event for the 

adventurous. 

Waverly Harrell take a break from rock 
climbing and perches gingerly on this cliff. 

Joanna Hellmuth, Ed "The naked guy", and 
Gabe Perdue stop in front of a cloudy land-

scape atop a mountain. 

The International Studies Forum: Jay Suresh and Tom Narayan 
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Literally standing on a wall, this explorer 
carefully makes his way up the rock. His 

weight is supported by heavy cables 
which ensure his safety (hopefully) . 
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The Johns Hopkins University Symposium on Foreign 
Affairs: Pete Shen, Hari Chandra, Jay Suresh and Tom 

Looking for 
the Finer 

Things in Life 
Amongst the cultural, volunteer, political, and 

performance groups at Hopkins exist certain 
groups of special interest. Whether it's a hobby 
or it's something you've never tried before but 
sounds quite entincing, these little groups are 
out there and are looking for all interested 
people. These clubs are also a means to find a 
niche here at Hopkins and form a close circle of 
friends. 

The Outdoors Club is for people who want to 
become one with nature and the outdoors. With 
such activities ranging from rock climbing to 
white-water rafting to cave-exploring, the Out
doors Club can provide that extra boost of 
adrenaline in your life. After all those hours 
spent in the library some sunshine might be a 
good idea. 

WHSR is the student radio program. A step 
down from WJHU, WHSR tries to entertain the 
Hopkins community with its witty shows and 
variety in music program. One of the most 
popular segments this past year was the Luke 
and Rich show on Saturday afternoons from 
4pm to 6pm. Freshmen Rich Kao and Luke 
Karaelias did their thing every week, playing 
requests, performing entertaining skits, inviting 
special guest DJs and taking calls from students. 

Other clubs such as the Chess Club, the Comic 
Book Club, and the Ultimate Frisbee Club held 
regular meetings in order to promote their clubs 
and gain new members who are interested in 
these hobbies. The Hopkins Science Fiction 
Association held its annual JohnCon which 
appealed to science fiction lovers from all over 
the area. So for all those students who want to 
get involved but can't seem to bring themselves 
to sing, dance, act, or write, the special interest 
groups at Hopkins allow fellow students to 
enjoy the finer things in life. 
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Seniors 
for the seniors at Johns Iiopkins, 1998 was a 
bittersweet year. They had to move on to a life afler 
colle8e, say 8oodbye to friends, and prepare to 
be8in their new lives. But these seniors weren't 
80if18 out quietly, they went out with a ba118 as they 
tried to cram every last bit of fun they could into 10 

months. As much as they didn't want to leave Iiopkins, 
it was time for seniors to be8in J3reald45 A way 
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A Night Out Doug Steinke, Joe Grossberg, and 
Rob diTargiani share a couple drinks a t PJs 
d uring Orienta tion '97. PJs was a favorite 
among seniors, it's fa mous for its Monday night 
buffa lo wing . 
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GQ man Rajiv Arapurakal, the resident advi
sor in Wilson, strikes a pose in the door frame 
of his dorm. Many seniors take jobs as RAs, to 
help freshmen through their firs t year a t 
Hopkins, and fo r the perk like free room and 
board . 



Hustle 'em Josh Greenberg concentrates in
tensely on winning this game of pool. E-level 
is a popular place with seniors because they' re 
among the only students old enough to get 
alcoholic beverages. 

Mambo Kings Lynette Gueits and Calvin 
Nelson learn Latin dancing at E-level. Seniors 
tried to do everything they hadn't already done 
before they graduated. 
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Class of 1998 

Kelly Jean Abbett 
Psychology 
Azahari AbdulHamid 
Electrical Engineering 
Sarah Ingrid Adee 
Writing Seminars 
Melissa Agocs 
Math Science & Spanish 

lmraan S. Ahmed 
Biomedical Engineering 
David J. Ahn 
Psychology 
George C. Ajjan 
Chemical Engineering 
Batu S. Aksoy 
Elec./Comp. Engineering 

Michael Aluker 
Neuroscience 
Evelyn A. Amoako 
Public Health 
Joshua D. Amoss 
Economics 
Rahul Jagdish Anand 
Chemistry 

Evan Anderson 
Biomedical Engineering 
Julie Allgood Anderson 
Public Health 
Justin Anderson 
History 
Laurie R. Archbald 
History of Science 

Krystal Archer 
Chemistry 
Joshua S. Ardise 
Natural Sci./Public Health 
Angela M. Arnold 
Chemical Engineering 
Mathew M. Augustine 
Biology 
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Abbett-Brophy 

Winchell Auyeung 
Civil Engineering 
Christopher M. Baker 
Political Science 
Neville D. Bamji 
Biology 
Anita Bandoji 
Natural Sci.!Public Health 

Matthew H. Bay 
Mathematics 
Kasandrah Z. Baynes 
Biomedical Engineering 
Duncan Clinch Heyward 
Belser ID 
Political Science 
Jason Ryan Bennett 
Materials Sci. and Engineering 

Ameer N. Benno 
Writing Seminars 
Cherisse D. Berry 
Neuroscience 
Rosanna D. Best 
International Relations 
Brian H. Bird 
Public Health 

Sherine N. Blagrove 
Public Health 
Shannon Bonaf ede 
Biology 
Jonathan S. Boott 
Biomedical Engineering 
Kirsten Faye Bottoms 
Biology 

Deborah A. Brauer 
Natural Sci./Public Health 
David L. Breau 
Mechanical Engineering 
Jonathan W. Bress 
Chemistry 
Joseph A. Brophy 
International Studies 
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Class of 1998 

Tracey Elizabeth Brown 
Psychology 
Ryan A. Brukardt 
Physics & Astronomy 
Brooke Mattern Buckley 
Biology 
David J. Buleza 
Computer Engineering 

Courtney P. Burnette 
Neuroscience 
Jeffrey Kenneth Burns 
Biology 
Jamilla T. Butler 
Psychology 
Mikyle S. Byrd 
Behavioral Biology 

Amira F. Canty 
Biology 
Stephanie Nicole Carrick 
English 
R. Colin Carter 
Biophysics 
Sarah Ruth Casciano 
International Studies 

Felicity Casey 
International Relations 
Dohyoon Cha 
Biology 
Michael D. Chan 
Biology 
John W. Chang 
Biomedical Engineering 

Anne Marie Checcone 
Economics 
Caroline P. Chen 
Chemical Eng. & Economics 
David S. Cherkas 
Biomedical Engineering 
Christopher J. Chin 
Electrical Engineering 
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Bro\Vn-Cra\Vf ord 

Thomas H. Cho 
Biology 
Atish Choudhury 
Chemistry 
Elizabeth M. Chow 
Biology 
Albert Chu 
Elec./Comp. Engineering 

Timothy G. Church 
Economics 
Christopher L. Ciarallo 
Neuroscience 
Julie Ann Cilia 
Political Science 
Thomas B. Clark 
International Relations 

L. Trenessa Coffey 
Psychology 
Joshua R. Cohen 
Psychology 
Elizabeth J. Cole 
Cognitive Sci. & Russian 
Karen E. Collinson 
Chemical Engineering 

Jorge Cesar Conde 
Biology 
Bianca M. Conti 
Biomedical Engineering 
Odelia Z. Cooper 
Neuroscience 
Helen E. Costas 
International Relations 

Brian R. Coulehan 
Electrical Engineering 
Daniel A. Counsell 
Economics 
Jessie L. Crain 
Earth & Planetary Science 
William J. Crawford Jr. 
International Studies 
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Class of 1998 

Kyle A. Crosby 
International Relations 
Joylene G. Dalia 
Anthropology 
James M. Damon 
Electrical Engineering 
Catherine Dancz 
International Relations 

Anand H. Das 
International Relations 
Nicole N. Davarpanah 
Neuroscience 
Danielle Deaton 
Chemistry 
Neil Daniel Delaney 
Chemical Engineering 

Caridad de la Uz 
Public Health 
Karen U. de Leon 
Biomedical Engineering 
William S. Deutsch 
Writing Seminars 
Alisa DiCaprio 
International Relations 

Michael Dickey 
Political Science 
Robert C. diTargiani 
Chemistry 
Anna Ditkoff 
English 
Gregory Dolin 
Neuroscience & Russian 

Jennifer V. Doran 
English 
Robert A. Dorschner 
Biology 
Nicole A. Downing 
English 
Cherokee M. Dunkley 
Natural Sci./Public Health 
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Crosby-Francis 

John C. Dunlop 
Neuroscience 
Jessica L. Dunne 
Biomedical Engineering 
David K. Duong 
Chemistry 
Rebecca S. Eddy 
English 

Brian Edwards 
Biology 
John R. Edwards 
Chemical Engineering 
Evan D. Ellis 
Psychology 
Leighton N. Ellis 
Natural Sciences 

Bryan Christian Emmerson 
Biomedical Engineering 
Darrell C. Eng 
Biomedical Engineering 
Brita W. Engelke 
Writing Seminars 
Vincent F. Erfe 
Psychology 

Christine M. Esber 
Materials Sci. & Enginering 
Valerie M. Evering 
International Relations 
Earl J. Faunlagui 
Economics 
Ajit S. Fernandes 
Biology & Philosophy 

Tikikil Firdu 
Public Health 
John B. Fitzpatrick 
Philosophy 
Letha M. Francis 
Political Sci. & English 
Richard Oscar Francis 
Behavioral Biology 
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Class of 1998 

Douglas M. Franz 
Neuroscience 
Lianko G. Garyu 
Biomedical Engineering 
Jarrod Gasper 
Chemical Engineering 
Geoffrey E. Gettinger 
Political Science 

Shampa Rebekah Ghosh 
Chemistry 
A vniel S. Ghuman 
Physics & Mathematics 
Daniel S. Gilison 
Biology 
Kimberly A. Gilman 
Political Science 

Melissa Gleckel 
International Studies 
Yohan Gohng 
International Relations 
Sarah J. Gold off 
Anthropology 
Yan Gong 
Computer Science 

Jason Govern 
Writing Seminars 
Jennifer Greene 
International Relations 
Michael F. Grippo 
International Studies 
Alicia Groft 
Biomedical Engineering 

Joseph S. Grossberg 
Anthropology 
Lynette Gueits 
Biology & Spani h 
Chetana P. Gupta 
Economics 
Mallika Gupta 
Social Sci.I Public Health 
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Although many students believe that no semblence of school 
spirit exists at Hopkins, it wasn't always that way. The students 
who attended Johns Hopkins before it became known as the 
world power it is today were just as concerned with showing 
their pride in their school as they were with getting good grades 
in their classes. Every class had it' s own cheer and the cheers for 
the classes of '96,'97,'98, and '99 were first written in the 1896 
Hullabaloo . It is in this spirit of school pride that we once again 
invoke the '98 class cheer, which was written for the class of 
1898: Rah, Rah, White! 

Rah, Rah, Bluel 
Rah, Rah! '98! 
J.H.U.! 

Franz-Hayashi 

Jeffrey Adam Gusenoff 
Biology 
Jackson Gustave 
Mathematics 
Mark A. Guzzo 
Biology 
Joyce Hairston 
Neuroscience 

Ahmad Zaki Haji Y ahya 
Electrical Engineering 
Yu ZheHan 
Biomedical Engineering 
Y ah-el H. Har-el 
Chem. & Biomed. Engineering 
Joseph H. Harris 
History 

Matthew S. Harris 
Computer Science 
HungHavan 
Biomedical Eng./Comp. Sci. 
Michael G. Haverty 
Materials Sci. & Engineering 
Chika Hayashi 
Natural Sci./Public Health 
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Class of 1998 

John P. Heintjes 
Economics 
Joslin Annelies Heyn 
Environmental Earth Science 
MacKinlay S. Himes 
Music 
Tang Ho 
Biomedical Engineering 

Quentin E. Hodgson 
History & Russian 
Celeste M. Hoggan 
Elec. & Biomed. Engineering 
Christopher George Holland 
Physics & Mathematics 
Angela An-Chiung Huang 
Biology 

Audrey M. Huang 
International Studies 
Suzanne E. Hubbard 
International Relations 
D. Markham Huffman 
Elec.!Comp. Engineering 
Parham Jaberi 
Biology 

Kimberly Anne Jackson 
Biology 
Angela Jarvis 
Chemical Engineering 
Angela V. Jenkins 
Chemistry 
Sandhya R. Jha 
Political Science 

Suzanne M. Jiloca 
Biology 
Claudia M. Joe 
Cognitive Sci. & Psychology 
Matthew S. Johnson 
Near Eastern Studies 
Victor A. Johnson 
Computer Engineering 
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Heintj es-Kikivarakis 

Rashmi Jolly 
International Studies 
Andrea N. Jones 
Social Sci./Public Health 
Jennifer K. Jones 
Biology 
Magnolia S. Joodi 
Neuroscience 

Wooseok Jun 
International Studies 
Alexander A. Kalejs 
Earth & Planetary Science 
Paul J. Kaloudis 
Neuroscience 
John Kang 
Classics 

Tapan Naval Kant 
Biology & Philosophy 
David Kao 
Biomedical Engineering 
Sameer 0. Kapasi 
Philosophy & Natural Sci. 
Benjamin A. Katz 
Biology 

Jordan Todd Katzenberg 
Economics 
Allison Eaton Kawecki 
Beh. Sci./Public Health 
Louis C. Keiler III 
Biomedical Engineering 
Amanda E. Kelly 
Mathematical Sciences 

Stephen E. Kelly 
Civil Engineering 
Jessica Irene Kenyon 
Classics 
Aileen M. Kevane 
Political Science 
Kareem Kikivarakis 
Chemistry 
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Class of 1998 

Benjamin Y. Kim 
Natural Science 
Gifford G. Kim 
Psychology 
Huyi Jin (Elizabeth) Kim 
Natural Sci.!Public Health 
James S. Kim 
Natural Sci.I Public Health 

Ji Hyun Kim 
Behavioral Biology 
Jin Pyung Kim 
Materials Sci. & Engineering 
Min S. Kim 
Biomedical Engineering 
Shawnie E. Kim 
Public Health & Economics 

Terry Kim 
Economics 
Woo Jong Kim 
Mechanical Engineering 
Jam es C. King 
English 
Ravi Kittappa 
Philosophy & Electrical Eng. 

Jaime Klimsey 
Natural Sciences 
Jenny Klitenic 
Public Health 
Richard Har Ko 
Biology & Psychology 
Edward P. Kolodziej 
Chemical Engineering 

Catharine A. Kral 
Biology 
Eric B. Kuehner 
Political Science 
Justin 1-hao Kung 
Biomedical & Chemical Eng. 
Susan J. Kurkowski 
Writing Sem. & Economics 
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Kim-Lin 

Nathaniel C. Kwok 
Biology & Computer Sci. 
Steven Ho Kwok 
Biology 
Colin A. Lang 
History of Art 
Marie M. LaPenta 
Biomedical Engineering 

Natasha Lazo 
International Relations 
KhangN. Le 
Biomedical Engineering 
Uyen T. Le 
Biology 
Timothy Leary 
Psychology 

David Hee Lee 
International Studies 
Insoo Lee 
Computer Science 
Percy P. Lee 
Biomedical Engineering 
PikKi Lee 
Biophysics 

Sang H. Lee 
Economics & Psychology 
Richard Leigh 
Biomedical Engineering 
Danielle K. Lendino 
Political Science 
Keren Levy 
International Relations 

Claudius Wu-Jen Li 
Computer Science 
John G. Lieb II 
Biology 
Kuei-Cheng Lim 
Biology & Hist. of Science 
Jo-Wen Lin 
Biomedical Engineering 
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Class of 1998 

Kevin Y. Lin 
Biology 
Tony W. Lin 
Biomedical Engineering 
Wei-Wei Liu 
Chemistry 
John G. Long III 
Material Sci. & Political Sci. 

Rocio A. Lopez 
Biology 
Robert Rhett Lu 
Chemistry 
William Cary Lukens 
Psychology 
Donna S. Lumpkin 
Public Health 

Lisa Joyce Lundy 
History 
Cherryl A. MacAlintal 
Biomedical Engineering 
Shawna M. MacDonald 
Psychology 
Stewart Macon 
Undecided 

Joseph A. Main 
Civil Engineering 
Jennifer L. Malinosky 
Behavioral Biology 
Cullen Malley 
Music 
Leon Maratchi 
Biology 

Valerie L. Marchi 
Neurosc ience 
Joshua Margolis 
Economics 
Sara M. Masucci 
Political Science 
Irma N. Mazlan 
International Studies 
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Lin-Mohadjer 

William Jon McCann 
Physics 
Serena L. McClam 
Psychology 
Carmen Monet McCorvey 
International Studies 
Erin Marie McFeely 
Psychology 

John L. McGivney 
Computer Science 
Joseph D. McKelvey 
Political Science 
Monica M. McMichael 
Writing Seminars 
Jamie T. McMillan 
Biology 

Yasmin Mehrain 
International Relations 
Ronald M. Mendelow 
Anthropology 
Jeffrey A. Mendoza 
Psychology 
Seema Menon 
International Relations 

Y amini Menon 
International Rel. & Spanish 
Jay Mepani 
Economics 
John Robert Metzger 
Physics 
Darryl C. Miao 
Biomedical Engineering 

Amy Grace Miliano 
Biology 
Kristen T. Milligan 
English 
Yukyung Min 
Psychology 
Y asaman Mohadjer 
Biology 
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Class of 1998 

Veena Mohandoss 
Internat. Rel. & Psychology 
E. Mirnalini M. Mohanraj 
Biology & Psychology 
Anthony Monaco 
Chemical Engineering 
Sage Asenath Morrison 
German 

David John Murphy 
Natural Sci./Public Health 
Mary Smedes Murray 
Geography 
Paul F. Narain 
International Studies 
Michael J. Neher 
Biomedical Engineering 

Calvin R. Nelson 
Biology 
Nicole Lynette Nesmith 
Biology 
Khanh D. Nguyen 
Biology 
Matthew Noll 
Biomedical Engineering 
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Top ten responses from seniors when asked "What are you doing 
next year?" 

10. I'm going to Hollywood to try and become an actor/actress. 
9. I'm applying for an internship to learn culinary methods at Ter
race Court. 
8. I'm going to work at the annual fund. 
7. I'm going to try and re-open the J.P. Henry's chain. 
6. I'm going to work for a consulting firm. 
5. I GOT INTO HOPKINS MEDICAL SCHOOL!!!!!! 
4. I'm going on an extended vacation to Europe. 
3. I have no clue. 
2. I'm going to "find myself" and discover what it is I REALLY want 
to do. 
1. I'm going home to live with my parents. 



.:1. 

ti fa. 

r 

Mohandoss-Pavetto 

Matthew C. Nygren 
Political Sci. & Philosophy 
Leon R. Ochiai 
Biophysics 
L'Tricia D. Oglesby 
Biology 
Sumiyo Onda 
Biomedical Engineering 

Scott Taylor Orlovsky 
History 
Matthew Louis Ortman 
Biology & History 
Andrea C. Ott 
Biomedical Engineering 
Kaori Ozawa 
Cognitive Science 

Micca JoLois LeMoria Pace 
Behavioral Biology 
Amy Pacer 
Psychology 
Jennifer K. Pai 
Biology 
Henry L. Pak 
Biology & Psychology 

Parag D. Parekh 
Biology 
Jeannie S. Park 
Cognitive Science 
Hilary E. Parkinson 
English 
Catherine Passaretti 
Biology 

Flowarin Patanakul 
Political Science 
A vignat S. Patel 
Biology 
Kimberly I. Paul 
Biology 
Melissa Madeline Pavetto 
Psychology & Spanish 
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Class of 1998 

Josephine H. Pearse 
French 
Michael Joseph Pekala 
Computer Science 
Susannah Nicole Penn 
French & Anthropology 
Mark Randolph Arroyo Perez 
Chemical Engineering 

Michael A. Peterkin 
Biology 
Surat (Joe-Joe) Phonsombat 
Biomedical Engineering 
Meherzad K. Polad 
Mechanical Engineering 
Christina S. Polyak 
Environmental Science 

Michael A. Prados 
Mechanical Engineering 
Damon W. Rachell 
Materials Sci. & Engineering 
Tisha A.H. Ramsey 
Sociology 
Brad Damon Rappaport 
Philosophy 

Colleen J. Richardson 
Civil Engineering 
Christopher I. Rider 
Economics 
Katrina M. Rieflin 
Biomedical Engineering 
Justin P. Ritter 
Computer Science 

Maria R. Robinson 
Writing Seminars 
Gregory J. Roehrig 
Biology 
Michelle A. Roett 
Biology & Psychology 
Michael H. Roh 
Biology 
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Pearse-Schuster 

Isabel A. Romero 
Neuroscience 
Michael S. Ruth 
Computer Science 
Rami A. Saab 
Civil Engineering 
Johanna Marie Sabin 
International Rel. & Spanish 

Morry Safer 
Computer Engineering 
Amit M. Saindane 
Biology & Psychology 
Mayu Sakae 
Biology 
Brian C. Salter 
Biomedical Engineering 

Priya Sambandan 
Biology 
Jennifer May Sanchez 
Biology 
Mithre J. Sandrasagra 
International Relations 
Jam es A. Sanfilippo 
Natural Science 

lndu Bulbul Sanwal 
Public Health/Natural Sci. 
Brijmohan Sarabu 
Biology 
Marlon D. Satchell 
History of Science 
Adolf J. Saupe Jr. 
Mechanical Engineering 

David M. Schaefer 
Chemical Engineering 
Matthew E. Schernecke 
History of Science 
Amanda Rose Schroeder 
Public Health 
Emily S. Schuster 
English 
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Class of 1998 

Jessica Ephra Seid 
Political Science 
Sandra Sepulveda 
Psychology 
Fiona M. Shanks 
History 
Rebecca E. Shapack 
Math/Science Engineering 

Scott Shen 
Cognitive Science 
Rachel A. Sherwin 
International Studies 
Natalie R. Shilo 
Biology 
Lynette Marie Sholl 
Biology 

Winston W. Shu 
Biomed. & Elec./Comp. Eng. 
Ida S. Shukor 
International Relations 
Amy Lynn Shuster 
International Studies 
Ari I. Silver 
Biology & English 

Allan F. Simpao 
Biology & Psychology 
Karyn M. Skultety 
Cognitive Sci. & Psychology 
Susan Kimberly Slazas 
Natural Sci./Public Health 
Mark Sloan 
Material Sci./Engineering 

Jill M. Smith 
Philosophy 
Evonne S. Smitt 
Writing Seminars 
Kevin A. Snook 
Biomedical Engineering 
Mariya Sokolyanskaya 
Neuroscience 
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Seid-Tucker 

Mario G. Solari 
History of Sci. & Biology 
Elizabeth B. Soutter 
Political Science 
Michael Spiegeland 
Economics 
Paula J. Sproul 
Biomedical Engineering 

Corey J. Stennes 
Biology 
Dev R. Subhash 
Biology 
Gary T. Suen 
Biomedical Engineering 
Marc J Solinski 
Computer Science 

Shehla Fatima Syed 
Economics & Biology 
Robert L. Szerecz 
Economics 
Kristen A. Szydlowski 
Beh. Bio. & Music Performance 
Winjie Tang 
Biomedical Engineering 

Neil Buniao Tejano 
Writing Seminars 
Elizabeth M. Terry 
International Relations 
John C. Thomas 
Political Science 
Stephanie M. Thompson 
Public Health 

Christine Marie Torrey 
Chemistry & German 
Anne Michele Tria 
History 
Neal K. Trivedi 
Mathematical Science 
Lynne Elizabeth Tucker 
Political Science 
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Class of 1998 

Tory L. Tunnell 
Humanistic Studies 
Russell J. Upton 
History & Philosophy 
Dori A. Vaught 
History of Art 
Christina C. Vlattas 
Electrical Engineering 

Alexander Volfson 
History of Science 
Gerarda Marie Walsh 
Classics 
Alison M. Walter 
Mechanical Engineering 
Tony S. Wanich 
Biology & Economics 

Christopher M. Ward 
Neuroscience 
Megan Elizabeth Weil 
Biology 
Jonathan R. Weinberger 
Social Science 
Gregory H. Weiss 
Economics 

Deborah West 
Civil Engineering 
Eric W. West 
Economics 
Dawn Marie Wetzel 
Biophysics 
Tom Whittingham 
Mathematical Sciences 

Christopher M. Williams 
International Rel. & Gemum 
Opal B. Williams 
Biology 
Christopher D. Winship 
International Relations 
Brian Y. Woo 
Elec./Comp. Engineering 
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Tunnell-Zuckerman 

Ian C. Wood 
Earth & Planetary Science 
Selena Marie Wood 
Mathematics 
David C. Yang 
Biomedical Engineering 
Sue Y. Yang 
Biology 

Amanda T. Yarnell 
Chemistry 
Judy M. Yeh 
East Asian Stud. & Economics 
Christine B. Yi 
Economics 
Michele Y. Yoon 
Biomedical Engineering 

Sunny S. Young 
Biology 
Brian S. Yu 
Biomedical Engineering 
Derek K. Yu 
Biology 
Eddie E.C. Yu 
Chemical Engineering 

Donald C. Zajick Jr. 
Biology 
Laura Sheryl Zarembski 
International Studies 
Lee M. Zuckerman 
Biology & Psychology 

Congratulations to 
the Class of 1998! 
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Class of 1998 

Rajiv Arapurakal 
International Relations 
Lauren Kim 
Neuroscience 
Michael Palladinetti 
Biomedical Engineering 

Alok Gupta 
Neuroscience 
Neeraj Gupta 
Philosophy 
Clifton Williams 
International Studies 

Susan Slazas enjoys the giant wad of 
cotton candy she got when she went 
on vacation. Lucky for her she didn't 
have to wait for Spring Fair this year 
to get her sugar fix. 
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Additional Seniors 



lOt 

Michelle Yoon celebrates Valentine's 
Day at the Moonlight Masquerad e. 

Seniors Duncan 
Be lser, M a tt 
Schernecke, Rob
ert M ittendorf 
and Paul aram 
are big fans of the 
Te mpt a ti o n s . 
They' r e even 
thinking of start
ing th e ir o w n 
group as seen by 
this pho to of 
them at p ractice. 

Josh Greenberg 
is a real party 
animal. H e's 
seen here a t a 
Su pe rb ow l 
party with jun
ior Josh Berg. 
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SENIOR 
Tracey Brown, Susan Slazas and 
Uyen Le pose for the camera at the 
1997 Circle K semi-formal. The 
dance is held every year to raise 
money for some charity. 

Tim Leary and some buddies headed off to 
Washington D.C but took the time out for this 
shot. Many students head to D.C to get away 
from campus (below left). Liz Pennington and 
Thysmia relax in Ocean City (below right). 

Marlon Satchell doesn' t seem to 
be in a very serious mood. This 
photographer probably inter
rupted her in the middle of her 
studies. 
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This senior laughs at a 
comment ref erring to 
his attire. Oozeball is 
a great excuse to get 
down and dirty (al
though why anyone 
would want to do 
that ... ) 

Senior Matthew Bay 
stares at the television 
at friend Tim Leary's 
apartment. He prob
ably hasn't watched it 
in so long that he's for
gotten what it looks 
like. 

Laurie Archbald, Hilary Parkinson 
and Julia LaBare prepare dinner 
for the troops at a typical Newman 
Night. The Catholic Community 
holds Newman nights every 
Thursday. 

CANDIDS 
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REMEMBER .. ? 
.. . The huge snowball fight on the freshman quad during the first 
winter snowstorm of our freshman year? 

... When you had two separate cards, one for meals and one for 
admission to the library? 

Bob Mittendorf hangs 
out after helping a 
friend clean up after a 
party. 

Anjali Aggarwal, Jean 
Lai and M a rlon 
Satchell take a break 
from a busy night of 
dancig to pose fo r a 
p icture . 

. . . Your freshman RA' s name and at least one dorm event that they had? 
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... The vitamin enriched Flying Fruit Fantasies that now you can only 
find in the Galleria at the Harbor? 

... The way the Snack Bar used to look? (I don't) 

... When there were only 2 a capella groups on campus? 

Ron Mendelow shows Duncan 
Belser what he really thinks of him. 
I wonder if that banging made 
Duncan's head flatter or if the 
mallet got dented? 

Melissa Pavetto, Aaron Pannone, 
Marlon Satchell and John 
Schnakenberg take in the scenery at 
the Catholic Community's Officer 
Training in Western Maryland . 

... The fire alarms that went off allthe time in Wolman and McCoy our 
sophomore year? (how could you forget being dragged out of bed at 

1~0 3 am) 
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REMEMBER ... ? 
... When classes were canceled for a week during Intersession be
cause of a blizzard? 

... The very first frat party you went to? (and who you went with?) 

... The person you met at Playfair that has the same birthday as you? 

... When President Richardson left us for a cereal? 

... When everyone went to our first semi-formal Midnight Cruise 
dance? 
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Morry Safer and Ta pan Kant have 
dinner at the Eid Banquet cel
ebrating the end of Ramadan. 

Chika Hayashi, our class secretary 
cheerily poses with her fellow fe
male Student Council members. 



Liz Pennington, Rahul 
Anand, Tasmia Duza 
and Dhiren Dave relax 
by a hotel pool after a 
vacation in Virginia 
Beach . 

... When you could travel in the corridors under AMR II to get to 
Terrace without having to go outside? 

Marlon Satchell helps herself to a 
hamburger at the Catholic Com
munity Orientation Barbeque . 

... When Spring Break got rained out our freshman year? (and our 
sophomore year, and our junior year) 

... The Oraculum? 
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Hilary Parkinson, Daniele Lendino, Jessica 
Dunne, and Angela Jarvis headed South of the 
Border for Spring Break last year. 

David Murphy grins as this photographer bal
ances precariously on a stair railing. Would he 
still be grinning if the photographer fell on top 
of him? 
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Susan Slazas and Phoebe Scott
Wyard, co-chairs of the 1998 Circle K 
convention which was hosted by 
John Hopkins, smile for the camera 
proving they are less stressed than 
everyone thought. 



In Loving Memory of our classmates, 

Rex Chao 
(1976-1996) 

Kimberley M Robinson 
(1976-1996) 

Chris Gardner 
(1976-1997) 
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Underclassmen 
The underclaSBmen al Hopkins are a diverse 8roup. 
The newly arrived freshmen will soon realize lhal their 
first year is over and now the real work be8ins. 
0ophomores must move oul of the dorms and look 
for a place in the "real" world and juniors will rise lo 
senior status and must determine what lo do with 
their lives. When the seniors 8raduale, all these 
students will experience a lolally diff erenl lif eslyle 
which requires quick adjustment No doubt about il, 
underclaSBmen al Hopkins are J3reald45 in. 
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What? Freshman Joan Chen Quick Learner Everyone knows 
doesn' tbelievewhatherfriendjust that to succeed a t Hopkins, you 
asked her!! have to study. This freshman has 

learned this lesson well as she does 
her calculus homework in her 
dorm room. 



Telephone Man This freshman looks at the 
camera strangely. o wonder! We interrupted 
his important phone call. Most freshmen have 
high phone bills as they try to keep in touch 
with friends back home. 

Piggy Back Giver Sophomore Emelia 
Argyropoulos gets a piggy back from sopho
more friend Jay Bachman. 
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Getting ready for the Midnight 
Cruise, an annual dance for fresh
men. Left, (top to bottom): .... . 
Right, (top to bottom): Carla 
Handoey, Kathy Kim, Teresa 
Chan, and Jessica Lundberg. 

AMR Il's Clark Crew get together for a smile. 
(Left to right) , bottom row: Andrea Yaffe, Brian 
McFadden, Alok .. ... , Ana Zampino. Second row: 
Jon Goldsmith, Andy Genz, Eden, Taneka Mar
tin, RA Laura . Third row: Scott Orgel, Jacqueline 
McDebitt, Angus, John Dilles . Fourth row: Marc 
Lieberman, Josh, Kwame Akoto, Matt Paccione, 
Josh Mengers, Josh Miller, Rob Feldemeier. 

Wolman's 7th floor residents (left to right) . Top row: A.J. Haugen, Kim Diconza, Nelson 
Yang, Tia Milton, Luiz Pantalena Filho, jeremy Gray, Joey Hes, Zack Friedman, Joe Yoon, 

Undergraduates 

ed Parent, Beth Long, Randy Baron, Tucker Gilbert, P.J. Fontnetaa, Ben Lentz, Jay Barry, 
Faisal Mahmood, RA Jim Kim. Middle row: Sigma Gordon, Tommy Regazzi, Cecil 
McPherson, Joy Winter, Kelly ferson, Katie Clark, Fred Seguritan, Emily Ruckdeschel. 
Bottom row (sitting): Sara Miller, Michelle D' Amico, Collette Thepenier, Rafi Isaac. ot 
pictured: Lauren williams, Benjara th Phrophakdee, Maha Aon, Sarah Schmitz, Brandon 
Hummel, Jessica Popham, Genit Schafrath, Felecia Wright. 



(, 
As the saying goes, mental wellness comes with physical 

1 fitness. The healthier the body, the more stimulated the 
mind. Thus the exercise rooms available to undergradu
ates in Wolman and the AMRs. 

Sophomores Pete 
Davos and Mher 
Hartoonian pose 
proudly beneath 
their glow-in-the
dark solar system 
in their Wolman 
dorm. 

Many Hopkins undergraduates enjoy 
spending their time with their comput
ers- this is especially true for computer 
science major [freshman] Samuel Clanton. 
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The ladies of Royce hall get together. (l-r) 1st row: RA Yamini Menon, Victoria Chan, Irene Ali, Jessica 
Kraker, Magali Desobeau, Martha Qu irk 2nd row: Jennifer Baltz, Anne Jefferson, Adie Myers, Lisa 
Capu to, Tahmida Shamsuddin, Yvonne Lau, az Ahmad, Yussein Aquirre, Maryam Rahman 3rd row: 
Gwen Phanijphand, Lauren Carney, Lisa Ternes, Emily Baine, Chantelle Schofield, Ashley King, 
Francine Castillo, Rachael Schiefens tein, Elise Cummings, Elizabeth H wang, Patricia Jones, Lisa 
Hans too 
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The playful Wilson d orm quits fooling around for a moment for a family portrait. 
Bottom row (left to right): Tia Woodard, Jessica Lundberg, Joan Chen, Eric 
Solomon 2nd row: J-Pia, ancy Lee, Darian Hickman, Angela Ro, Wendy 
Pavlovich, Ka thy Kim, Jamie Terranova 3rd row: Eunice Rim, Julie Paik, Stacey 
Cozewith, Katie Esselink, Janie Zhou, RA Rajiv Arapurakal, Theresa Chan, 
Hea ther Whitehead, Ana Rosner 4th row: Zina Meriden, Ko to Htay, Dan Plymire, 
Kobi Bowles, Eric Hsueh, Sung Hwang 5th row: Keisuke Hinami, Sarni Alom 
Ruig, An thony Spano, George Wu, Kevin Situmuang, Thomas Lin, Jared Dorn, 
Mike Berecz, Carla Handbeg. Not pictured: T.C. Chau, Kevin Chen. 

Underclassmen 

For many, college is a first 
for many things: first time 
away from home, first real 
parties, first time living with 
others their own age. Here, 
fr es hman J omo Smith 
marches toward the laun
dry room to do his laundry 
by himself fo r the first time. 



Older students eagerly help the incoming fresh
men settle in during orientation week. Senior 
Phong Le (far top) and a sophomore (above) 
move luggage into the dorms. Sophomore Eddie 
Cho (left) proudly directs parents to their desig
nated parking spots. 
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The Adams, the Adams, the Adams 
Family. (left to right) 1st row: James 
Susinno, Daniel Wilson, Scott Canna, 
Mike Wortley 2nd row: Chris Wu, 
Matt Foy, James Miller , Chri s 
Bi sonnette, Laura Greenberg, David 
Silver tone, Jessie Chaffee, Anjali Jain, 
David Eyerman, Cara Libby 3rd row: 
Tony Tsai, Jared Mechling, Azeem 
Syed, Stanton Tam, Jessica Rinaldi, 
Tony Elizondo, Jurat Rajpal, Shika 
Garg, Bridget Metzler, James Saxe 
4th row: Sara Horgos, Julie Scharper, 
Hea ther Rottenberg, aomi Graeff, ' Ji 
RASasha Mehra, MarkKelly, Suhaila 1 ,I 

Ehr, David Jackowe 

The Baker dorm poses in their RA's 
spacious room. (left to right ): l st row: 
Brian Josias, Morris Ling, Bradley 
Porringer, Jared Klein, Cindy Yen, 

icki Morton 2nd row: Silasa Yitta, 
Asha Jamakrishnan, Laura Carlson, 
Alicia Simoni, Addy Jann, Rob Banks, 
Mei-LinZimmerman,ConorKelly 3rd 
row: Josh Chari, Paul Johnson, Sean 
Waldrow, Dave Levins tim, Betsy 
Lombardo, Ann Jan, Rob Perez Back 
row: RA Mike Dickey, Steve Brown, 
Drew Neil, Dennis Parrington, Dawn 
Antoline, ate Tedford, Jackie Barow, 
Sriyesh Krishnan 
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Sophomore Erika elson 
s tudies in her d orm 
lounge for an upcoming 
Calculus test. The d orms 
all have mandatory quiet 
hours so that students are 
able to s tudy in peace. 

Underclassmen 

r 
Freshman Scott Canna a ttempts to make l. 
his dorm room feel like home. 



Just loungin' ... Adams resident Stanton Tam (left) takes a nap while 
Baker resident Bradley Forringer (right) absentmindedly grabs a 
drink while holding on to his snack. 

Sunny Days sweepin the clouds away! The 
residents of Wolman 4 East (left to right) 1st 
row: RA Denise Smith, William Kikst, Maia 
Hurley 2nd row: Teddy Zingman, Elias Issa, 
Christopher Thomas, Jason Portnoy 3rd row: 
ShimaMajidi, BrianNorie,NockUbol 4throw: 
Rosario Chiarenza, Mike Chittenden, Mark 
Godin, Matt Eby, Chritopher Dietrich, Amit 
Rahman, Corey Endy Not pictured: Conor 
Denihan, Brandon Testa, Christopher Watts, 
Salil Patel, Lindsay Clarey, Riann Lawrence, 
Gregory Lofink, Bryan Conn, TJ Pierson, Oliver 
Lin, Jason Schwalm, Charles Huang, Juliette 
Kim, Diana Tse, Jeannice Angela, Kenisha 
Dansey, Colleen Smith, Kathryn Moore, Kande 
Horne, Tajanay Noble, Rita Grossman, Kerry 
Hsu, Jaime Mullette 
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Underclassmen 

The residents of Wolman 6 West: (left-right) 1st row: Dan Wang, Kevin Keiske, Peter Rafa, Carolyn 
Kim, Adrienne Penta, 2nd row: Kule Comrie, Alain Delan, Jose Fernandaz, Tara Turan, RA Sonal 
Agarwal, Sarah Millsap , Sake th Guntupalli, Chrissa Pagitsas, Alvin Liem 3rd row: David Riordan, 
Will Pompa, Zaidoon Khouri, Dave Krug, Omar ar 

Freshman Pa trick Maddigan takes off some time to break 
in his Nintendo '64 system. 

It's amazing how close Hopkins' students get to 
being almost a family: freshman Stephen Brown 
casually strolls half-naked down the hallway. 



Time for food ... students 'meal-equiv' 
at the snack bar in order to break the 
monotony of ea ting in the dining halls. 
"It just gets boring, you know," com
plains freshman Herbert Rubens (not 
pictured), who almost never eats in 
the dining halls. 

Dorm shot! McCoy 1 West residents (left-right): 1st row: Stacey Rosenkranz, 
Lynne Haupt, Kari Rosenthal, Rachel Siegel, Aliza Katz 2nd row: Sarah Parson, 
Kathleen Hanlon, Laura Cone, Hartaj Gill, Dayrel Sewell 3rd row: RA Lee 
Zuckerman, James Stoll II, Nino Vanin, Quinn Kerrigan, Neal Eckard, Bryan 
Prentice, Kevin Eades, Joshua Pahys, Carl Brown, Anwar Young 

- -- Halloween sees Hopkins 
=::=~~---- students at their strangest. 

Left: freshman Cordia Wan 
and senior Bill Northington 
unmask themselves. 
Right: senior Brian Gee and 
freshman Lauren Cherande 
have a sex/species change. 
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Dorm shots, dorm shots, 
Wolman 2 East (1-r) 1st row: 
Gerry Hsu, Katryna Andrusik, 
Garfield Grimmett, RA Steven 
Kwok, Chan di Dihari, Samantha 
Alsup, Brent Johnson 2nd row: 
Michael ewall, Adam Kinsey, 
Christopher Wu, Brian Kim 3rd 
row: Ryan Brown, Di pen Parikh, 
Jessica Baxter, a than Miller, 
Joseph omoto 

Hopkins' students' favorite pas ttime: 
studying. Freshman Tony Tsai does 
some late-night studies. 

Wolman 5 Wes t: (1-r) kneeling: Lya 
Crichlow, Kathy Gilmore standing: Tyler 
Tom, Jim Austad, Brian Edwards, Jim 
Menefee, Marz Rad, Robbie Minshall, Cory 
Piettem James Keiger, RA Carla Mandili, 
John Marshall, Brad Lyons, Yujin Kim, 
Michelle Chang, Chirag Patel, Florence 
Barkats Not pictured: Maria Brennan, Matt 
Crowem Gaafar El Mallah, elda Garcia, 
Mike H ardy, Chae-Ryon Kong, Yong 
Kwon, John lee, Pei-Ying Lee, Steve Loeys, 
Shaun mcGee, Mary mortensen, Dan all, 
Chris eedham, Er ica elson, Kazu 
Ohsawa, Lou Paik, Jelena Petrovic, Kyle 
Rulis, Mike Sheu, Paul Shin, Dave Sloss, 
Ma tt Thomas, Sarah Thoma , Jin Shim, 
Steve Tsai, Richee Yama hiro 
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and more dorm shots!!~ 
Wolman 4 West (l-r) 1st row: 
Karen Tsay, Susan Mozzica to, 
Cassidy Briggs, RA Matthew 
Ortman, Amna Diwan, Marguer
ite Jean-Sonne 2nd row: Lekha 
Rao, Erzika Abdulgani, Dima 
Ruban, Ryo Ishizuka, Jia Shen, 
Patrick Kim 3rd row: Felicia Wil
liams, Tim Depeugh, Faris Al
Kharusi, Ken Milton 

McCoy 1 East (l-r) 1st row: Steve 
Lee, Ashley Johnson , Andrew 
McAleavey, Mantu Kori 2nd row: 
Yelena N abutovsky, Alex Lee, 
Lillian Diaz, RA Joey Crawford, 
Taha Shakir, Scott Smith 3rd row: 
Charles Wheeler, Dan Handwerker, 
Hoyin Tjio, Howard Ku 

These two 
freshmen gaze 
a mazingly a t 
the artwork at 
the BMA. 
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Sleepyheads rule the dorms. Freshmen Mei 
Lin Zimmerman (left) and Ann Jan smile for 
the camera somewhat unwillingly. Underclassmen 



Junior Courtney Burnette, AMR I Sylvester 
dorm's residential advisor, chips in at a commu
nity service activity during Orientation. Com
munity service is a popular extracurricular activ
ity for students at Hopkins. 

Freshman 
Rachna 
Krishan 
gets a sur
prise shot. 

Freshman Paul Johnson (left), 
Dennis Parrington, and Dawn 
Antoline decide to have a little 
down time. 

Wolman East's 6th floor having a won
derful time together. 
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Sophomore Jay Bachman attempts to sleep and 
talk on the phone at the same time. 

AMRII Jennings Residents 
(RA-Phoebe Scott-Wyard) 

Sophomore SallyAnn 
Schmidt tries her hand 
at woodcutting. Soror
ity members of ten make 
"p addles" fo r each 
other. 

McCoy 3 West floor residents. 
(RA-Audrey Huang) 
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J ust bonding. Freshmen (left to right) 

Cordia Wan, Anna Palazij, Karoun 
Charkoudian, and Jessica Ferrell (bot
tom) grin happily at the start of the school 
year. 

Residents of McCoy 5 West 

Residents of Lazear: (l-r) 1st row: 
Denise Ko h , Lisa Tsa i, Carri e 
Shumen, Samia Suleman 2nd row: 
Dubar Kamara, Michael Bright, Shin 
Inouye, Mann Charangnuwa t, Hsi
Chen Lee 3rd row: Isaac Osei-Bobie, 
Mark McCoy, Na t Kunkle, Chris 
Kyvernitis, Aaron Shrager, Maki 
Onodera Back row: Chris Callaghan, 
Vishal Dave, RA Mark Huffman, 
Moon Hwang, David H olm er, 
Kevin Krud ys 

Underclassmen 



The residents of the 
Homewood apartments, 3rd 
floor (RA-Melissa Pavetto) 

This freshmen eagerly awaits his first 
trip to his mailbox in the AMR II lobby. 

Happy birthday! Students make the most out of the small rooms and scarce utilities to celebrate special occasions. (left) 

Several sophomores celebrate their friend's big 20th in the Homewood apartments. (right) Freshmen have some cake in 
the AMRs. 
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Underclassmen 

The residents of Vincent-Willard, 2nd floor. 

A junior chills with a case of Dr. 
Pepper outside the freshmen AMR' s, 
demonstrating the lack of bound
aries between the different classes. 

Students chat energe tically 
within the dorms. 



A student gazes at an apple savorily while 
her dorm mate looks on. 

I 

Freshman Jacqueline 
Barow looks up from a 
day of cleaning and 
reorganizing. 

Hey, hey, hey! A student 
breaks out a dance step. 
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Uh-oh. Looks 
like this student 
was caught pok
ing around in his 
roommate's e
cret hiding place. 

Underclassm en 

Gildersleeve residents, (left to right) 1st row: RA Kristi Stanton, John O' Callaghan, Simon Fung
Kee-Fung, julie Lynch, Steve Chang, Catherine ikas, Meaghan Delaney 2nd row: Stella Yi, Eva 
Chen 3rd row: Aron Baik, Sarah Parola, Lynnea Grebe, Steve Frantz, Mike Boylan, James Su, 
Eldee Khowong, Brian Teng, John McCann 4th row: Wai-Ching Fung, Danielle Darling, Amar 
Joshi, Hilary Rowe, Joe Cockman, George Huang 5th row: John Hillery, Craig Chin, Dave 
Campbell, Judd Antin, Dave Maltese, Chris Pulling, Mark Smith. 

This freshman bares his chest in the 
dorms as his friends look on. 



The residents of Vincent-Willard, 3rd floor. 

Junior Teddy Chao con
soles classmate Damien 

ewton as he sobs over a 
failed test. 

After a long day of work, freshman Kimara 
Glaser-Kirschenbaun gets ready for bed. 
Most students go to bed by midnight on 
the weekdays in order to have enough 
energy for the next day. There are those 
however, who like to pull as many 
allnighters as possible. 
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The residents of the newly renovated Homewood. These students live on 
the North side of the 4th floor. 
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Student struggles 
with a huge bag of 
laundry at the base
ment of Wolman. 
(left) 

Freshman Tom 
Maginnis gives a 
wink and wave. 
(right) 

Underclassmen 



Freshmen (left to right) Manab Pakrashi, 
Anna Palazij, and Greg Wa pull an all
nighter together, sharing coffee and giving 
each other moral support throughout the 
long night. 

Several students dance the night away at E-Level on a 
Thursday night, while others spend their time prancing 
nervously at D-level, anticipating the next day's exam. 
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Freshmen Brian McFadden 
(left) and Jon do Goldsmith do 
some artwork on the dorm 
floor, despite their complains 
of mice and insects. Underclassmen 
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D ancing can be entertaining, but it can also be frustrating. Below are some snapshots of the ballroom 

dancing course offered to the undergraduates during Intersession 1997. Some students had fun, while 
others, well, pretended to have fun while they stumbled and tripped over their partners. 

Students have a little 
free-style dance at the 
Moonlight Masquer
ade on Valentine's Day 
of 1998. 

Underclassmen 



This student spends the day 
making peanut butter and 
jelly sandwiches for a nearby 
homeless shelter. 

This guy helped move fresh
men into the dorms on Mov
ing in Day. Next year, the 
freshmen will have the 
chance to return the favor by 
volunteering themselves. 

This freshman put on his pair of 
reading glasses before saying 
cheese. 
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The e girls return after a day away from campus. Most students don't have cars, but 
the ones that do (and their friends) are very lucky. 
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The residents of Wolman 7 East: (l-r) 1st row: Cecilia Kwak, Julia Kim, Liz Volz, David 
Fritter 2nd row: Mike Lai, Jen Maimone-Medwick, Claude Currie, RA Lynette Sholl, 
Shawn adelen, Eric Wedin 3rd row: Pete Fuentes, Robert Pray, Gregg Scharfstein, David 
Ben-Merre, Andy Meekin , Samir Patel, Desmond Jui 

I 
I 

Baker resident Mei-Lin 
Zimmerman poses proudly for 
the camera on her birthday. 

17 

Underclassmen 

This freshman looks a little confused 
as the volunteer tries to explain what 
she's handing him. Freshmen were 
overwhelmed by the amount of stuff 
they got on Moving in Day. 
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C omputers are becoming a large part of life at Johns Hopkins. 

Below, a sophomore helps a freshman move his monitor into 
the dorms. Far bottom: a student does some school work on the 
computers at the HAC lab . 
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8pecial Thanks to all the parenw and faculty depart
menw who supported the production of this book. 
Cof18ratulations to the Class of 1998! 
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UlliVt'J ~it ' educaj 1011 is a p<'riocl ill lift.· that !.!,i\'t' . clin:clion lo 
the rest of vour life. \Ve thank The Johns I Jopk111 University 
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Diva and Dayanthi and1 <lsagra 

Mithre Sandrasagra 

CONGRATULATIONS 
""' (FELICITATIONS) " 

"CHERJSSE " 

YOl ' llA \IE BRIDGl"D J Ill·, GAJ'. 
'()\\ \CH \RI'. O°' Tll E RO\!)\\ \ Y 'I 0 . I TC!., .. 
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\ \\AJTS \'Ol !! 

1.0. to BE!! 

LOVE VOL, LW Y:, 
\10\1, D DDY & CA~DICE 

Cherisse Berry 



Congratulations and Felicidades 
HELEN ELENA ALEXANDRA REINA DE LOS ANGELES 
EMPERATRIZ ZARINA COSTAS RUSSELL 

SIEMPRE ADELANTE CON 
HONOR Y FE. 

MAMI, PAPI, CHRISTINA, 
LUISITO, VICTORIA y ABUELO . 
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Isabel, 

You set high goals for yourself and you have 
accomplished them. It is with immense pride 

and love that we congratulate you on your 
college graduation. May the Lord continue to 

guide you every day of your life. 
Mom, Dad, Luis, Titi, Yeya, Abo and Aba 

Isabel A. Romero 
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Congratulations .. Deborah West 
Your Mom, Dad, and sister are proud of you and wish 
you great success in the years to come. 

Love, 
Mom, Dad, Dorothy 

Congratulations! 
From the 

Department of Near 
Eastern Studies 

Congratulations Class of 1998! ! 
Call Captain Shear at 410-516-4683 for 
information about ROTC and graduate 

school. 

MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW. 
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB. 

Things got pretty compcuuvc for ROTC taught me rcspons1b1hry self-
this iob l"m sure my college degTCO d1sc1phne 'nd leadership Those am 
and good grades kept me in the things you JUSt can't learn f'r<:>m a 
running_ Bul m tho end It was the textbook. I don't kno-..v where Id be 
leadership and management 1 ~ .. 11<.>t1- right now 1f I hadn t enrolled m 
expert nee 1' got through Anny ' Army ROTC, but I do know one 
ROTC that won them over. AI my !lung [or sure ... !wouldn't be here. 

ARMY ROTC 
TRE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TIIKE 

You've met life's challenges 
with determination and 
dedication. We're confident the 
years ahead will prove equally 
successfull! 

Love, Mom & Dad 
Stephanie Carrick 

Congratulations and Best 
Wishes from the Office of 
Student Activities/Union 

Desk 

Bill 
Jane 

Rhonda 
Pat 
Kai 
and 

Ruthie ~ .__ ____________________________ ..._ __________________________ ___ 
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To 
Jorge C. Conde 

With love and pride from your family 
For your intelligence, wit, sense of 
humor, perseverence and success 

"" .. . c . 

~*~J 
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'I Dear Colin, 
We' re proud of you, we love you. Carpe 

Diem! 
Mom and Dad 

Dear Maria, 
No words can convey the happiness we feel 

for all your well deserved accomplishments. 
Thank you for all the joy you've brought into 
our lives. We love and respect who you are. 

Love, 
Mom, Dad, Andy, Danielle and Katie 

Without a doubt, you'll always be my hero. I love you. Mom 
Maria Robinson & Colin Lang 
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American Society of Civil Engineers 
Johns Hopkins Student Chapter 

Engineering Competitions 
• balsa bridge 

-• I • concrete canoe 
1- I • spaghetti bridge 

Congratulations to the 
Graduating Civil Engineering 

Class of 1998! 

Winchell Auyeung 
Gregory Degl 

Brian Gee 
Stephen Kelly 
Joseph Main 

Colleen Richardson 
Rami Saab 

Deborah West 

• steel bridge 

Guest Speakers 
• practicing engineers 

Social Activities 
• fall crab feast 
• holiday party 
• spnng p1cmc 

http ://rongo .ce.jhu. edu/ ascestudentchapter/main.htm 
This page is sponsored by the Civil Engineering Department 
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Local calls 
410-516-0363 

CONGRATULATIONS & BEST WISHES 
to the "Class of 1998" from 

The Johns Hopkins University 
Alumni Association 

No matter where you are in the world, 

count on us to keep you in touch. 

The Johns Hopkins University Alumni Association 

Steinwald Alumni House 
3211 North Charles Street 

Baltimore, Maryland 21218 

Homepage Long Distance calls 
1-800-JHU-JHU 1 

FAX# 
410-516-6858 www .j hu. eduJ,..,alumni 
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Marie Michelle LaPenta 
Hooray!!! 

You did it, and we always knew 
you could!! 

Congratulations! 
We love you! 

Mom, Dad, Kathy, Jenna and Rob 

The sky is 
the limit. 
Love 
Mommy 
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Dear Letha, 
Time went by 
so quickly. 
Stay true to 
your dreams. 

Letha M. Francis 

Dear Amy, 
You are a beautiful, 

talented and intelligent 
woman. We are so 
proud to say you are our 
daughter. These four 
years have gone by so 
fast. It seems since you 
were born the time has 
gone by fast too. It 
seems only like yesterday 
we were putting you on 

the bus for kindergarten, then middle school, high school 
and it seems like we were just kissing you goodbye as you 
started your freshman year at Johns Hopkins. You (and 
Winston your Teddy Bear Buddy) have survived. College ie 
has given you the independence and confidence you needed ,,;i 
to grow as a person. We admire all that you have done. We 1ro 

have been ble sed with three wonderful daughters. We wish 
for you (our middle child) all the success in whatever the 
future holds for you. Whatever that future is, you will 
always have all our love and support. If we could have one 
wish come true for you that would be to be happy. Success 
is nothing without true happiness. 

May all your hopes and dreams come true. May God 
bless you and keep you in his care. 

All our love, Mom and Dad 

Always one to dare to be different 
and deal with the attention it 
attracted, you invariably shine 
on. We are very proud of all your 
accomplishments and activities 
and wish you our very best in 

your efforts after 
graduation to 
contribute to the 
Peace Corps. 

Love, 

~., 

~I 

;! 

l 
Dad and Susan ~ 

Phoebe Scott-Wyard 
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To Missy (Gleckel) 

thoughts for this special occasion: 
when you lead with your heart and listen to your dreams, 

your own light will guide your journey. 
ride the roller coaster; shoosh down the slope; 

go to the ends of the earth; live your life to the fullest! 
may your paths be adorned with music and flowers, 

places to dance, perform, ponder and discuss for hours; 
may you also bring to this world ... your visions and voice-

your perspectives about culture, acknowledgment and choice; 
may you be surrounded by rainbows, love, and feeling "free to be you," 

find happiness and yourself in your choices and what you do, 
with warm and fuzzy hugs and kisses and love to infinity - mom and dad 

" .. . some people walk through your life, leave footprints and you are never the same .. . " I could never have asked 
for a sister and friend more perfect than you. Thank you for being my inspiration, my mentor, my friend, my sister 
and a constant source of confidence, encouragement, and love. You make me "glad to just be me." I love you! 
Jessie 

"Much-a-Much!" Love Always, Grams 

May you take the memories, learning experiences, and friendships from your years at Hopkins as you continue to explore this 
world. 

From strength to 
strength, J acoba! 

Melissa Gleckel 

Love, Dad, Mom, Joshua, 
Aaron and Nathaniel 

~1 ....., ____________________________________________________________________ ...;.Ja_c_o_b_a_z_e_Zi_n_sk~y~ 
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Love, 
Mom&Dad . 

Lori & Craig Peter & Connie 
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We admire the strength of your faith, 
character and achievement . Your greatest 
wisdom lies in believing, 

''Jor !) hnow fh e rln .1 !) huue far 'JOU 
11

, clecfareJ f he J.~rJ, ... l~Oll 
wt/f.1eeh 1 lle and finJ 'lJ le when i;ou Jeel 1 /le wilh uff:ru.r fww·I." 

Jeremiah 29 11 , 13 

We thank Him for sharing His child with us. 

'/;U fovo vou f>reve1•. 

1 f10111 and ':l>a.c/ 

Va lerie Marchi 
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Johanna, 
We are proud and impressed with you and 

your accomplishments. 
We know that ships are safe in their harbor, 

but ships are built to go to sea. When you leave on 
your voyage, there are many things to remember: 

• Chart your course well 
• When you find your wind, adjust your sails 
• Watch your compass and keep a steady helm 
• In rough weather it's ok to change your course 

and reef down 
• A well planned jibe is ok 
• Check your woollies 

Remember to always return to the safety of 
your home port. There will always be a light in the 
window for you .. .......... .. .... God's Speed, Johanna 
We love you. 

Mom and Dad 

Johanna Sabin 

The superlative academic achievement which 
your graduation represents is only a small 
fraction of the person you represent to tho e who 
have been blessed to know you -- friend, 
nephew, grandson, brother, son. To each of us 
you have given much, leaving us better than we 
were before. 2 Cor. 9:8 

It has not been an average college experience. 
You set your sights and sought the means to 
attain them. For you, it has been work, work to 
learn and a lot of work to pay for it. Are we 
proud? Yes, but such a word seems trite in light 
of what it has been to watch you. Grateful and 
honored to have been some small part in it, that 
might express it more closely. Congratulations, 
Colin! May the Lord continue to bless your 
endeavors. 

Robert Colin Carter 
--. ..---------------------------------------1----------------------------------------1 

Dear Julie, 
A damsel with a dulcimer 
In a vision once I saw; 

-STC 
And she became you. 

We miss the adorable little girl that you once were, but 
it is with pride, joy, and all our love that we witness 
the woman you have become. You are blessed with 
beauty, intelligence, and a strong nature that does not 
bow. We love you, Julie. You are truly our miracle of 
rare device. 

Love, 
Mom, Dad, and Jennifer 

ulie Ann Cilia 

Congratulations Class of 
1998 and especially Albert 
Josef Boehmler. 

Here's looking 
at you, kid! 

Good luck to 
CathyDancz 

Love, 
Mom 
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To My Daughter with Love 
and Pride on her Graduation 

Krystal, 
Many people dream of 

overnight success, but it usually 
comes the old-fashioned way, 
through hard work and 
perseverance, and that's why 
your success is so well
deserved. 

Love, 
Mom 

Krystal L. Archer 

DEAREST LAURA, 

May you always have 

"LIGHT and GLADNESS, JOY and HONOR." 

You will always be very special to us. 

Love, 
Mom, Dad, Juliet, and Sophia 

Laura Zarembski 
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e Congratulations Claudia! 

Good luck to you and the Johns 
1y Hopkins University Class of 

( 

1998. 

With Love, 
Dad, Mom, Brian and Karen 

Way to go Katie! 
Congratulations 

Mom, Dad and Anne 
Katherine M. O'Kee e 

Dear Jill, 
Throughout the years 

you have brought us so 
much happiness. We are 
very proud of you! 

May all your dreams 
come true. 

Congratulations and love, 
Mom, Dad and Marci 

.~. Claudia M. Joe Jill Smith ( ~-------------------------------+----------------------------------1 

I I 

Amira, 
You have given 

the gift of love so 
freely, day by day, 
in every warm and 
caring thing you 
find to do and say. 
From the moment 
you were born your 

smile has just been a radiant light. As a 
child you believed, achieved, and suc
ceed. As a teenager you experienced and 
learned. Now, as an adult you have 
become a beautiful, smart woman and a 
special friend. Amira, we love you and 
we are very, very proud of you. 

Love, 
Mother, Father and Family 

Amira F. Canty 

Congratulations 
Ryan! 

The star bound journey continues ... 

JHU Air Force 

AIM HIGH 

Love, 
Mama, Papa, Briana 

Ryan Brukardt 
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Meli-
Remember - it's not the destination, 

but the journey that's important. 

We love you and are very, very 
proud of you. 

JM and the Pro 

Melissa Agocs 

Jim, 
You have always made us proud of 

you. You have a great future ahead of 
you. We know you can do it. Go for it! 
We wish you all the best of luck, 
happiness, and success. We love you. 

Mom, Dad and Mike 

James A. Sanfilippo 

ToAmeer: 
Congratulations from 

Mom, Dad, Yaneev, Deetza, 
and the whole 200! 

Ameer Benno 
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We're 
Proud 
of Our 
Blue Jay 

Love, 
Mom,. Dad, 

Dan& t 
Licorice 

Jeffrey Gusenoff 

Jimi Damon 

Always A Party Animal!! 

Love and much happiness in all your 
endeavors 

Mom and Dad, the DJ's, Aunt Dotty, The 
Booth's, Janice, Jay, Ann, Catherine and 
Hunter, The Breen's, The Hennessey's, 
Dean Smith, Tar Heel Fans Everywhere 



Joe 

Forever the light in our eyes 
the joy in our hearts. 

Love, 
Mom, Bernie and Dan 

Joseph Grossberg 

1980 

Rob - We are so proud 
of you! 

Love, Mom Dad and 
Michael 

1998 

"You've come a long way Birdie!" 

Love and Congratulations 
Mom, Dad and Charlie 

Jessie Crain 
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Chris, 

We are proud 
of you Jay! 

Mom, Dad, 
Amy 

Sanjay S. Dhall 

Congratulations 
Jimmy! We're so 
proud of you. 
You've got your 
diploma and a 
charming smile
looks like you' re 
ready for the "big 
world"! We love 
you. 

James S. Kim 

We are ': J proud of you! Good Luck to the Class 
of 1998 

When you put your mind 
to it, you can do anything. 
The future has no limits. 
We love you. 

Mom, Dad, Jamie 
andNami 

Chris Tullbane 

Department of Earth 
and Planetary Sciences 

Congratulations Tapan, 
We are extremely proud of all 

your achievements. You have 
given us a lot of joy and 
happiness. May you shine 
more and more as years go by. 
Our best wishes are with you. 
May God bless you and guide 
you in life. 

With all our love, 
Muniji, Mom and Dad 

Tapan N. Kant 
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Congratulations 

and all that jazz 

To the Class of 1998 

The Thomas C. Jenkins 
Department of Biophysics 

Congratulations 
and Good 

Luck to the 
Class of '98 

from the 
Philosophy 

Department 
Adolf Johann Saupe, Jr. 

Adolf: 
We congratulate you! 

We are so very proud of 
you! Our best wishes for 
a bright, successful and 
very happy future. With 
all our love, 

MOM and DAD 
Paul, Karen and Sonja 
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I EEC1\R R A 

Dear feegnr, 

Con )mt11/11t10n., ! 
' Weff<'I the 'fll11t' e-rJ11/t1ra/111,1 e:i.perieme 

0 joy mul futf1llllll'lll . 
As you nrf ready lo l lo->c one more mf111ombi£' llwJJlf'r, 

OLLLGC GR DU TI 
We Jwmbly appreciut 1' John Hopkin, L' ni \ 'Cr. i ty 
ror g111di11g and support/Ilg you, 
r or lmgliteJ11ng tile 111111d ar .;cllofn<.l1c ncl1H'<Wmc11t . 
Your wt legc Jn emf-., 
ror bringing 011/ your c.lltms11u1f1c 111ile, 
Cllnrmi11g Pcr->0111ility and Ace11 l11fel/1gence 
Let Ille k11owlcdge you llnvc gleaned 
rrom the pat>/ years 
Bewme your ,csuiding l1glrt 
Tllro11gll the smootll <'th mul '='lom11111igll/.;. 
Lei it lead you 

Ami Ille people among.,/ you. 
With love, 
Mom, Dnd, Lim/es, 1\1111/s and Cmnn..,. 



The Department of 
History of Science, 

Medicine and Technology 

congratulates 
the Class of 1998 

and extends heartiest 
good wishes to its 

graduates for success and 
satisfaction in their careers 

l in the years ahead 

Congratulations 
to the Class of 
1998 from the 
Department of 

Computer 
Science 

We knew you could do it. We love you and are very proud of 
you. Wishing you lots of luck in your future endeavors! 

Dad, Mom, "Ate", Kristine, "Inday", Jenn and Victor 
Neil B. Tejano 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
and 

Good Luck 
to 

MICHAL PERLSTEIN : 

We Love You! 
Dad, Ari and Silnone 
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De4t Mike, 
~ God blessed us when you 
) 

1 

wete botn; m4y He bless you 
now 4S you gt4du4te 4nd 
find yout pl4ce in the wotld. 

Love Alw4ys, 
Mom, D4d, 4nd the test 
of the P4ll4dinetti cl4n -

Aliss4, Steve, Izzy 4nd 
Abbie 

P.S. Don't bother! 

Climbing to the top. We 
knew you would make it. 

Love 
Dad, Mom & Jennifer 

ff Jeffrey K. Burns 
~ I i----------+-------------1 

Class of 1998, Il1ay 
) you walk in peace and 

flourish with wisdoll1. 
Froll1 Call1pus 

Ministries 

Congratulations 
Graduates! 

1 froill the Departillent 
of the History of Art 

Congratulations on your 
graduation. 

We love you very much 
Mom, Dad, Lisa, Kevin, and 
Steve (Sushi too) Daniel Ostrawer 
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It's a good thing 
we got you that 

helmet. 
Congratulations 

Alex! 

Love, 
Mom, Dad, and 

Jenny 
Alexander Volfson 

Con a ations 
to the Class of 
1998! 
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Congratulations and 
Best Wishes to Matt 
and the Class of 1998. 

The Schernecke Family 
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1998 Hullabaloo 
Breaking the Limits 

Editorial Staff: 

Editor-in-chief: Tracey Brown 
Business Manager: Valerie Evering 
Photography Editor: Katy Rouse 
Academics Editor: Joan Chen 
Activities Editor: Steve Kayarios 
Sports Editor: Jen Dasch 
Underclassmen Editor: Cordia Wan 

Staff: 

Photography: Katy Rouse, Francesco Clark, Amy Cording, Paul 
Johnson, Will Kirk, Tracey Brown, Joan Chen, Cordia Wan 
Writing Staff: Matthew Schernecke, Dhiren Dave, Morry Safer, 
Will Kirk, Tanya Arora, Tracey Brown, Jen Dasch, Steve Kayairos, 
Joan Chen, Damien Newton 

Special Thanks to all the editors, and everyone who gave us pic
tures. I really appreciate it. Katy, you're the best!!! 

Tracey 
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Colophon 

The theme "Breaking the Limits: was selected because the staff of 
the 1998 Hullabaloo felt it was an appropriate phrase to describe 
the Johns Hopkins University. 

Special thanks goes to Kai Sauer, Dr. Bill Smedick, and Rhonda 
Jefferson of the Office of Student Activities for all their help and 

1 support; David O'Brien and Janice Bigelow of Jostens Printing 
and Publishing; Jim Rainey of Davor Photography; the athletic 
center for their assistance and contribution of photos; and all stu-

1 dents and student groups who submitted photos without whom 
the book would not have been possible. 

) All body and caption copy was printed in Palatino type. A vari
ety of fonts were used for headines and sub-headlines. All copy 
was submitted using Pagemaker 6.0 and Microsoft Word 5.1 on 

' Macintosh computers, a Quadra 650 printer, an HP Laser Jet 5MP, 
and a Power PC. The cover design is navy blue embossed with 
silver foil applied. 

A four pica grid design was used throughout the book, though 
several sections demonstrate variation in column size. 

The book was produced entirely by Hopkins undergraduates, 
including 6 editors and approximately 8 staff members. 
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Breaking The Limits 
Hopkins has taught us to work 
hard, to strive for our goals, to 
always be searching for new ways 
to break the limits. 
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The entire Baltimore community 
turns out for the annual weekend 
long fest: Spring Fair. 

The Johns Hopkins University 
1 Hullabaloo 

1998 Supplement 
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Opening 



The Odyssey Continues Here 
"Here, watch my dog for rne--he' s walking 

too slowly," said freshman Lisa Ternes, hastily 

thrusting her tired 
little 5-rnonth-old 
yorkie into my 
arms. The dog and I 
watched wist-
fully as Lisa rushed into the crowd. 

Even man's love for his best friend can't beat 
the aroma of funnel cakes and hot dogs. 1998 
marks the 26th anniversary of Johns Hopkins' 
annual Spring Fair. For three entire days, 
Homewood campus transformed into a 
paparazzi of loud music, junky food, and 
booze-- all in the name of the Odyssey ... as the 
wooden horse from Horner' s epic looks on 
proudly over the Lower Quad. 

The couple above enjoys some sit-down time with 
a stick of cotton candy. On the right, the usually 
rowdy young' ens settle down to some drinks and 
fun with balloons. 
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Spring Fair 

For those who love to eat, 
Spring Fair was heaven. From 
Grarnpy' s lemonade to the boy 
scouts' hotdogs, from burgers 
and fries to authentic Indian 
food, fair-goers had a taste of 
everything they could imagine. 



e. 

Mothers rejoice at their children's 
laughter; kids run wild with 
excitement. More than a dozen 
rides and interactive games en
tertain the children at Spring Fair. 
Parents and students alike were 
willing to buy tickets to trade in 
for some fun. Besides the tradi
tional swing ride and the mile
high slide, scarier rides were 
available for the big kids. 

_ Kids--They Just Want to Have Fun ... 
Amateur sumo wrestlers 
stumble about the arena as 
spectators laugh on. 

(above and left) An ex
cited couple looks on as 
their child takes his first 
flight, and a mother pur
chases several carnival 
tickets for her son. 

Out of control... here at 
Spring Fair, bashing and 
beating your sibling is 
allowed, throwing your 
friends into the water 
tank is considered cool, 
and running around in a 

· bathing suit is the rule. 
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Let The Animals Roam ... 
Tons of pure weight invaded Spring Fair in 
the forms of elephants, camels, goats, 
sheep, and ponies. At the petting zoo, old 
and young alike delighted at the visitors 
from mother nature. 

This child on 
the left eagerly 
awaits a hand
ful of food to 
feed to the 
even more 
eager goat. 

•• •!• ••• •!• ••• •!• ••• •!• ••• •!• ••• •!• ••• •!• ••• •!• ••• •!• ••• •!• ••• 

A Last Glimpse at 
Spring Fair 
1998 ..... 

4 

There 
were 
some 

things 
to take 
home 
free .. . 

Spring Fair 

... but even more to be sold 
and bought. Vendors had ev
erything from jewelry and 
clothing to beach chairs, 
candles, swords, and armor. 



jer· 
ana 

1irs, 

JOf. 

.. . As The Arts Flourish 

Even Uncle Sain 1nade a 
personal appearance. 

Art in all forms pervaded Spring Fair '98. Musicians and 
performers gathered on the Gihnan steps, and caricatur
ists sketched on the quads. This year marked the first 
moviefest, which featured a sampling of short films. 

As the crowd enjoyed 
itself at Spring Fair, these 
performers kept up the 
background music 
untiringly . 

... A small tribute to 
those who made it 
all happen 
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Commencement speaker Elizabeth 
Dol addresse the class of 1998. 
In her address, Dole urged the 
graduates to pursue a life which 
was truly fulfilling. 

Senior class president Duncan 
Belser spoke to his classmates. 
Belser encouraged the seniors to 
relish this day of graduation. 
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Graduation 

Class gift chair Paul F. 
to President William Brody as fellow chair 
Rebecca Eddy looks on. The gift this year was 
a check to establish a coffee shop on Q-level of 
the MSE. 

This senior probably wishes he 
could find his family so they can 
hold some of his s tuff for him. 



Tzme To go 
The class of 1998 says goodbye 
It took four years of hard labor, many sleep
less nights, and lots of caffeine and stress. 
But finally, on May 21, 1998 the class of 
1998 got what they had worked so hard for 
and what their parents had paid so much 
for: a diploma from the Johns Hopkins 
University. It was a perfect day, the warm 
weather a welcome relief from the predic
tion of thunderstorms. Not even the heat 
could dampen the spirits of the graduates. 
As they walked down the aisle to their 
seats, there wasn't a senior present without 
a proud smile. After the long processional 
under the traditional white tent which cov
ered all of Gilman quad, the ceremony 
opened with an invocation by Chaplain 
Sharon Kugler. Then senior class presi
dent Duncan Belser spoke and urged his 
classmates to cherish this moment, and for 
once, not think ahead of what was to come. 
The Commencement address was given by 
Elizabeth Dole, wife of 1996 Presidential 

candidate Bob Dole and head of the Ameri
can Red Cross. In her address, Dole im
plored the class to do something with their 
lives that was truly fulfilling, something 
which inspired them to always give their 
best. She described her own life and how 
certain events led her to choose a calling 
which made her feel complete. After her 
address, the class gift was presented by gift 
chairs Paul F. Narain and Rebecca S. Eddy. 
The class gift was a check to establish a 
coffee shop on the Quad level of the Milton 
S. Eisenhower Library. This gift was cho
sen in an effort to make MSE more hospi
table for students. It had been up and 
running for the later half of the school year 
so departing seniors would be able to enjoy 
its services. Awards were then presented 
to outstanding members of the senior class. 
Then senior Student Council President Mat
thew Schernecke presented the Student 
council gavel to President William Brody: 

Aaron Pannone looks 
in vain for his family 
after the graduation 
ceremony. 

President William Brody presents 
Mrs. Dole with her honorary de
gree from Johns Hopkins. 
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After the las t name was called, the seniors rose 
to their fee t to cheer the end of the graduation 
ceremony and their fo ur years at Hopkins. 

Senior class vice president Bob Mittendorff 
makes his presentation on stage. 

Senior wait patiently 
in their seats while 
waiting to get their 
diplomas. (far right) 

Pre ident Brod y 
makes some final re
marks to the gradu
ates. This was only 
the second class to 
g ra dua te under 
Brody' term. (right) 
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CLoszng Tzme 
Homewood is a distant memory 
In his remarks, Schernecke reminded his 
classmates that one person can make a 
difference and that we should never un
derestimate our power to change the world. 
After some final remarks and congratula
tions by President Brody himself, to only 
the second class to graduate under his term, 
the moment had arrived. It was time for 
the presentation of diplomas. As the names 
began to be called one by one, one could 
feel the anticipation. Seniors were bounc
ing in their seats as they waited for their 
name to be called. Finally, after the last 
name had been called, the crowd erupted 
into an exuberantly loud round of applause. 
A few people tossed their mortarboards in 
the air, but most seemed afraid of injuring 
their neighbor. There was no stopping 
them after that. President Brody thanked 
the families for coming and then the newly 
named alumnae headed for the hills. Actu-

ally most headed to familiar spots on cam
pus to take pictures with family and friends, 
and then went out to celebrate at the best 
restaurants in town (most of which had not 
been frequented by poor college students) . 
After parents left for their hotels, there was 
the traditional last night on the Beach when 
seniors had one last chance to engage in 
revelry with old friends. For many seniors, 
this is not the end of their formal education 
as they are heading to medical school or 
graduate school. Some are even sticking 
around Baltimore to work for a while be
fore they decide where to go next. But 
regardless of where they end up, most 
would agree that it was a great time. The 
last four years at Hopkins have been some
times exhilerating, usually stressful, but 
always unforgettable, from the moment 
they said hello in 1994 to the moment they 
said goodbye in 1998. 

This senior went to gradua tion 
ready for the summer to begin and 
looking comfortable in his dark 
shades. 
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Season (10-4) 

Princeton 
Denver 
Rutgers 
Syracuse 
Virginia 

orth Carolina 
Hartford 
Villanova 
Maryland 

avy 
Hofstra 
Towson 
Loyola 
Maryland 
(quarter finals) 

IO 

Men' Lacrosse 

JHU-opp 

10-17 
19-8 
18-9 
13-14 
13-10 
16-9 
21-3 
19-6 
10-6 
15-14 
16-10 
18-7 
7-10 

10-11 

A' 

1 

' 
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Although many may only remember one game during the 
1998 lacrosse season (Hopkins vs Maryland), there was a lot 
happening besides this win. Once again, Hopkins was 
proud of its famous team, as the men's lacrosse team went 
10-0 and headed to the quarterfinals of the Division I 
championship. Hopkins earned a bye into the quarterfinals 
of the NCAA tournament, but lost 11-10 to Maryland, who 
went on to win the title. The team faced a tough task as they 
were scheduled to play 6 of the 7 top ranked teams. Only 
Virginia, which faced 4 of the top 7 came close to that. This 
year, talent was packed all the way from the defense to the 
offense. Sophomore goalie Brian Carcaterra had an extraor
dinary season, recording 180 saves, which placed him ninth 
on the list of most saves in a single season. Carcaterra is also 
sixth on this list from the 1997 season. Senior Dudley Dixon, 
who has made a name for himself the past 2 seasons, 
managed to play this season despite an injury to his knee 
and became only the third JHU player to record two con
secutive seasons with at least 20 goals and 20 assists. Senior 
Dylan Schlott was an amazing force in 1998. During the 

past two seasons, Schlott only scored 8 goals. This season, he 
scored 48 which put him in a tie for third among JHU players 
for number of goals scored in asingle season. His 7 goals 
against Villanova was the most goals scored in a single game 
since 1995. Senior midfielder A.T. Bailey also had an impres
sive season, with a draw percentage of .525 and 17 assists. 
This was third best on the team despite the fact that Bailey sat 
out the first 3rd of the season due to injury. Senior Andrew 
Godfrey, junior Matt O'Kelly, and sophomore A.J. Haugen 
formed one of the best trios in the nation at midfield. 
Haugen scored 27 goals, while O'Kelly and Godfrey had 21 
each. O'Kelly also had 10 assists which was fourth best on 
the team. This trio played a vital role in every game as their 
combination of strengths powered the midfield and made 
Hopkins harder to beat. Despite the loss to Maryland in the 
quarterfinals, the 1998 season was a great one to remember. 
The 1998 team kept the streak going; Hopkins has appeared 
in 27 consecutive NCAA tournaments, and the flood of 
talent from this year and arriving next year, will make 
Hopkins dominant again in 1999. 
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Season (14-3) JHU-opp 

orth Carolina 4-15 
Mt. Saint Mary's 12-7 
Muhlenberg 22-5 
Gettysburg 17-4 
Swarthmore 15-3 
College of New Jersey 7-9 
Bryn Mawr 20-5 
Dickinson 21-1 
Ursinus 11-3 
UMBC 14-13 
Haverford 9-8 
W. Maryland 15-7 
Franklin & Marshall 12-7 
Washing ton College 14-4 
St. Joseph's 10-3 
Denison 22-8 
Middlebury 
(quarter finals) 6-18 
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The Hopkins women's lacrosse team went out with a bang, 
as this season marked their last as an NCAA division III 
team. Next year, the team becomes a Division I team. There 
was no way that the team was going to leave without a great 
last season, and they did just that, posting a 14-3 record. 
Unfortunately, one of those losses was to Middlebury Col
lege in the Division quarterfinals. In that last game, 
Middlebury had a 10-0 lead at halftime, but the Jays rallied 
to get on the board with 6 goals. Despite a valiant effort, the 
Blue Jays lost 18-6. The individual members of the team had 
outstanding seasons. Sophomore Danielle Maschuci led 
the team with 52 goals, followed by sophomore eda 
Dawood (43), Jessica Popham (37), junior Nancy Kim (30) 
and senior Cathy Dancz (24). Dancz had a career high 
season in goals, scoring more than in her previous three 
years combined. Senior Anita Patibandla leaves Hopkins 
as the all time leader in saves with 656 in the net. Next year 
there will be a hole in the defense as many defensive starters 
are graduating. Maria Fontoura led the team in turnover 

ratio (+23) and was second on the team in groundballs. 
Janice Yoo picked up 20 groundballs in 16 games and 
Heather Pertel was a core force as she won 198 draw 
controls, 19 more than Hopkins opponents. She also had 10 
goals this season which was a career high. In the first round 
of the tournament, Hopkins tied its season record for goals 
scored with 22 goals against Denison. This game put 
Hopkins in CAA tournament history as the fourth highest 
number of goals scored in a first or second round game. 
Maschuci scored 3 goals, Popham scored 4, and Dawood 
scored 6 goals on 6 shots to give Hopkins the victory of 22-
8. Coach Janine Tucker, who is in her 5th year as head coach 
of the women's lacrosse team moved into 5th place as the 
coach with the most all time CAA Tournament victories 
in Division III history. Although 6 seniors are lost to 
graduation the combined talents of younger players, such 
as Dawood, Popham, Maschuci, and Kim will ensure that 
the women will make a great impression their first season 
as a Division I team. 
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Season (35-2) JHU-opp 

Messiah 7-2 
Coppin State 10-1 
Susquehana 10-0 
Case Wes tern 6-1 
Washington U. 4-2 
Emory 15-6 
Rochester 10-5 
Franklin & Marshall 9-1 
W. Maryland 17-4 
Brandeis 8-7 
Mt. Saint Mary's 9-5 
Keene State 4-3 
Fairleigh Dickinson 11-10 
SUNY Brockport 11-9 
Widener 24-5 
Coppin State 11-8 
Franklin & Marshall 13-3 
Kean 7-25 
W. Maryland 17-7 
Swarthmore 4-2 
Swarthmore 20-0 
Gettysburg 17-1 
Haverford 1-0 
Haverford 11-1 
Gettysburg 8-6 
Dickinson 10-13 
Dickinson 12-6 
Ursinus 6-3 
Ursinus 6-5 
Washing ton Coll. 17-4 
Elizabethtown 12-6 
Muhlenberg 20-15 
Muhlenberg 26-7 
College of ew Jersey 14-3 
Mt. Saint Mary's 13-8 
York 9-3 
Washington Coll. 7-0 
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Hopkins met Haverford twice 
during the season and came 
away with a victory both times 
(1-0. 11-0). This Blue Jay safely 
gets to second base after hitting 
a double. 

Ba eball 



Coming out of the lineup, senior pitcher Scott 
Orlovsky delivers a devastating curve ball. Orlovsky 
wa a perfect 11-0 pitcher and was named Centennial 
Conference Pitcher of the Year. 

The 1998 Hopkins Baseball team, had, to say the least, a 
record breaking season. The Blue Jays possessed an arsenal 
of powerful sluggers, a rocket firing pitching staff, and a 
skilled defense to assemble one of the best Hopkins teams 
ever. The team posted a regular season record of 35-2, 
captured the University Athletic Association Champion
ship, and earned a berth in the NCAA Division III World 
Series Tournament. During the season, they were ranked as 
high as fourth in the national poll and fourth in the Mid
Atlantic region. Much of the team's success can be attrib
uted to the coaching staff, piloted by head coach Bob Babb, 
now in his 19th season, and assistant coaches Jack Newell 
and Chris Rom. The Blue Jays had a variety of talented 
players that allowed them to crank out win after win. 
Topping the list of honors were junior outfielder John 
Christ and senior pitcher Scott Orlovsky, who were named 
Centennial Conference Player of the Year and Pitcher of the 
Year, respectively. They were both also named Centennial 
Conference First Team All Stars. Christ had an extraordi
nary season, setting conference records in nearly all catego-

Watch out folks, this one's outta 
here. Junior outfielder John Christ 
hits one out of the park, adding to 
his list of home runs. He was 
named Centennial Conference 
Player of the Year, leading the 
conference in nearly all categories. 

ries: batting average (.580), hits (40), runs scored (34), home 
runs (9), RBis (42) total bases (74) and slugging percentage 
(l.072). This is the third consecutive year Christ made First 
Team, a feat accomplished only once before by Hopkins 
alumnus Dan Readle '97. Orlovsky had a sensational 
season as well, posting a perfect 11-0 record with an ERA of 
1. 98. Joining Christ and Or lovsky on First T earn were junior 
outfielder Steve Milo and sophomore catcher John Craig. 
Senior pitcher Todd Flannery and junior infielder Bill Th
ompson made second team. The Blue Jays had a chance to 
go to the CAA Division III World Series. Despite a 11-9 
win over Rowan, two losses to the College of New Jersey 
and Allentown eliminated Hopkins from the tournament. 
Their overall record of 36-4 was the highest winning per
centage (.900) of any team in Division III. This year, Hopkins 
demonstrated its potential to contend for the national cham
pionship, proving to be a force to be reckoned with. With 
three of the four First Team All Stars returning next season, 
and under the watchful eye of coach Babb, the Blue Jays 
plan to continue their winning tradition. 
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NOVICE TEAM HELPS REVITALIZE 

What do 40 Blue Jays do each morn
ing at 4:30am? They wake up and get 
ready to row! "The dedication showed 
wa unbelievable ," remarked captain 
Stephanie Thompson. "We really had 
a chance to come together as a team." 

During the fall, the Hopkins Crew 
team competed in long distance head 
races. Winter training included lifting 
weights and erging in the Athletic Cen
ter. The team then spent its spring 
break rowing in the rain at Camp Bob 
Cooper in Summertown, South Caro
lina, preparing for the first race of the 
Spring. 

Despite this training, novice men's 
coachJohnKlo s commented, "I would 
have liked to see more pain." 
The Hopkins team entered novice and 

The 1998 Crew Tea m 

Coach John Kloss and rower Cameron Birk lift 
the pig from the spit a t the annual pig roast 
while Andrew Genz, Elliot Martin, Dave Kim, 
Karin Diener and Da v id Paschon look on. 
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Crew 

varsity boats in eight different 2000m 
regattas which included the Augusta 
Invitationals in Augusta, GA, the At
lantic Sprint League Championship 
in Marietta,OH, and the Mid-Atlantic 
Championships in Lorton, VA. 
Several boats came back with medals 

at each race. Finishing the season with 
Dad Vail Championships in Philadel
phia, PA, both novice teams easily 
won their qualifying heats despite swift 
currents and torrential downpours. 
Unfortunately, the novice finals were 

cancelled, but the men's varsity light
weight4 (Corey Lanum, DavidPaschon 
Ed O'Malley, Dan Joffe, and Sanae 
Kubota) endured an additional day of 
cold rain and placed an incredible fifth 
with a time of 4:24.54. 



./ 

Women novices Danielle Vignati, Hilary Rowe, 
Lisa Caputo, Jenny Hamner, Jen Dasch, Jesica 
Myers, coxed by Barbara Kivia t, pull as hard a 
they can in Marietta, Ohio. 

At the Ches tertown hallenge, the men's novice 
team helps the women's novice tea m place their 
oa rs in the oa rlocks. 

Kiyoshi Ega mi coxes the winning men's novice 
fo ur into the dock safely in Chestertown, Mary
land . 

Elliot Martin, Doug Keen, Dan Joffe, David 
Paschon, Giles Clark, John Shiles, Corey Lanum 
Ed O 'Malley, and Sanae Kubota combine var
sity and novice efforts fo r a competitive race a t 
the Atlantic Sprint League Championships in 
Marietta, Ohio. 

Coxswain Stephanie Thompson motivates var
sity teammates Kristy Hsiao, Vanessa Stroh, Joy 
Winter, and Anna Tria during the Mid Atlantic 
Championships in Lorton, Virginia. 
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Sea on (3-7) JHU-opp 

W. Maryland 2-5 
Ursinus 6-3 
Haverford 4-5 
Dickinson 4-5 
Gettysburg 1-8 
Franklin & Marshall 1-8 
Washington Coll. 7-2 
Muhlenberg 4-5 
Loyola 6-3 
Swarthmore 2-7 

Season (6-2) JHU-opp 

U. of Conn. 6-1 
W. Maryland 7-0 
Haverford 5-2 
Dickinson 7-0 
Gettysburg 6-1 
Franklin & Marshall 3-4 
Ursinus 7-0 
Washing ton Coll. 1-6 
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This year's Hopkins women's tennis 
team had a tough season. Facing a 
difficult schedule, the lady Jays man
aged to post a record of 3-7. The team 
was successful in singles competition, 
with an overall record of 29-26. How
ever, they struggled in doubles play 
with a record of 8-17. onetheless, the 
outcome of this season will prove to be 
a learning experience for years to come. 
Hopkins three wins came against 
Ursinus, Washington College, and 
crosstown rival Loyola. There were 
also three matches where the team only 
lost by one match. Individually the 
women's tennis team was led by senior 
Melissa Agocs and freshman Lauren 
Cherande, wi th records of 7-3 (.700) 

Serving up ace after ace and delivering 
the final punch with powerful fore
hands, the 1998 Hopkins men's tennis 
team put together a prevailing 6-2 sea
son. With its only losses against 
Franklin and Marshall and Washing
ton College, the Blue Jays virtually 
dominated the Centennial Conference 
in which it competes. The team was 
led by John and Jamie Saxe, who had 
individual records of 7-4 and 6-3 re
spectively. Jamie was an extraordi
nary 6-1 in conference matches. The 
Saxe brothers also played in the Cen
tennial Conference Individual Cham
pionships, where they combined for a 
2-2 showing (John 2-1, Jamie 0-1). Other 

and 6-2 (.750) respectively. They were 
also the top Hopkins finishers in the 
Centennial Conference Championship, 
both advancing to the quarterfinal 
round. Cherande was also the only 
Hopkins player to be named an AllStar, 
earning a spot on the Second Team. In 
doubles matches, Agocs teamed up 
with senior Amy Schuster to compile a 
record of 4-3, the best on the team. The 
team was coached by Gary King. De
spite the setbacks of this year's season, 
this team has the future to look to
wards. With the recruitment of young 
talent next year and the thirst for suc
cess, the women's tennis team will no 
doubt step in the right direction for 
improvement. 

great performances came from Greg 
Malawer (5-0) and Andrew Chu (6-1). 
Malawer and Chu were also unde
feated in doubles matches. The Saxe 
brothers proved to be as lethal a team 
as they were in singles competition. 
They led the team with a record of 5-2. 
Overall Hopkins was39-15 (31-11, con
ference) in singles play, with every 
player above the .500 mark. The team 
was under the guidance of head coach 
Bill Nelson. With solid performances 
like these from a striking lineup, the 
men's tenni team will continue to come 
up strong in Centennial Conference 
competition. 
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FAN SUPPORT 
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The Hopkins cheerleading squad al
ways gets the crowd going in support 
of the teams. (above) 

Our beloved mascot, the Hopkins Blue 
Jay, nervously paces on the sidelines. 
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Fan Support 



Members of the senior class pose 
for one last shot during gradu
ation before they say good-bye. 
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Clo ing 
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